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Geometric Waldspurger periods

Sergey Lysenko

Abstract

Let X be a smooth projective curve. We consider the dual reductive pair H = GO2m,
G = GSp2n over X, where H splits on an étale two-sheeted covering π : X̃ → X. Let
BunG (respectively, BunH) be the stack of G-torsors (respectively, H-torsors) on X. We
study the functors FG and FH between the derived categories D(BunG) and D(BunH),
which are analogs of the classical theta-lifting operators in the framework of the geometric
Langlands program. Assume n = m = 1 and H nonsplit, that is, H = π∗Gm with X̃
connected. We establish the geometric Langlands functoriality for this pair. Namely, we
show that FG : D(BunH) → D(BunG) commutes with Hecke operators with respect to
the corresponding map of Langlands L-groups LH → LG. As an application, we calculate
Waldspurger periods of cuspidal automorphic sheaves on BunGL2 and Bessel periods of
theta-lifts from BunGO4

to BunGSp4
. Based on these calculations, we give three conjectural

constructions of certain automorphic sheaves on BunGSp4
(one of them makes sense for

D-modules only).

1. Introduction and main results

1.0 This paper, which is a sequel to [Lys06a], is a part of two (related) research projects: (i) a
geometric version of the Howe correspondence (an analog of the theta-lifting in the framework of
the geometric Langlands program); (ii) a geometric Langlands program for GSp4.

We consider only the (unramified) dual reductive pair (H = GO2m, G = GSp2n) over a smooth
projective connected curve X. Let BunG (respectively, BunH) denote the stack of G-torsors
(respectively, H-torsors) on X. Using the theta-sheaf introduced in [Lys06a], we define functors
FG : D(BunH) → D(BunG) and FH : D(BunG) → D(BunH) between the corresponding derived
categories, which are geometric analogs of the theta-lifting operators. Based on classical Howe cor-
respondence (cf., for example, [Ada89, Kud96, MVW87, Ral82]) and our results from [Lys07], we
conjecture a precise relation between the theta-lifting functors and Hecke functors on BunG and
BunH (cf. Conjecture 1). For n = m (respectively, for m = n+ 1) the functor FG (respectively, FH)
is expected to realize the geometric Langlands functoriality for a morphism of Langlands L-groups
HL → GL (respectively, GL → HL).

We prove this conjecture for the dual pair (GO2,GL2), where GO2 = π∗Gm is a group scheme
over X, here π : X̃ → X is a nontrivial étale two-sheeted covering. If Ẽ is a rank-one local system
on X̃, then this provides a new proof of the geometric Langlands conjecture for π∗Ẽ independent
of the existing proof due to Frenkel, Gaitsgory and Vilonen [FGV02, Gai04].

Let us describe our remaining main results in a form that is less technical than their actual
formulation. Assume that the ground field k = Fq is finite of q elements with q odd. SetG = GL2. Let
E be a rank-two irreducible �-adic local system on X. Write AutE for the corresponding automorphic
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sheaf on BunG (cf. Definition 8). Let fE : BunG(k) → Q̄� denote the function ‘trace of Frobenius’
of AutE .

Let φ : Y → X be a nontrivial étale two-sheeted covering. Write PicY for the Picard stack of Y .
Let J be a rank-one local system on Y equipped with an isomorphism N(J ) →̃ detE, where N(J )
is the norm of J (cf. Appendix A.1). Write fJ : (PicY )(k) → Q̄� for the corresponding character
(the trace of Frobenius of the automorphic local system AJ corresponding to J ). The Waldspurger
period of fE is ∫

B∈(PicY )(k)/(PicX)(k)
fE(φ∗B)f−1

J (B) dB

(the function that we integrate does not change when B is tensored by φ∗L, L ∈ PicX), here dB
is a Haar measure. A beautiful theorem of Waldspurger says that the square of this period is equal
(up to an explicit harmless coefficient) to the value of the L-function L(φ∗E⊗J−1, 1

2) (cf. [Wal85]).
We prove a geometric version of this result. The role of the L-function in geometric setting is

played by the complex ⊕
d�0

RΓ(Y (d), (φ∗E ⊗ J ∗)(d))[d]. (1)

Here Y (d) is the dth symmetric power of Y and V (d) denotes the dth symmetric power of a local
system V on X. The geometric Waldspurger period is

RΓc(PicY/PicX,φ∗1 AutE ⊗AJ−1), (2)

where φ1 : PicY → BunG sends B to φ∗B. The sense of the quotient PicY/PicX is made precise in
§ 6.3.3; this stack has two connected components (the degree of B modulo two), so (2) is naturally
Z/2Z-graded. Our Theorem 5 says that there is a Z/2Z-graded isomorphism between (1) and the
tensor square of (2), the Z/2Z-grading of (1) is given by the parity of d. If φ∗E is still irreducible,
then (1) is the exterior algebra of the vector space H1(Y,J ∗⊗φ∗E), which is placed in cohomological
degree zero.

In the classical theory of automorphic forms there has been a philosophy that for multiplicity one
models of representations the corresponding periods of Hecke eigenforms can be expressed in terms
of the L-functions (of the corresponding eigenvalue local system). In addition to the Waldspurger
periods, we also consider Bessel periods for GSp4 (see § 6) and generalized Waldspurger periods for
GL4 (see § 7), which all illustrate this phenomenon.

Consider now the dual pair (G, H̃), where G = GSp4 and H̃ is as follows. Let GO0
4 be given

by the exact sequence 1 → Gm → GL2×GL2 → GO0
4 → 1, where the first map sends x ∈ Gm

to (x, x−1). Let π : X̃ → X be an étale degree two covering, set Σ = AutX(X̃). The group Σ act
on this exact sequence permuting the two copies of GL2. Let H̃ be the group scheme on X, the
twisting of GO0

4 by the Σ-torsor π : X̃ → X. The above exact sequence yields a morphism of stacks
ρ : Bun2,X̃ → BunH̃ , here Bun2,X̃ denotes the stack of rank-two vector bundles on X̃ . Write Bunr
for the stack of rank-r vector bundles on X.

Let Ẽ be an irreducible rank-two local system on X̃ and let AutẼ be the corresponding auto-
morphic sheaf on Bun2,X̃ (cf. Definition 8). Assume given a rank-one local system χ on X equipped
with an isomorphism det Ẽ →̃π∗χ. Then AutẼ descends naturally to a perverse sheaf KẼ,χ,H̃ on
BunH̃ . Now assume that X̃ is connected. For the theta-lifting functor FG : D(BunH̃) → D(BunG)
our Theorem 6 calculates the Bessel periods of K := FG(KẼ,χ,H̃).

At the level of functions the Bessel periods are defined, for example, in [BFF97]. In geometric
setting, let P ⊂ G be the Siegel parabolic, νP : BunP → BunG be the natural map. The stack
BunP of P -torsors on X classifies collections: L ∈ Bun2, A ∈ Bun1 and an exact sequence 0 →
Sym2 L →? → A → 0 on X. Let SP be the stack classifying L ∈ Bun2, A ∈ Bun1 together
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with a map Sym2 L → A ⊗ Ω. Here Ω is the canonical line bundle on X. So, SP and BunP are
dual (generalized) vector bundles over Bun2×Bun1, and one has the Fourier transform functor
Fourψ : D(BunP )→ D(BunSP

) between the corresponding derived categories of �-adic sheaves.
Let φ : Y → X be a nontrivial étale two-sheeted covering. Let e : PicY → SP be the map sending

B ∈ PicY to the pair L = φ∗B, A ⊗ Ω = N(B) with natural symmetric form Sym2 L → A ⊗ Ω
(cf. § 6.1.1). Let J be a rank-one local system on Y equipped with N(J ) →̃χ. The complex

AJ ⊗ e∗ Fourψ(ν∗PK)

descends naturally with respect to the map PicY → PicY/PicX. The Bessel period of K is the
(Z/2Z-graded) complex

RΓc(PicY/PicX, AJ ⊗ e∗ Fourψ(ν∗PK)). (3)

Our Theorem 6 says that (up to a shift) there is a Z/2Z-graded isomorphism between⊕
d�0

RΓ(Y (d), (J ⊗ φ∗(π∗Ẽ∗))(d))[d] (4)

and the tensor square of (3). The Z/2Z-grading on (4) is given by the parity of d.
From Conjecture 1 it would follow that K is an automorphic sheaf on BunG corresponding to

the local system EǦ given by the pair (π∗Ẽ∗, χ−1) with symplectic form
∧2(π∗Ẽ∗)→ χ−1 (cf. also

Conjecture 2). Here Ǧ stands for the Langlands dual group. As predicted by the general philosophy
on multiplicity one models, the complex (4) makes sense for all Ǧ-local systems on X, this allows
us to formulate a conjectural answer for the Bessel periods of all automorphic sheaves on BunG
(cf. Conjectures 4 and 5).

The geometry suggests that one should be able to recover an automorphic sheaf on BunG from the
knowledge of all of its Bessel periods (including those for ramified two-sheeted coverings φ : Y → X).
To formulate the corresponding conjecture we switch from �-adic sheaves to D-modules (for § 8 only),
as it requires the Fourier–Laumon transform, which is not known in �-adic setting.

We also propose one more conjectural construction of automorphic sheaves on BunG as theta-
lifting from GO6 (cf. Conjecture 6).

1.1 General notation
Let k denote an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 2, all of the schemes (or stacks) we
consider are defined over k. Fix a prime � �= p. For a scheme (or stack) S write D(S) for the derived
category of �-adic étale sheaves on S and P(S) ⊂ D(S) for the category of perverse sheaves.

Fix a nontrivial character ψ : Fp → Q̄∗
� and denote by Lψ the corresponding Artin–Shreier sheaf

on A1. Since we are working over an algebraically closed field, we systematically ignore Tate twists.
If V → S and V ∗ → S are dual rank-n vector bundles over a stack S, we normalize the Fourier

transform Fourψ : D(V ) → D(V ∗) by Fourψ(K) = (pV ∗)!(ξ∗Lψ ⊗ p∗VK)[n], where pV , pV ∗ are the
projections and ξ : V ×S V ∗ → A1 is the pairing.

Let X be a smooth projective connected curve. Write Ω for the canonical line bundle on X. For
a smooth scheme of finite type S and a locally free OS -module L write L� = L∗ ⊗ ΩS , where ΩS

is the canonical line bundle on S. For a morphism of stacks f : Y → Z we denote by dim. rel(f)
the function of a connected component C of Y given by dimC − dimC ′, where C ′ is the connected
component of Z containing f(C).

Write Bunk for the stack of rank-k vector bundles on X. For k = 1 we also write PicX for the
Picard stack Bun1 of X. We have a line bundle Ak on Bunk with fibre det RΓ(X,V ) at V ∈ Bunk.
View it as a Z/2Z-graded placed in degree χ(V ) mod 2. Our conventions about Z/2Z-grading are
those of [Lys06a, § 3.1].
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1.2 Other results and ideas of proofs

1.2.1 Theta-sheaf. Let Gk denote the sheaf of automorphisms of OkX⊕Ωk preserving the natural
symplectic form

∧2(OkX ⊕ Ωk) → Ω. The stack BunGk
of Gk-bundles on X classifies M ∈ Bun2k

equipped with a symplectic form
∧2M → Ω. We have a µ2-gerbe B̃unGk

→ BunGk
, where B̃unGk

is the stack of metaplectic bundles on X. In [Lys06a] we have introduced the theta-sheaf Aut =
Autg ⊕Auts on B̃unGk

(cf. § 2.1 for precise definitions). We refer to Autg (respectively, to Auts) as
the generic (respectively, special) part of Aut. We write X Aut = Aut when we need to express the
dependence on X.

Let Pk ⊂ Gk be the Siegel parabolic preserving the Lagrangian subsheaf OkX ⊂ OkX ⊕ Ωk.
Write νk : BunPk

→ BunGk
for the projection, where BunPk

is the stack of Pk-bundles on X. We
extend νk to a map ν̃k : BunPk

→ B̃unGk
(cf. § 2.1).

The stack BunPk
classifies L ∈ Bunk together with an exact sequence 0→ Sym2 L→?→ Ω→ 0

of OX -modules. Let 0BunPk
⊂ BunPk

be the open substack given by H0(X,Sym2 L) = 0.

In [Lys06a, Definition 3] we have introduced the complex SP,ψ on BunPk
by some explicit con-

struction (cf. § 2.1 for details). It was shown in [Lys06a, Proposition 7] that there is an isomorphism
over 0BunPk

rk : SP,ψ →̃ ν̃∗k Aut[dim. rel(νk)].

We show that rk extends naturally to an isomorphism over BunPk
(cf. Proposition 1).

Let π : X̃ → X be an étale degree-two covering, Σ = AutX(X̃) = {1, σ} the automorphisms
group of X̃ over X. Let E be the Σ-anti-invariants in π∗O, so E is equipped with a trivialization
κ : E2 →̃O. Let E0 be the Σ-anti-invariants in π∗Q̄�, it is equipped with E2

0 →̃ Q̄�. Let g denote the
genus of X.

Write BunGn,X̃
for the stack classifying rank-2n vector bundles W on X̃ with symplectic form∧2W → ΩX̃ . Let πn : BunGn,X̃

→ BunG2n be the map sending the above point to π∗W equipped

with natural symplectic form
∧2(π∗W ) → Ω. Let B̃unGn,X̃

denote the corresponding stack of

metaplectic bundles. The map πn extends to a map π̃n : B̃unGn,X̃
→ B̃unG2n (cf. § 3.5). We establish

a canonical isomorphism

X̃ Aut →̃ π̃∗nAut[dim. rel(π̃n)]

preserving the generic and special parts (cf. Proposition 3).

1.2.2 Theta-lifting functors. Let n,m ∈ N and G = GSp2n. Let H = GO0
2m denote the con-

nected component of unity of the split orthogonal similitude group GO2m over Spec k. Pick a maxi-
mal torus and a Borel subgroup TH ⊂ BH ⊂ H. We pick an involution σ̃ ∈ O2m(k) preserving TH and
BH such that σ̃ /∈ SO2m. So, for m � 2 (and m �= 4) it induces the unique nontrivial automorphism
of the Dynkin diagram of H. Consider the corresponding Σ-action on GO0

2m by conjugation. Let H̃
be the group scheme on X, the twisting of GO0

2m by the Σ-torsor π : X̃ → X.

The stack BunG of G-torsors on X classifies M ∈ Bun2n,A ∈ Bun1 with symplectic form∧2M → A. The stack BunH̃ of H̃-torsors on X classifies V ∈ Bun2m, C ∈ Bun1, a nondegenerate
symmetric form Sym2 V → C, and a compatible trivialization γ : C−m⊗detV →̃ E . This means that
the composition

C−2m ⊗ (detV )2
γ2

→ E2 →̃O
is the isomorphism induced by V →̃V ∗ ⊗ C.

Let RCov0 denote the stack classifying a line bundle U on X together with a trivialization
U⊗2 →̃O. Its connected components are indexed by H1

et(X,Z/2Z).
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Let BunH be the stack classifying V ∈ Bun2m, C ∈ Bun1 and a symmetric form Sym2 V → C
such that the corresponding trivialization (C−m⊗detV )2 →̃O lies in the component of RCov0 given
by (E , κ). Note that

BunH̃ →̃ Speck ×RCov0 BunH ,

where the map Speck → RCov0 is given by (E , κ). The projection ρH : BunH̃ → BunH is a µ2-torsor.

Write BundH ⊂ BunH for the open substack given by deg C = d, and similarly for Bund
H̃

. Set

BunG,H = BunH ×PicX BunG,

where the map BunH → PicX sends (V, C,Sym2 V → C) to Ω ⊗ C−1. The map BunG → PicX
sends (M,

∧2M → A) to A. We have an isomorphism C ⊗ A→̃Ω for a point of BunG,H . Let

τ : BunG,H → BunG2nm

be the map sending a point as above to V ⊗M with symplectic form
∧2(V ⊗M)→ Ω. We extend

τ to a map τ̃ : BunG,H → B̃unG2nm (cf. § 3.2.1). Let BunG,H̃ be the stack obtained from BunG,H by
the base change BunH̃ → BunH .

Viewing τ̃∗ Aut as a kernel of integral operators, we define functors FG : D(BunH)→ D(BunG)
and FH : D(BunG)→ D(BunH), set also FH̃ = ρ∗H ◦ FH (cf. § 3.2.1).

1.2.3 The pair GO2, GL2. Assume n = m = 1 and X̃ connected. In this case we prove
Conjecture 1 for the functor FG. To do so, we first prove Theorem 1 saying how the action of
Hecke operators on τ̃∗ Aut with respect to G is expressed in terms of the similar action with respect
to H̃. This is a global geometric analog of a particular case of the theorem of Rallis [Ral82] (cf. also
[Lys07]).

We also show that both τ̃∗ Autg[dim. rel(τ̃)] and τ̃∗ Auts[dim. rel(τ̃)] are self-dual irreducible
perverse sheaves on each connected component of BunG,H̃ (cf. Proposition 5), and the functor
FG : D(BunH̃)→ D(BunG) commutes with the Verdier duality.

If Ẽ is a rank-one local system on X̃ , let KẼ denote the automorphic sheaf on BunH̃ →̃ Pic X̃
corresponding to Ẽ. Then FG(KẼ) is an automorphic sheaf on BunG corresponding to the local
system E = (π∗Ẽ)∗. We check that (up to a tensoring by a one-dimensional vector space) the sheaf
FG(KẼ) coincides with the perverse sheaf AutE constructed via Whittaker models in [FGV02]
(cf. Proposition 6).

Theorem 1 also allows us to calculate the following Rankin–Selberg-type convolution (we need it
for our proof of Theorem 5). Let E be an irreducible rank-two local system on X, E1 be a rank-one
local system on X. We denote by AutE1⊕Q̄�

the corresponding geometric Eisenstein series (cf. § 4.3).
Our Theorem 2 provides an explicit calculation of FH̃(AutE1⊕Q̄�

⊗AutE). The method of its proof
is inspired by [Lys02]. We do not know whether this Rankin–Selberg convolution was known before
in classical theory of automorphic forms.

1.2.4 Waldspurger periods. Let us explain how we calculate the Waldspurger periods (Theo-
rem 5). Mainly, we follow the approach of Waldspurger [Wal85], but there are some new phenomena
in geometric settings.

Let n = 2, so G = GL2. Let E be an irreducible rank-two local system on X and let AutE be
the corresponding automorphic sheaf on BunG. Take both π : X̃ → X and H̃ = GO0

4 split. Recall the
perverse sheaf Kπ∗E,detE,H̃ on BunH̃ from § 1.0. First, we identify Kπ∗E,detE,H̃ with the theta-lift
FH̃(AutE∗) from BunG (cf. Proposition 8). This is a geometric version of a Theorem of Shimizu
(see [Wal85]).
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Then we consider the diagram

PicY PicY × PicYm��

��

φ1×φ1�� Bun2×Bun2

��
BunRφ

pRφ

������������� qRφ �� BunH̃

where m is the tensor product map (followed by the automorphism sending B ∈ PicY to B∗⊗ΩY ),
and the vertical arrows are, roughly speaking, the quotients by the action of PicX, where L ∈ PicX
sends (L1, L2) ∈ Bun2×Bun2 to L1 ⊗ L, L2 ⊗ L∗. Recall that φ1 sends B ∈ PicY to φ∗B ∈ Bun2.

The key step is Theorem 4 that calculates the complex (pRφ
)!q∗Rφ

FH̃(AutE∗) explicitly in terms

of E and φ : Y → X (in our actual formulation of Theorem 4 the covering π : X̃ → X may
be nonsplit). We derive Theorem 4 from the properties of the theta-lifting between GO2 and GL2

(Proposition 6) combined with our Rankin–Selberg convolution result (Theorem 2).
Let us indicate at this point that the existence of the geometric Waldspurger periods of automor-

phic sheaves (the fact that condition (CW ) in Definition 10 holds) is a consequence of an intriguing
acyclicity result (Theorem 3, § 6.1.2). It says that the Hecke property of a given automorphic sheaf
S on Bun2 already implies that S is universally locally acyclic (ULA) over ‘the moduli of spectral
curves’. This allows us to control perversity of the complexes KE in Theorem 5 (and similarly for
Bessel periods in Theorem 6).

We also formulate conjectural answers for the geometric Waldspurger periods (Conjecture 3)
and the geometric Bessel periods (Conjecture 4) of all automorphic sheaves. In addition, we verify
Conjecture 3 for geometric Eisenstein series on Bun2 (cf. Proposition 10).

1.2.5 Case H = GO6. Assume m = 3 and X̃ split, so H̃ = GO0
6. Let n = 2, so G = GSp4.

Let EǦ be a Ǧ-local system on X viewed as a pair (E,χ), where E (respectively, χ) is a rank-four
(respectively, rank-one) local system on X with symplectic form

∧2E → χ. Assume that E is
irreducible. Recall that Ǧ is a subgroup of GSpin6, which is the Langlands dual to H̃. We define
the perverse sheaf KE,χ,H̃ on BunH̃ corresponding to a GSpin6-local system (E,χ). We conjecture
that

FG(KE∗,χ∗,H̃) (5)

is an automorphic sheaf on BunG corresponding to EǦ (cf. Conjecture 6). We show that the
geometric Bessel periods of (5) are essentially the generalized Waldspurger periods of KE∗,χ∗,H̃
(cf. Proposition 11).

2. Theta-sheaf

2.1 Let Gk denote the sheaf of automorphisms of OkX ⊕Ωk preserving the natural symplectic form∧2(OkX ⊕ Ωk) → Ω. The stack BunGk
of Gk-bundles on X classifies M ∈ Bun2k equipped with

a symplectic form
∧2M → Ω. Write AGk

for the line bundle on BunGk
with fibre detRΓ(X,M)

at M . We view it as a Z/2Z-graded line bundle (purely of degree zero). Denote by B̃unGk
→ BunGk

the µ2-gerbe of square roots of AGk
.

Recall the definition of the theta-sheaf Aut on B̃unGk
from [Lys06a]. Let iBunGk

⊂ BunGk
be

the locally closed substack given by dim H0(X,M) = i for M ∈ BunGk
. Let iB̃unGk

denote the
preimage of iBunGk

in B̃unGk
.

Write iB for the line bundle on iBunGk
whose fibre at M ∈ iBunGk

is detH0(X,M). View iB
as Z/2Z-graded placed in degree dimH0(X,M) modulo 2. For each i � 0 we have a canonical
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Z/2Z-graded isomorphism

iB2 →̃A|
iB̃unGk

.

It yields a two-sheeted covering iρ : iBunGk
→ iB̃unGk

locally trivial in étale topology. Define a
local system iAut on iB̃unGk

by

iAut = HomS2(sign, iρ!Q̄�).

The perverse sheaf Autg ∈ P(B̃unGk
) (respectively, Auts ∈ P(B̃unGk

)) is defined as the intermediate
extension of 0Aut[dim BunG] (respectively, of 1Aut[dim BunG−1]) under iB̃unGk

↪→ B̃unGk
. The

theta-sheaf Aut is defined by

Aut = Autg ⊕Auts .

Let Pk ⊂ Gk be the Siegel parabolic preserving the Lagrangian subsheaf OkX ⊂ OkX ⊕Ωk. Write
Qk for the Levi quotient of Pk, so Qk →̃ GLk canonically.

Write νk : BunPk
→ BunGk

for the projection. As in [Lys06a, § 5.1], we extend it to a map
ν̃k : BunPk

→ B̃unGk
defined as follows. The stack BunPk

classifies L ∈ Bunk together with an exact
sequence 0 → Sym2 L →? → Ω → 0 of OX -modules. The induced exact sequence 0 → L → M →
L∗ ⊗ Ω→ 0 yields an isomorphism of Z/2Z-graded lines

det RΓ(X,M) →̃ detRΓ(X,L)⊗ det RΓ(X,L∗ ⊗ Ω) →̃ det RΓ(X,L)⊗2.

The map ν̃k sends the above point to (B,M), where B = detRΓ(X,L) is equipped with the above
isomorphism B2 →̃ detRΓ(X,M).

Recall the definition of the complex SP,ψ on BunPk
[Lys06a, Definition 3]. Denote by V → Bunk

the stack whose fibre over L ∈ Bunk is Hom(L,Ω). Write V2 → Bunk for the stack whose fibre
over L ∈ Bunk is Hom(Sym2 L,Ω2). We have a projection π2 : V → V2 sending s ∈ Hom(L,Ω) to
s⊗ s ∈ Hom(Sym2 L,Ω2). We set

SP,ψ →̃ Fourψ(π2!Q̄�)[dim. rel],

where Fourψ : D(V2)→ D(BunP ) denotes the Fourier transform functor, and dim. rel is the function
of a connected component of Bunk given by dim. rel(L) = dimBunk −χ(L), L ∈ Bunk.

The group S2 acts on V sending (L, s : L→ Ω) to (L,−s). This gives rise to a S2-action on SP,ψ.
By [Lys06a, Remark 3], the S2-invariants of SP,ψ are SP,ψ,g (respectively, SP,ψ,s) over the connected
component of BunPk

with χ(L) even (respectively, odd).
Let 0BunPk

⊂ BunPk
be the open substack given by H0(X,Sym2 L) = 0. By [Lys06a, Proposi-

tion 7] there is an isomorphism1

rk : SP,ψ →̃ ν̃∗k Aut[dim. rel(νk)] (6)

over 0BunPk
; here dim. rel(νk) = dim BunPk

− dimBunGk
is a function of a connected component

of BunPk
. From [Lys06a, § 2] it may be deduced that, in the case of a finite base field, the function

‘trace of Frobenius’ of SP,ψ descends with respect to ν̃k : BunPk
→ B̃unGk

over the whole of BunPk
.

We claim that it is also true in the geometric setting.

Proposition 1. The isomorphism rk extends naturally to an isomorphism over BunPk
.

Proof. The proof is in several steps.

Step 1. For an effective divisor D on X denote by D,PBunGk
the stack classifying M ∈ BunGk

together with a Pk-structure on M |D. A point of D,PBunGk
is given by M ∈ BunGk

together with

1The isomorphism rk is not canonical: once
√−1 ∈ k is chosen, rk is well defined up to a sign.
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a lagrangian OD-submodule LD ⊂ M |D. Denote by pD : BunPk
→ D,PBunGk

the map sending
(L ⊂M) ∈ BunPk

to (M,LD) with LD = L|D. Let νD : D,PBunGk
→ BunGk

be the projection.

Pick a point x ∈ X and a nonnegative integer i. SetD = ix. Let aD : BunPk
→ BunPk

be the map
sending an exact sequence 0 → Sym2 L →? → Ω → 0 to its push-forward with respect to the
map Sym2 L ↪→ Sym2(L(D)). Since Hom(Ω, Sym2(L(D))/Sym2 L) acts freely and transitively on
a fibre of aD, the map aD is an affine fibration of rank k(k + 1)i.

We are going to establish a canonical isomorphism

(aD)!SP,ψ →̃SP,ψ[−k2i].

To do so, write πD2 : VD → VD2 for the map obtained from π2 : V → V2 by the base change
Bunk → Bunk sending L to L(D). So, a fibre of VD2 → Bunk is Hom(Sym2(L(D)),Ω2), and we have
a natural map

taD : VD2 → V2,

the transpose of aD. Since (taD)∗π2!Q̄� →̃ (πD2 )!Q̄� canonically, our assertion follows from the stan-
dard properties of the Fourier transform functor.

Step 2. Denote by xHGk
the Hecke stack classifying M,M ′ ∈ BunGk

together with an isomorphism
of Gk-torsors M →̃M ′|X−x. Let Tk ⊂ Qk = GLk denote the maximal torus of diagonal matrices,
its coweight lattice identifies with Zk. The preimage of the standard Borel subgroup of Qk in Pk is
a Borel subgroup of Gk, this also fixes the set of simple roots of Gk. Set ωk = (1, . . . , 1), where 1
appears k times. This is a dominant coweight of Gk orthogonal to all of the roots of Qk.

Denote by D,PHGk
the stack classifying (M,M ′, M ′ →̃M |X−x) ∈ xHGk

such that M ′ is in
the position iωk with respect to M at x, LD ⊂ M |D with (M,LD) ∈ D,PBunGk

satisfying LD ∩
(M ′/M(−D)) = 0. The latter intersection is taken inside M(D)/M(−D), it makes sense because
LD ⊂M/M(−D) and

M(−D) ⊂M ′ ⊂M(D).

Denote by aH,D : D,PHGk
→ D,PBunGk

the map sending the above point to (M,LD). We have
the following diagram, where the square is cartesian.

BunPk

aD

��

pH,D �� D,PHGk

aH,D

��

νH,D �� BunGk

BunPk

pD �� D,PBunGk

νD �� BunGk

(7)

Here pH,D is the map sending (L′ ⊂M ′) to (M ′,M,LD), where (L ⊂M) is the image of (L′ ⊂M ′)
under aD and LD = L|D. The map νH,D : D,PHGk

→ BunGk
sends the above point to M ′.

Consider the diagram

D,P H̃Gk

ãH,D ��
D,P B̃unGk

ν̃D �� B̃unGk

obtained from D,PHGk

aH,D→ D,PBunGk

νD→ BunGk
by the base change B̃unGk

→ BunGk
. Now νH,D

lifts to a map

ν̃H,D : D,P H̃Gk
→ B̃unGk
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defined as follows. A point of D,P H̃Gk
is given by (B,M,M ′, LD ⊂ M |D), where B is a one-

dimensional (Z/2Z-graded purely of degree zero) vector space equipped with a Z/2Z-graded isomor-
phism B2 →̃ det RΓ(X,M). The map ν̃H,D sends this point to (B′,M ′), where B′ = B⊗detk(LD)−1

is equipped with an isomorphism

(B′)2 →̃ detRΓ(X,M ′) (8)

that we are going to define.
For a vector bundle N on X write ND = N/N (−D). We have an exact sequence of OD-modules

0→ (M ∩M ′)/M(−D)→M ′/M(−D)→ (M +M ′)/M → 0.

Note also that (M + M ′)/M is the orthogonal complement of (M ∩M ′)/M(−D) with respect to
the perfect pairing of OD-modules MD ⊗M(D)D → Ω(D)D given by the symplectic form. By our
assumptions, (M ∩M ′)/M(−D) ⊂MD is a lagrangian OD-submodule such that

((M ∩M ′)/M(−D))⊕ LD →̃MD →̃ (((M +M ′)/M) ⊗O(−D))⊕ LD.
The exact sequences of OX-modules 0 → M(−D) → M → MD → 0 and 0 → M(−D) → M ′ →
M ′/M(−D)→ 0 yield Z/2Z-graded isomorphisms

det RΓ(X,M ′) →̃ detRΓ(X,M)
detk(LD)

⊗ detk(M(D)D)
detk(LD ⊗O(D))

→̃ detRΓ(X,M)
detk(LD)⊗2

giving rise to (8).
To summarize, the diagram (7) is refined to the following commutative diagram

BunPk

ν̃k������������
p̃D

��

BunPk

aD��

p̃H,D

��

ν̃k

�����������

B̃unGk D,P B̃unGk

ν̃D��
D,P H̃Gk

ãH,D��
ν̃H,D �� B̃unGk

(9)

where the middle square is cartesian. Here p̃D is the product map (pD× ν̃k), and p̃H,D is the product
map (pH,D × ν̃k).

Step 3. Set 0,iBunP = aD(0BunP ), this is an open substack of BunP . For i � j we have 0,iBunP ⊂
0,jBunP and the union of all 0,iBunP equals BunP . We are going to extend rk to each 0,iBunP in a
compatible way.

Now (6) and the diagram (9) yield an isomorphism over 0,iBunPk

SP,ψ[−k2i] →̃ (aD)!SP,ψ →̃ p̃∗D(ãH,D)!(ν̃H,D)∗ Aut[dim. rel], (10)

where dim. rel = dim BunPk
+ dim. rel(aD)− dim BunGk

and dim. rel(aD) = k(k + 1)i.
Restricting (10) to the open substack 0BunP ⊂ 0,iBunP and applying (6) once again, we obtain

an isomorphism of (shifted) perverse sheaves over 0BunP

p̃∗Dν̃
∗
D Aut →̃ p̃∗D(ãH,D)!(ν̃H,D)∗ Aut[k(k + 1)i + k2i]. (11)

Step 4. Denote by 0
DBunP ⊂ 0BunP the open substack given by H0(X, (Sym2 L)(D)) = 0. Let us

show that the map pD : 0
DBunPk

→ D,PBunGk
is smooth.

Set p = LiePk and g = LieGk. Let FPk
be a k-point of BunPk

given by (L ⊂M). Let K denote
the kernel of the composition

gFPk
→ (gFPk

)|D → HomOD
(LD,MD/LD).

Recall the following notion. For a 1-morphism Speck x→ X to a stack X the tangent groupoid to
x is the category, whose objects are pairs (x1, α1), where x1 is a 1-morphism Speck[ε]/ε2 → X and
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α is a 2-morphism x → x̄1. Here x̄1 is the composition Speck ↪→ Spec k[ε]/ε2 x1→ X . A morphism
from (x1, α1) to (x2, α2) is a 2-morphism β : x1 → x2 such that the following diagram commutes.

x̄1
β̄ �� x̄2

x

α1

��

α2

����������

The tangent groupoid to D,PBunGk
at the k-point pD(FPk

) is isomorphic to the stack quotient
of H1(X,K) by the trivial action of H0(X,K). The natural map pFPk

→ gFPk
factors through

K ⊂ gFPk
. We need to show that H1(X, pFPk

)→ H1(X,K) is surjective. We have an exact sequence
0→ K/(pFPk

)→ (g/p)FPk
→ (Ω⊗Sym2 L∗)D → 0. So, K/(pFPk

) →̃ (Ω⊗Sym2 L∗)(−D), the desired
surjectivity follows.

It is easy to deduce that p̃D : 0
DBunPk

→ D,P B̃unGk
is smooth. One checks that it is also

surjective and has connected fibres. So, (11) descends to an isomorphism of (shifted) perverse
sheaves on D,P B̃unGk

ν̃∗D Aut →̃ (ãH,D)!(ν̃H,D)∗ Aut[k(k + 1)i + k2i].

Now from (10) we obtain an isomorphism over 0,iBunPk

SP,ψ →̃ p̃∗Dν̃
∗
D Aut[dim. rel(νk)].

For the rest of the paper we fix the isomorphism (6) over BunPk
, some of our results will depend

on this choice.

3. Theta-lifting for the pair GSp2n, GO2m

3.1 Let n,m ∈ N and G = G = GSp2n. Pick a maximal torus and a Borel subgroup TG ⊂ BG ⊂ G.
The stack BunG classifies M ∈ Bun2n,A ∈ Bun1 with symplectic form

∧2M → A. We have a
(Z/2Z-graded) line bundle AG on BunG with fibre det RΓ(X,M) at (M,A).

Let π : X̃ → X be an étale degree two covering, σ the nontrivial automorphism of X̃ over X and
Σ = {1, σ}. Let E be the σ-anti-invariants in π∗O, it is equipped with a trivialization κ : E2 →̃O.
Let E0 denote the σ-anti-invariants in π∗Q̄�, it is equipped with E2

0 →̃ Q̄�. Let g (respectively, g̃)
denote the genus of X (respectively, of X̃).

Let H = GO0
2m be the connected component of unity of the split orthogonal similitude group

GO2m over Spec k. Pick a maximal torus and a Borel subgroup TH ⊂ BH ⊂ H. Pick σ̃ ∈ O2m(k)
with σ̃2 = 1 such that σ̃ /∈ SO2m(k). We assume in addition that σ̃ preserves TH and BH, so for
m � 2 it induces the unique2 nontrivial automorphism of the Dynkin diagram of H. For m = 1 we
identify H →̃Gm ×Gm in such a way that σ̃ permutes the two copies of Gm.

Realize H as the subgroup of GL(k2m) preserving up to a multiple the symmetric form given by
the matrix (

0 Em
Em 0

)
,

where Em ∈ GLm is the unity. Take TH to be the maximal torus of diagonal matrices, BH the Borel
subgroup preserving for i = 1, . . . ,m the isotropic subspace generated by the first i base vectors
{e1, . . . , ei}. Then one may take σ̃ interchanging em and e2m and acting trivially on the orthogonal
complement to {em, e2m}.

2Except for m = 4. The group GO8 also has trilitarian outer forms, but we do not consider them.
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Consider the corresponding Σ-action on H by conjugation. Let H̃ be the group scheme on X,
the twisting of H by the Σ-torsor π : X̃ → X.

The stack BunH̃ classifies V ∈ Bun2m, C ∈ Bun1, a nondegenerate symmetric form Sym2 V → C,
and a compatible trivialization γ : C−m ⊗ detV →̃ E . This means that the composition

C−2m ⊗ (detV )2
γ2

→ E2 →̃O

is the isomorphism induced by V →̃V ∗ ⊗ C. (Although det is involved, we view γ as ungraded.)
Let RCov0 denote the stack classifying a line bundle U on X together with a trivialization

U⊗2 →̃O. Its connected components are indexed by H1
et(X,Z/2Z), each connected component is

isomorphic to the classifying stack B(µ2).
Let BunH be the stack classifying V ∈ Bun2m, C ∈ Bun1, and a symmetric form Sym2 V → C

such that the corresponding trivialization (C−m⊗detV )2 →̃O lies in the component of RCov0 given
by (E , κ). Note that

BunH̃ →̃ Speck ×RCov0 BunH ,

where the map Speck → RCov0 is given by (E , κ). Write BundH ⊂ BunH for the open substack
given by deg C = d, and similarly for Bund

H̃
.

The projection ρH : BunH̃ → BunH is a µ2-torsor. By extension of scalars µ2 ⊂ Q̄∗
� it yields a

rank-one local system N on BunH , which we refer to as the determinantal local system.
Let AH be the (Z/2Z-graded) line bundle on BunH with fibre det RΓ(X,V ) at (V, C). Set

BunG,H = BunH ×PicX BunG,

where the map BunH → PicX sends (V, C,Sym2 V → C) to Ω ⊗ C−1. The map BunG → PicX
sends (M,

∧2M → A) to A. We have an isomorphism C ⊗ A→̃Ω for a point of BunG,H . Let

τ : BunG,H → BunG2nm

be the map sending a point as above to V ⊗M with symplectic form
∧2(V ⊗M)→ Ω.

Proposition 2. For a point of BunG,H as above we have a canonical Z/2Z-graded isomorphism

detRΓ(X,V ⊗M) →̃ detRΓ(X,V )2n ⊗ detRΓ(X,M)2m

detRΓ(X,O)2nm ⊗ det RΓ(X,A)2nm
. (12)

More precisely, we have a canonical Z/2Z-graded isomorphism of line bundles on BunG,H

τ∗AG2nm →̃A2n
H ⊗A2m

G ⊗A−2nm
1 ⊗ detRΓ(X,O)−2nm.

Lemma 1. We have the following.

(i) For any M ∈ Bunn, V ∈ Bunm there is a canonical Z/2Z-graded isomorphism

det RΓ(X,M ⊗ V ) →̃ detRΓ(X,M)⊗m ⊗ detRΓ(X,V )⊗n

det RΓ(X,A) ⊗ detRΓ(X,B)
⊗ det RΓ(X,A⊗ B)

detRΓ(X,O)⊗nm−1
,

where A = detM , B = detV .

(ii) For any A,B ∈ PicX there is a canonical isomorphism of Z/2Z-graded lines

detRΓ(X,A⊗ Bm)⊗ detRΓ(X,A)m−1

det RΓ(X,A⊗ B)m
→̃ detRΓ(X,Bm)⊗ detRΓ(X,O)m−1

detRΓ(X,B)m
.

Proof. (i) Denote by A(M,V ) the Z/2Z-graded vector space

det RΓ(X,M ⊗ V )
detRΓ(X,M)⊗m ⊗ det RΓ(X,V )⊗n

⊗ det RΓ(X,A) ⊗ det RΓ(X,B)
detRΓ(X,A⊗ B)

,
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where A = detM , B = detV . View A as a Z/2Z-graded line bundle on Bunn×Bunm. Let us show
that this line bundle is constant.

For an exact sequence of OX -modules 0 → M → M ′ → M ′/M → 0, where M ′/M is a torsion
sheaf of length one at x ∈ X, we have a canonical Z/2Z-graded isomorphism A(M ′, V ) →̃A(M,V ).
Similarly, for an exact sequence of OX -modules 0→ V → V ′ → V ′/V → 0, where V ′/V is a torsion
sheaf of length one at x ∈ X, we have a canonical Z/2Z-graded isomorphism A(M,V ′) →̃A(M,V ).

To conclude, note that A(On,Om) = detRΓ(X,O)⊗1−nm.
(ii) The proof is similar.

Proof of Proposition 2. For a point (M,A) of BunG the form
∧2M → A induces an isomorphism

detM →̃An. So, by Lemma 1, for a point of BunG,H as above we get a Z/2Z-graded isomorphism

det RΓ(X,V ⊗M) →̃ det RΓ(X,V )2n ⊗ detRΓ(X,M)2m

det RΓ(X,An)⊗ det RΓ(X,detV )
⊗ det RΓ(X,An ⊗ detV )

det RΓ(X,O)4nm−1
. (13)

Applying it to M =
⊕n

i=1(O ⊕A) with the natural symplectic form
∧2M → A, we obtain

detRΓ(X,O)2nm−1

det RΓ(X,A)2nm
→̃ det RΓ(X,An ⊗ detV )

detRΓ(X,An)⊗ detRΓ(X,det V )
.

Combining the latter formula with (13), one concludes the proof.

3.2.1 By Proposition 2, we obtain a map τ̃ : BunG,H → B̃unG2nm sending (
∧2M → A,Sym2 V

→ C,A⊗ C →̃Ω) to (
∧2(M ⊗ V )→ Ω,B). Here

B =
detRΓ(X,V )n ⊗ detRΓ(X,M)m

detRΓ(X,O)nm ⊗ det RΓ(X,A)nm
,

and B2 is identified with detRΓ(X,M ⊗ V ) via (12).

Definition 1. For the diagram of projections

BunH
q← BunG,H

p→ BunG

define FG : D(BunH)→ D(BunG) by

FG(K) = p!(τ̃∗ Aut⊗q∗K)[dim. rel],

where dim. rel = dim BunGn − dimBunG2nm . Define FH : D(BunG)→ D(BunH) by

FH(K) = q!(τ̃∗ Aut⊗p∗K)[dim. rel],

where dim. rel = dim BunSO2m
− dimBunG2nm . Set also FH̃ = ρ∗H ◦ FH . Replacing Aut by Auts (re-

spectively, by Autg) in the above definitions, one defines the functors FG,s, FH,s, FH̃,s (respectively,
FG,g, FH,g, FH̃,g). We write FGH = FH when we need to express the dependence of FH on G, and
similarly for FHG = FG.

Let BunG,H̃ be obtained from BunG,H by the base change BunH̃ → BunH . By abuse of notation,

the restriction of τ̃ : BunG,H → B̃unG2nm to BunG,H̃ is also denoted by τ̃ .

3.2.2 Let ΛH (respectively, Λ̌H) denote the coweight (respectively, weight) lattice for H. Write
Λ+
H for the dominant coweights. The corresponding objects for G are denoted ΛG, Λ̌G and so on.

For m � 2 let ιm ∈ Spin2m be the central element of order two such that Spin2m /{±ιm} →̃ SO2m.
Here Spin2m and SO2m denote the corresponding split groups over Speck. For m � 2 denote
by GSpin2m the quotient of Gm×Spin2m by the subgroup generated by (−1, ι). Let us convent that
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GSpin2 →̃Gm × Gm. The Langlands dual group is Ȟ →̃ GSpin2m. We also have Ǧ →̃ GSpin2n+1,
where GSpin2n+1 is the quotient of Gm × Spin2n+1 by the diagonally embedded {±1}.

Let VH (respectively, VG) denote the standard representation of SO2m (respectively, of SO2n+1).

Case m � n. Pick an inclusion VH ↪→ VG that is compatible with symmetric forms. It yields an
inclusion Ȟ ↪→ Ǧ, which we assume is compatible with the corresponding maximal tori. Pick
an element σG ∈ SO(VG) →̃ Ǧad normalizing ŤG and preserving VH and ŤH ⊂ B̌H. Let σH ∈ O(VH)
be its restriction to VH. We assume that σH viewed as an automorphism of (Ȟ, ŤH) extends the
action of Σ on the roots datum of (Ȟ, ŤH) defined in § 3.1.

In concrete terms, one may take VG = k2n+1 with symmetric form given by the matrix
 0 En 0
En 0 0
0 0 1


 ,

where En ∈ GLn is the unity. Take ŤG to be the maximal torus of diagonal matrices. Let VH ⊂ VG
be generated by {e1, . . . , em, en+1, . . . , en+m}. Let ŤH be the torus of diagonal matrices and B̌H the
Borel subgroup preserving for i = 1, . . . ,m the isotropic subspace generated by {e1, . . . , ei}. Then
one may take σG permuting em and en+m, sending e2n+1 to −e2n+1 and acting trivially on the other
base vectors.

We let Σ act on Ȟ and Ǧ via the elements σH, σG. So, the inclusion Ȟ ↪→ Ǧ is Σ-equivariant and
yields a morphism of the L-groups H̃L → GL, where H̃L →̃ Ȟ � Σ and GL →̃ Ǧ � Σ (in the sense of
Appendix B.2).

Case m > n. Pick an inclusion VG ↪→ VH compatible with symmetric forms. It yields an inclusion
Ǧ ↪→ Ȟ, which we assume compatible with the corresponding maximal tori. Let σG be the identical
automorphism of VG. Extend it to an element σH ∈ O(VH) by requiring that σH preserves ŤH ⊂ B̌H
and σH /∈ SO(VH), σ2

H = id.

Let Σ act on Ȟ and Ǧ via the elements σH, σG. The Σ-action on (Ȟ, ŤH) extends the Σ-action
(defined in § 3.1) on the root datum of (Ȟ, ŤH). Again, we get a morphism of the L-groupsGL → H̃L.
Note that Ǧ×Σ →̃GL is the direct product in this case.

As in Appendix B.2, in both cases the corresponding functoriality problem can be posed. As in
Appendix B.1.1, for λ ∈ Λ+

H (respectively, λ ∈ Λ+
G) one defines the Hecke functors

Hλ
H̃

: D(BunH̃)→ D(X̃ × BunH̃)

and

Hλ
G : D(BunG)→ D(X × BunG).

Write V λ
H (respectively, V λ

G ) for the irreducible representation of Ȟ (respectively, of Ǧ) with highest
weight λ.

Conjecture 1. We make the following conjectures.

(i) Case m = n. For λ ∈ Λ+
G there is an isomorphism functorial in K ∈ D(BunH̃)

(π × id)∗Hλ
GFG(K) →̃

⊕
µ∈Λ+

H

(id �FG)Hµ

H̃
(K)⊗HomȞ(V µ

H , (V
λ
G )∗).

Here π × id : X̃ × BunG → X × BunG and id �FG : D(X̃ × BunH̃) → D(X̃ × BunG) is the
corresponding theta-lifting functor.
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(ii) Case m = n+ 1. For µ ∈ Λ+
H there is an isomorphism functorial in K ∈ D(BunG)

Hµ

H̃
FH̃(K) →̃

⊕
λ∈Λ+

G

(π × id)∗(id �FH̃)Hλ
G(K)⊗HomǦ((V λ

G )∗, V µ
H ).

Here π × id : X̃ × BunH̃ → X × BunH̃ and id �FH̃ : D(X × BunG) → D(X × BunH̃) is the
corresponding theta-lifting functor.

In both cases these isomorphisms are compatible with the action of Σ on both sides (Σ acts on
the Hecke operators for H̃ via (61)).

Remark 1. For other pairs (n,m) the relation between the theta-lifting functors and Hecke functors
is expected to be essentially as in [Lys07] involving the SL2 of Arthur.

3.2.3 Let act : PicX×BunG → BunG be the map sending (L ∈ PicX,M,A) to (M⊗L,A⊗L2).
Write also act : PicX × BunH → BunH for the map sending (L ∈ PicX,V, C) to (V ⊗ L, C ⊗ L2).

Definition 2. For a rank-one local system U on X write AU for the automorphic local system on
PicX corresponding to U . It is equipped with an isomorphism between the restriction of AU under
X(d) → PicX,D 
→ O(D) and U (d), this defines AU up to a unique isomorphism.

Definition 3. For a rank-one local system A on X say that K ∈ D(BunG) (respectively, K ∈
D(BunH)) has central character A if K is equipped with a (PicX,AA)-equivariant structure as in
[Lys06a, Appendix A.1, Definition 7]. In particular, we have act∗K →̃AA�K.

Remark 2. Using Lemma 1, one checks that for K ∈ D(BunH̃) (respectively, K ∈ D(BunG)) with
central character χ the central character of FG(K) (respectively, of FH̃(K)) is χ−1⊗E⊗n0 . The reason
for that is as follows. Let XG,H be the stack classifying (M,A) ∈ BunG, (V, C) ∈ BunH , U ∈ PicX
equipped with A⊗ C ⊗ U2 →̃Ω. We have a commutative diagram

BunG,H
τ �� BunG2nm

XG,H

mG

��

mH �� BunG,H

τ

��

where mG (respectively, mH) sends the above collection to (M⊗U,A⊗U2) ∈ BunG, (V,C) ∈ BunH
(respectively, to (M,A) ∈ BunG, (V ⊗ U, C ⊗ U2) ∈ BunH). Then the diagram

BunG,H
τ̃ �� BunG2nm

XG,H

mG

��

mH �� BunG,H

τ̃

��

is not 2-commutative in general. The key observation is as follows. Consider a line bundle on PicX
whose fibre at U ∈ PicX is

ϑ(U) :=
detRΓ(X,U ⊗ E)⊗ detRΓ(X,O)

detRΓ(X,U) ⊗ detRΓ(X, E) .

The tensor square of this line bundle is canonically trivialized, so defines a 2-sheeted covering
of PicX. The corresponding local system of order two on PicX is AE0.

3.3.1 Let P ⊂ G be the Siegel parabolic, so BunP classifies L ∈ Bunn, A ∈ Bun1, and an exact
sequence of OX -modules 0 → Sym2 L →? → A → 0. Write νP : BunP → BunG for the projection.
Let MP be the Levi factor of P , so BunMP

→̃ Bunn×PicX.
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Set BunP,H = BunP ×BunG
BunG,H and BunP,H̃ = BunP ×BunG

BunG,H̃ . We have a commutative
diagram

BunG,H
τ �� BunG2nm

BunP,H

��

τP �� BunP2nm

ν2nm

��

(14)

where τP sends (V, C,Sym2 V → C) and

0→ Sym2 L→?→ A→ 0 (15)

to the extension
0→ Sym2(V ⊗ L)→?→ Ω→ 0, (16)

which is the push-forward of (15) under the composition

A−1 ⊗ Sym2 L →̃ C ⊗ Ω−1 ⊗ Sym2 L→ Ω−1 ⊗ Sym2 V ⊗ Sym2 L→ Ω−1 ⊗ Sym2(V ⊗ L).

Here the second map is induced by the form C → Sym2 V . We have used the fact that for
(V, C,Sym2 V

h→ C) of BunH the map Sym2 V ∗ →̃ (Sym2 V ) ⊗ C−2 h→ C−1 induces a section C ↪→
Sym2 V of Sym2 V

h→ C, so C is naturally a direct summand of Sym2 V .
Although (14) commutes, the following diagram is not 2-commutative

BunG,H̃
τ̃ �� B̃unG2nm

BunP,H̃

νP×id

��

τP �� BunP2nm

ν̃2nm

��

its non-commutativity is measured by the following lemma. Write αP : BunP → PicX for the map
sending (15) to detL. Let αP,H̃ be the composition BunP,H̃ → BunP

αP→ PicX.

Lemma 2. There is a canonical isomorphism over BunP,H̃
(νP × id)∗τ̃∗ Aut →̃ τ∗P ν̃

∗
2nm Aut⊗α∗

P,H̃
AE0.

Proof. Write B̃unP,H̃ for the restriction of the gerbe B̃unG2nm → BunG2nm under τ ◦ (νP × id) :

BunP,H̃ → BunG2nm . The map τ̃ ◦ (νP × id) yields a trivialization B̃unP,H̃ →̃ BunP,H̃ ×B(µ2) of
this gerbe. So, ν̃2nm ◦ τP gives rise to a map BunP,H̃ → B(µ2). The corresponding µ2-torsor over
BunP,H̃ is calculated using Lemma 1. Namely, we have a line bundle on BunP,H̃ whose fibre at
((15), V, C,Sym2 V → C, γ) is

ϑ(Cm ⊗ detL)
ϑ(Cm)

.

The tensor square of this line bundle is canonically trivialized and gives rise to the corresponding
µ2-torsor on BunP,H̃ . Our assertion follows by Remark 2.

Definition 4. Let FP,ψ : D(BunH)→ D(BunP ) be the functor given by

FP,ψ(K) = (pP )!(q∗PK ⊗ τ∗PSP,ψ)[dim. rel]

for the diagram of projections

BunH
qP← BunP,H

pP→ BunP ,
where dim. rel = dim BunP,H − dimBunH − dimBunP2nm is a function of a connected component
of BunP,H . Replacing H by H̃ in the above diagram, one defines FP,ψ : D(BunH̃) → D(BunP ) by
the same formula.
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Corollary 1. The isomorphism (6) yields an isomorphism FP,ψ ⊗α∗
PAE0 →̃ ν∗PFG[dim. rel(νP )] of

functors from D(BunH̃) to D(BunP ).

3.3.2 Let SP be the stack classifying L ∈ Bunn,A ∈ PicX, and a section Sym2 L
s→ A ⊗ Ω.

Then SP and BunP are dual (generalized) vector bundles over BunMP
→̃ Bunn×PicX. Let iP :

BunMP
↪→ SP denote the zero section.

Let
VH,P → Bunn×BunH

be the stack whose fibre over (L ∈ Bunn, V, C,Sym2 V → C) is Hom(V ⊗ L,Ω). We have a map
pV : VH,P → SP sending (V, C) ∈ BunH , L ∈ Bunn, L

t→ V ∗ ⊗ Ω to (L,A, s), where A = Ω ⊗ C−1

and s is the composition

Sym2 L
t⊗t→ Ω2 ⊗ Sym2 V ∗ → Ω2 ⊗ C−1 →̃A ⊗ Ω.

Definition 5. Let FS : D(BunH) → D(SP ) be given by FS(K) = (pV)!q∗VK[dim. rel(qV)] for the
diagram

BunH VH,P
qV�� pV �� SP , (17)

where qV is the projection.

The following is immediate from the definitions.

Lemma 3. There is a canonical isomorphism of functors FP,ψ →̃ Fourψ ◦FS from D(BunH) to
D(BunP ).

Let CTP : D(BunG) → D(BunMP
) be the constant term functor given by CTP (K) = ρPν

∗
PK

for the diagram BunG
νP← BunP

ρP→ BunMP
, where ρP is the projection. Let αMP

: BunMP
→ PicX

be the map sending (L,A) to detL.

Corollary 2. The isomorphism (6) induces an isomorphism CTP ◦FG →̃ i∗PFS ⊗ α∗
MP

AE0 of
functors (up to a shift) from D(BunH̃) to D(BunMP

).

Let VH̃,P be obtained from VH,P by the base change BunH̃ → BunH . Denote by

ξV : VH,P → BunH ×PicX SP (18)

the map (qV , pV ). The map VH̃,P → BunH̃ ×PicX SP obtained from ξV by the base change BunH̃ →
BunH is again denoted by ξV by abuse of notation.

Define the complex 0T on BunH̃ ×PicX SP by
0T = ξV !Q̄�[dimVH̃,P ].

The group S2 acts on ξV changing the sign of t : L → V ∗ ⊗ Ω, so S2 acts also on 0T . Let Fourψ :
D(BunH̃ ×PicXSP ) → D(BunP,H̃) denote the Fourier transform. For the map τP : BunP,H̃ →
BunP2nm we have a S2-equivariant isomorphism

τ∗PSP,ψ[dim. rel(τP )] →̃ Fourψ(0T ).

Remark 3. If G1 is a connected reductive group, which is not a torus, it is expected that for
the projection prG1

: BunG1 → BunG1/[G1,G1] and a cuspidal complex K ∈ D(BunG1) we have
(prG1

)!K = 0. The reason to believe in this is that for K cuspidal and automorphic the eigenvalues
of Hecke operators acting on K and on Q̄� are different, so that Q̄� and K are ‘orthogonal’.

So, for m > 1 it is expected that for the projection prH̃ : BunH̃ → PicX sending (V, C) to C
and a cuspidal K ∈ D(BunH̃) we have (prH̃)!K = 0. If this is true then for such cupidal K we have
CTP (FG(K)) = 0 (in particular, if n = 1, then FG(K) is cuspidal).
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Indeed, by Corollary 2, a fibre of CTP (FG(K)) over (L,A = C−1 ⊗ Ω) is an integral over
(V, C) ∈ BunH̃ equipped with a map L → V ∗ ⊗ Ω, whose image is isotropic. However, we can
first fix the isotropic subbundle of V ∗ ⊗ Ω generated by the image of L and then integrate. The
corresponding vanishing follows.

3.4 The case of split H

In this section we assume that the covering π : X̃ → X split. Let Q̃ ⊂ H̃ = GO0
2m be the

Siegel parabolic, then BunQ̃ is the stack classifying L ∈ Bunm, C ∈ Bun1, and an exact sequence
0 →

∧2 L →? → C → 0 on X. The projection νQ̃ : BunQ̃ → BunH̃ sends the above point to
(V, C,Sym2 V → C, γ), where V is included into an exact sequence 0→ L→ V → L∗ ⊗ C → 0 and
γ : detV →̃ Cm.

Let MQ̃ be the Levi factor of Q̃, so BunMQ̃
→̃ Bunm×PicX. Let BunG,Q̃ be the stack obtained

from BunG,H by the base change BunQ̃ → BunH . Lemma 1 implies that the following diagram is
2-commutative

BunG,H
τ̃ �� B̃unG2nm

BunG,Q̃

��

τQ̃ �� BunP2nm

ν̃2nm

��

where τQ̃ sends (M,A,
∧2M → A, 0→

∧2 L→?→ C → 0) to the extension

0→ Sym2(M ⊗ L)→?→ Ω→ 0,

which is the push-forward of 0→ A⊗
∧2 L→?→ Ω→ 0 under the composition A⊗

∧2 L→
∧2M⊗∧2 L → Sym2(M ⊗ L). Recall that we have a canonical direct sum decomposition

Sym2(M ⊗ L) →̃ (Sym2M ⊗ Sym2 L)⊕ (
∧2M ⊗

∧2 L).

Definition 6. Let FQ̃,ψ : D(BunG)→ D(BunQ̃) be the functor given by

FQ̃,ψ(K) = pQ̃ !(q
∗
Q̃
K ⊗ τ∗

Q̃
SP,ψ)[dim. rel]

for the diagram of projections

BunG BunG,Q̃
qQ̃��

pQ̃ �� BunQ̃,

where dim. rel = dim BunG,Q̃− dimBunG− dimBunP2nm .

Corollary 3. The isomorphism (6) induces an isomorphism FQ̃,ψ →̃ ν∗
Q̃
FH̃ [dim. rel(νQ̃)] of functors

from D(BunG) to D(BunQ̃).

Let SQ̃ be the stack classifying L ∈ Bunm, C ∈ PicX, and
∧2 L

s→ C ⊗ Ω. Then SQ̃ and BunQ̃
are dual (generalized) vector bundles over BunMQ̃

.

LetWG,Q̃ → Bunm×BunG be the stack whose fibre over L ∈ Bunm, (M,A) ∈ BunG is Hom(M⊗
L,Ω). We have a map pW :WG,Q̃ → SQ̃ sending L ∈ Bunm, (M,A) ∈ BunG and t : L→M∗⊗Ω to
(L, C = Ω⊗A−1, s), where s is the composition∧2

L
∧2 t→

(∧2
M∗

)
⊗ Ω2 → A−1 ⊗ Ω2.

Define FSQ̃
: D(BunG)→ D(SQ̃) by

FSQ̃
(K) = (pW )!q∗WK[dim. rel(qW )]
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for the diagram

BunG WG,Q̃
qW�� pW �� SQ̃.

Here qW is the projection. From the definitions one obtains the following.

Lemma 4. There is a canonical isomorphism of functors FQ̃,ψ →̃ Fourψ ◦FSQ̃
from D(BunG) to

D(BunQ̃).

3.5 Weil representation and two-sheeted coverings

Write BunGn,X̃
for the stack classifying rank-2n vector bundles W on X̃ with symplectic form∧2W → ΩX̃ . Let πn : BunGn,X̃

→ BunG2n be the map sending the above point to π∗W equipped
with natural symplectic form

∧2(π∗W ) → Ω. Denote by AGn,X̃
the line bundle on BunGn,X̃

with
fibre detRΓ(X̃,W ) at W . Since π∗nAG2n →̃AGn,X̃

canonically, πn lifts to a map

π̃n : B̃unGn,X̃
→ B̃unG2n .

Proposition 3. There is a canonical isomorphism X̃Aut →̃ π̃∗n Aut[dim. rel(π̃n)] preserving the
generic and special parts.

Proof. Let iBunGk
⊂ BunGk

be the locally closed substack given by dim H0(X,M) = i for M ∈
BunGk

. Let iB̃unGk
be the restriction of the µ2-gerbe B̃unGk

→ BunGk
to iBunGk

. As in [Lys06a,
Remark 1], we have a cartesian square, where the vertical arrows are canonical sections of the
corresponding µ2-gerbes.

iBunGn,X̃
πn ��

��

iBunG2n

��

iB̃unGn,X̃

π̃n ��
iB̃unG2n

This gives a canonical normalization of the sought-for isomorphism over iB̃unGn,X̃
for i = 0, 1. It

remains to show its existence.

To do so, consider the commutative diagram

BunPn,X̃

ν̃n,X̃ ��

πn,P

��

B̃unGn,X̃

π̃n

��
BunP2n

ν̃2n �� B̃unG2n

where we denote by πn,P the following map. Given an exact sequence on X̃

0→ Sym2 L→?→ ΩX̃ → 0, (19)

summate it with the sequence obtained by applying σ∗. The resulting exact sequence

0→ Sym2(L⊕ σ∗L)→?→ ΩX̃ → 0

is equipped with descent data for X̃ π→ X, so yields an exact sequence 0→ Sym2(π∗L)→?→ Ω→ 0,
which is the image of (19) by πn,P .

Let cBunn,X̃ ⊂ Bunn,X̃ be the open substack classifying W ∈ Bunn,X̃ with H0(X̃,W ) = 0.
Let cVn,X̃ → cBunn,X̃ be the vector bundle with fibre Hom(W,ΩX̃) at W . Write cBunPn,X̃

for the
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preimage of cBunn,X̃ under the projection BunPn,X̃
→ Bunn,X̃ . We obtain a commutative diagram

Sym2
cV∗n,X̃
πV

��

cBunPn,X̃
��

πn,P

��
Sym2

cV∗2n cBunP2n
��

where the horizontal arrows are those of [Lys06a, § 5.2]. Here πV is the map sending L ∈ Bunn,X̃ ,
b ∈ Sym2H1(X̃, L) to π∗L ∈ Bun2n, b ∈ Sym2 H1(X,π∗L).

By [Lys06a, Proposition 7], it suffices to show that over cBunPn,X̃
there is an isomorphism

π∗n,PSP,ψ[dim. rel(πn,P )] →̃SP,ψ.

We have the sheaves Sψ on Sym2
cV∗n,X̃ and on Sym2

cV∗2n defined in [Lys06a, § 4.3]. Since π∗VSψ →̃Sψ

up to a shift, our assertion follows from [Lys06a, § 5.2].

3.6 Whittaker-type functors

3.6.1 Write B̃unP for the Drinfeld compactification of BunP introduced in [BG02, § 1.3.6].
So, B̃unP classifies (M,A) ∈ BunG together with a Lagrangian subsheaf L ⊂ M , L ∈ Bunn.
Then BunP ⊂ B̃unP is the open substack given by the condition that L is a subbundle of M .

In the spirit of [Lys06b, § 7], let Z1 denote the stack obtained from BunG,H̃ by the base change

B̃unP → BunG. Let νZ : Z1 → BunG,H̃ be the projection.

Denote by π2,1 : Z2 → Z1 the stack over Z1 with fibre consisting of all maps s : Sym2 L→ A⊗Ω.
A version of [Lys06b, Theorem 3] holds. Namely, one defines a Whittaker category DW (Z2) as in
[Lys06b, § 2.10]. We now give its description on strata.

For d � 0 let �dZ1 ⊂ Z1 be the closed substack given by the condition that
∧n L ↪→

∧nM
has zeros of order at most d. Its open substack dZ1 ⊂ �dZ1 is given by the following: there is a
subbundle L′ ⊂ M such that L ⊂ L′ is a subsheaf with d = deg(L′/L). Then �dZ1 is stratified by
iZ1 for 0 � i � d.

The stack dZ1 classifies collections: a modification of rank-n vector bundles L ⊂ L′ on X
with deg(L′/L) = d, A ∈ PicX, and an exact sequence 0 → Sym2 L′ →? → A → 0 on X,
(V, C,Sym2 V → C, γ) ∈ BunH̃ with C ⊗ A→̃Ω.

Set
dZ2 = Z2 ×Z1

dZ1 and �dZ2 = Z2 ×Z1
�dZ1.

Let dZ ′
2 ↪→ dZ2 be the closed substack given by the following condition: s factors as

Sym2 L ↪→ Sym2 L′ → A⊗ Ω.

Let dχ : dZ ′
2 → A1 be the pairing of s with the extension 0→ Sym2 L′ →?→ A→ 0.

Let dP2 be the stack classifying (V, C,Sym2 V → C, γ) ∈ BunH̃ , a modification of rank-n vector
bundles L ⊂ L′ on X with d = deg(L′/L), and a section s : Sym2 L′ → A⊗Ω with C ⊗A→̃Ω. The
projection

φ2 : dZ ′
2 → dP2

is smooth.

Lemma 5. Any object of DW (dZ2) is the extension by zero from dZ ′
2. The functor

dJ(K) = dχ∗Lψ ⊗ φ∗2K[dim. rel]
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provides an equivalence of categories dJ : D(dP2) → DW (dZ2) and is exact for the perverse
t-structures. Here dim. rel is the relative dimension of φ2.

Proposition 4. There is an equivalence of categories W12 : D(Z1) →̃ DW (Z2), which is exact for
the perverse t-structures, and (π2,1)! is quasi-inverse to it. Moreover, for any K ∈ DW (Z2) the
natural map (π2,1)!K → (π2,1)∗K is an isomorphism.

3.6.2 We have naturally 0P2 →̃ BunH̃ ×PicXSP . Note that dZ1 is of codimension d in Z1. Define
the complex dT ∈ D(dP2) by

dT = pr∗(0T )[d+ nd],
where pr : dP2 → 0P2 is the projection forgetting L (the relative dimension of pr is nd). Set also
dK2 = dJ(dT ). Let S2 act on dK2 via its action on 0T . Using (6), for the ∗-restriction we obtain

W12(ν∗Z τ̃
∗ Aut)|dZ2

[dim. rel(τ̃ ◦ νZ)] →̃ dK2.

4. The pair GL2, GO2

4.1 Keep the notation of § 3 assuming n = 1,m = 1. So, G = G = GL2. In § 4 we assume that
X̃ is connected.3 Identify H = GO0

2 with Gm × Gm in such a way that the automorphism σ of
H permutes the two copies of Gm, so H̃ = π∗Gm. We have canonically ΛH →̃Z2, and σ sends a
coweight µ = (µ1, µ2) to σµ = (µ2, µ1).

We have a canonical isomorphism Pic X̃ →̃ BunH̃ sending B ∈ Pic X̃ to V = π∗B, C = N(B)
equipped with natural symmetric form Sym2 V → C and isomorphism γ : C →̃ E ⊗ detV . Here
N : Pic X̃ → PicX is the norm map (cf. Appendix A.1). We also write σ for the map Pic X̃ → Pic X̃
sending B to σ∗B. The following diagram is 2-commutative.

Pic X̃
ρH

��

σ �� Pic X̃

ρH		���
������

BunH

Write X(d) for the dth symmetric power of X, we also view it as the scheme classifying effective
divisors on X of degree d.

Let Picd X̃ be the connected component of Pic X̃ classifying L ∈ Pic X̃ with degL = d. Write
Pic′d X̃ for the stack classifying L ∈ Picd X̃ with a section O → L. One defines Pic′dX similarly.
Let

π′ex : Pic′d X̃ → Pic′dX ×PicX Pic X̃

be the map sending (L ∈ Picd X̃,O t→ L) to (L,O Nt→ N(L)). The group S2 acts on π′ex sending
(L, t) to (L,−t). We have an open immersion X(d) ↪→ Pic′dX corresponding to nonzero sections.
Restricting π′ex to the corresponding open substacks, one obtains a map

π′ : X̃(d) → X(d) ×PicX Pic X̃

By abuse of notation, denote also by π the direct image map π : X̃(d) → X(d).

Lemma 6. We have the following.

(i) For any local system Ẽ on X̃ we have π∗Ẽ(d) →̃ (π∗Ẽ)(d). For a rank-one local system χ on X
we have π∗(χ(d)) →̃ (π∗χ)(d).

3Some of our results extend to the case of non-connected X̃, but this case reduces to the study of renormalized
geometric Eisenstein series from [BG02].
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(ii) For each d � 0 both the S2-invariants and anti-invariants in π′!Q̄�[d] are irreducible perverse
sheaves. If d > 2g̃ − 2, then the same holds for (π′ex)!Q̄�[d].

Proof. (ii) The map π′ex is finite. Write Pic X̃ for the Picard scheme of X̃ and similarly for X. We
have a µ2-gerbe

r : X(d) ×PicX Pic X̃ → X(d) ×PicX Pic X̃.

Step 1. Let us show that the S2-invariants in π′!Q̄�[d] is an irreducible perverse sheaf. It suffices to
show that r!π

′
!Q̄�[d] is an irreducible perverse sheaf.

Let Z denote the image of the (finite) map r◦π′ (with reduced scheme structure). The projection
pZ : Z → X(d) is a finite map. Take a rank-one local system Ẽ on X̃ that does not descend to X.
Let AẼ denote the corresponding automorphic local system on Pic X̃ (cf. Definition 2). Since (pZ)!
sends a nonzero perverse sheaf to a nonzero perverse sheaf, it suffices to show that

(pZ)!((r!π
′
!Q̄�[d])⊗ (Q̄� �AẼ))

is an irreducible perverse sheaf. However, the latter identifies with (π!Ẽ)(d)[d], so is irreducible.

Step 2. Let ηZ (respectively, η) denote the generic point of Z (respectively, of X̃(d)). From Step 1 it
follows that the map r ◦π′ yields an isomorphism η →̃ ηZ . So, the restriction of the µ2-gerbe r to ηZ
is trivial. For any map ξ = (id, ξ′) : η → η × B(µ2), the S2-anti-invariants in ξ!Q̄� is an irreducible
local system. It follows that the S2-anti-invariants in π′!Q̄�[d] is an irreducible perverse sheaf.

Step 3. For d > 2g̃ − 2 the stack Pic′d X̃ is smooth. Since (π′ex)!Q̄�[d] is the Goresky–MacPherson
extension from X(d) ×PicX Pic X̃, from Steps 1 and 2 we learn that both the S2-invariants and
anti-invariants in (π′ex)!Q̄�[d] are irreducible perverse sheaves.

For the map τ̃ : BunG,H̃ → B̃unG2 set

AutG,H̃,g = τ̃∗ Autg[dim. rel(τ̃)] and AutG,H̃,s = τ̃∗ Auts[dim. rel(τ̃)]

and AutG,H̃ = AutG,H̃,g⊕AutG,H̃,s.

Proposition 5. We have the following.

(i) Both AutG,H̃,g and AutG,H̃,s are irreducible perverse sheaves, and we have D(AutG,H̃) →̃
AutG,H̃ canonically.

(ii) The sheaf AutG,H̃ is ULA with respect to BunG,H̃ → BunH̃ .

Proof. (i) Consider the map BunP,H̃ → BunG,H̃ obtained from BunP → BunG by base change
BunG,H̃ → BunG. Let 0BunP,H̃ be the open substack of BunP,H̃ given by 2degL + deg C < 0. We
have a commutative diagram

BunG,H̃
τ �� BunG2

0BunP,H̃

��

τP �� 0BunP2

ν2

��

where the vertical arrows are smooth and surjective. By [Lys06a, Proposition 7] and Lemma 2, it
suffices to show that both τ∗PSP,ψ,g[dim. rel] and τ∗PSP,ψ,s[dim. rel] are irreducible perverse sheaves
over each connected component of 0BunP,H̃ .

Recall the following notation introduced in § 3.3.2. The stack SP classifies L ∈ PicX, A ∈ PicX
and a map L⊗2 → A⊗Ω. Let 0SP ⊂ SP be the open substack given by 2degL−degA+deg Ω < 0.
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The stack VH̃,P classifies L ∈ PicX, B ∈ Pic X̃ and π∗L t→ B�. (We may view t as a map
L⊗ V → Ω for V = π∗B.) The map ξV : VH̃,P → BunH̃ ×PicX SP sends (L,B, t) to (L,B, s), where
s : L2 → N(B�) is the norm of t. Set

0VH̃,P = ξ−1
V (BunH̃ ×PicX

0SP ).

Note that 0VH̃,P is smooth (here the connectedness of X̃ is essentially used).

By definition, τ∗PSP,ψ[dim. rel] is the Fourier transform of (ξV)!Q̄�[dimVH̃,P ]. From Lemma 6(ii)
it follows that (ξV)!Q̄�[dimVH̃,P ] is a direct sum of two irreducible perverse sheaves over BunH̃
×PicX

0SP . We are done.
(ii) We need the following general observation. If f : Y → S is a vector bundle over a smooth base
S and K ∈ D(Y ) is ULA with respect to f , then Fourψ(K) is ULA with respect to the projection
Yˇ→ S.

Apply this to the vector bundle v : BunH̃ ×PicX
0SP → 0(BunH̃ ×PicX BunMP

), where the base
classifies pairs B ∈ Pic X̃, L ∈ PicX with 2 degL+ degB < 0.

Since the projection 0VH̃,P → 0(BunH̃ ×PicX BunMP
) is smooth, (ξV)!Q̄� is ULA with respect to

v, so its Fourier transform is also ULA over 0(BunH̃ ×PicX BunMP
).

Since 0BunP,H̃ → BunG,H̃ is smooth and surjective, our assertion follows (the ULA property is
local in the smooth topology on the source).

For our particular pair (H̃,G) the projection BunG,H̃ → BunG is proper (this phenomenon does
not happen for m > 1). So, Proposition 5 implies that FG commutes with the Verdier duality.

4.2 Hecke property

4.2.1.1 For a dominant coweight λ of G write HλG for the Hecke stack classifying x ∈ X,M,M ′ ∈
BunG with an isomorphism β : M →̃M ′|X−x such that M ′ is in a position � λ with respect to M
in the sense of [BG02]. We have a diagram

X × BunG HλG
supp×pG��

p′G �� BunG,

where pG (respectively, p′G) sends (x,M,M ′, β) to M (respectively, M ′).
We fix an inclusion Ȟ ↪→ Ǧ = GL2 as the maximal torus of diagonal matrices. This yields

isomorphisms ΛH →̃ΛG →̃Z. Given a coweight µ = (µ1, µ2) ∈ ΛH such that λ−µ vanishes in π1(G)
(that is, λ1 + λ2 = µ1 + µ2), consider the diagram

X̃ × BunH̃,G

��

Hµ,λ
H̃,G

supp×pH̃,G��

��

p′
H̃,G �� BunH̃,G

X × BunG HλG
supp×pG��

where Hµ,λ
H̃,G

classifies collections: (B,M) ∈ BunH̃,G, x̃ ∈ X̃ for which we set x = π(x̃) and

(x,M,M ′, β) ∈ HλG. The map pH̃,G forgets (β,M ′), so the left square is cartesian. The map p′
H̃,G

sends the above collection to (B′,M ′) ∈ BunH̃,G, where B′ = B(µ1x̃+ µ2σ(x̃)).

The Hecke functor Hµ,λ : D(BunH̃,G)→ D(X̃ × BunH̃,G) is given by

Hµ,λ(K) = (supp×pH̃,G)!(ICHµ,λ

H̃,G

⊗ (p′
H̃,G

)∗K)[−dim BunH̃,G]. (20)
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We have
pr∗ ICHλ

G
[dim. rel] →̃ ICHµ,λ

H̃,G

,

where dim. rel = dim BunG,H̃ − dim BunG. By Appendix B.1.3, Hµ,λ commutes with the Verdier
duality. As in Appendix B.1.2, we have a canonical isomorphism

δσ : (σ × id)∗ ◦Hµ,λ →̃Hσµ,λ (21)

(we used that σ acts trivially on the dominant coweights of G).
Write V λ for the irreducible representation of Ǧ with highest weight λ. For a Ǧ-representation

V and µ ∈ ΛH denote by V (µ) the µ-weight space of Ȟ in V .

Theorem 1. For λ ∈ Λ+
G, µ ∈ ΛH such that λ − µ vanishes in π1(G) the sheaf Hµ,λ(AutG,H̃) is

perverse, and we have

Hµ,λ(AutG,H̃) →̃
⊕
ν

Hν,0(AutG,H̃)⊗ (V λ)∗(ν − µ). (22)

In other words, the sum (without multiplicities) is over the coweights ν = (−a, a) such that λ1−µ1 �
a � µ2−λ1. If λ1−λ2 is even, then this isomorphism preserves generic and special parts, otherwise
it interchanges them.

Remark 4. The isomorphism (22) is compatible with the action of Σ = {1, σ} on both sides, that
is, the following diagram commutes.

(σ × id)∗Hµ,λ(AutG,H̃)

δσ
��

˜ �� (σ × id)∗(
⊕

ν Hν,0(AutG,H̃)⊗ (V λ)∗(ν − µ))

δσ
��

Hσµ,λ(AutG,H̃)
˜ ��

⊕
ν Hσν,0(AutG,H̃)⊗ (V λ)∗(σν − σµ)

4.2.1.2 Recall that BunH̃,P denotes the stack obtained from BunH̃,G by the base change BunP
νP→

BunG. Recall the stack �dZ1 (cf. § 3.6.1). We have a commutative diagram,

X̃ × BunH̃,P

id×νP

��

Hµ,λ
H̃,P

supp×pH̃,P��

��

p′
H̃,P �� �λ1−λ2Z1

νZ
��

X̃ × BunH̃,G Hµ,λ
H̃,G

supp×pH̃,G��
p′

H̃,G �� BunH̃,G

where the left square is cartesian, thus defining Hµ,λ
H̃,P

, and the map p′
H̃,P

sends (x̃,B, L ↪→ M,β :
M →̃M ′ |X−x) to (B′, L(−λ1x) ↪→ M ′). Here B′ = B(µ1x̃ + µ2σ(x̃)). Write also A′ = detM ′ →̃
A(−(λ1 + λ2)x) and L′ = L(−λ1x).

Define the Hecke functor

Hµ,λ : D(�λ1−λ2Z1)→ D(X̃ × BunH̃,P )

by
Hµ,λ(K) = (supp×pH̃,P )!(pr∗ ICHλ

G
⊗ (p′

H̃,P
)∗K)[(λ2 − λ1)− dim BunG].

We normalize it so that (in view of Theorem 1) it should preserve perversity. The term (λ2 − λ1)
appears, because the dimension of BunH̃,P depends on a connected component. So,

(id×νP )∗Hµ,λ(K)[dim. rel(νP )] →̃Hµ,λ(ν∗ZK[dim. rel(νZ)]).
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We have a commutative diagram

Z�λ1−λ2
2

π2,1

��

Hµ,λ
H̃,P
×Z1 Z2

pZ��

��

p′Z �� �λ1−λ2Z2

π2,1

��
X̃ × BunH̃,P Hµ,λ

H̃,P

supp×pH̃,P��
p′

H̃,P �� �λ1−λ2Z1

where the right square is cartesian. Here Z�i2 is the stack over X̃ × BunH̃,P whose fibre over
(x̃,B, 0→ L→M → L∗⊗A → 0) is Hom(L2,A⊗Ω(ix)), where x = π(x̃). By definition, pZ is the
map that forgets (β,M ′).

Define the Hecke functor Hµ,λ : D(�λ1−λ2Z2)→ D(Z�λ1−λ2
2 ) by

Hµ,λ(K) = pZ!(pr∗ ICHλ
G
⊗ (p′Z)∗K)[(λ2 − λ1)− dimBunG], (23)

it commutes with the functor (π2,1)!.

4.2.2 Grothendieck group calculation. Set K1 = ν∗Z AutG,H̃ [dim. rel(νZ)] and K2 = W12(K1).
Recall that BunH̃,P classifies B ∈ Pic X̃ , L ∈ PicX, and an exact sequence 0 → L2 → ? → A → 0
on X with C = N(B) and A = Ω⊗ C−1. Let cBunH̃,P ⊂ BunH̃,P be the open substack given by

2degL+ deg C + 2(λ1 − λ2) < 0. (24)

The projection cBunH̃,P → BunH̃,G is smooth and surjective. We will derive Theorem 1 from a
description of the complex

(id×νP )∗Hµ,λ(AutG,H̃)[dim. rel(νP )] →̃Hµ,λ(K1)

over X̃ × cBunH̃,P . The latter follows from the Hecke property of K2 for (23).

By equivariance, Hµ,λ(K2) is the extension by zero from the closed substack Z�0
2 ↪→ Z�λ1−λ2

2 .
Write Zi2 ⊂ Z

�i
2 for the open substack given by the condition that L2 s→ A⊗ Ω(ix) does not have

a zero at x. Let cZ�i2 be the preimage of X̃ × cBunH̃,P under π2,1 : Z�i2 → X̃ × BunH̃,P . Set

cZi2 = cZ�i2 ∩ Zi2. Set also
dY i = p−1

Z (cZi2) ∩ (p′Z)−1(dZ ′
2).

Let Ki denote the ∗-restriction of Hµ,λ(K2) to cZi2. We can similarly define the category DW (cZi2),
then Ki ∈ DW (cZi2).

Lemma 7. The complex K0 (respectively, Ki for i < 0) is placed in non-positive (respectively,
strictly negative) perverse degrees. The zeroth perverse cohomology of K0 identifies with⊕

ν

Hν,0(0K2)⊗ (V λ)∗(ν − µ)|
cZ0

2
. (25)

Proof. Denote by dKi the ∗-restriction of

(pr∗ ICHλ
G
⊗(p′Z)∗(dK2))[(λ2 − λ1)− dim BunG] (26)

to dY i followed by the direct image pZ!. Let S2 act on dKi via its action on dK2 (cf. § 3.6.2). We
are reduced to the following lemma.

Lemma 8. The complex dKi is placed in perverse degrees at most zero. The inequality is strict for
all terms except 0K0. The zeroth perverse cohomology of 0K0 is S2-equivariantly isomorphic to (25).
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Proof. Recall the following diagram.

dY i

pZ
��

p′Z �� dZ ′
2

dχ ��

φ2

��

A1

cZi2 dP2

The scheme dY i is empty unless i � (λ1 − λ2)− 2d.
Assume i � (λ1 − λ2)− 2d, then the map pZ : dY i → Zi2 can be seen as a (twisted) projection

cZi2 ×̃ (GrλG ∩ Sλ
′
)→ cZi2

for λ′ = (λ1 − d, λ2 + d).

Recall that HλG is a twisted product (X × BunG) ×̃GrλG, where the projection to BunG corre-
sponds to pG. We have ICHλ

G
→̃ ICX×BunG

�̃Aλ, where Aλ ∈ Sph(GrG) is the spherical sheaf on
GrG corresponding to λ.

View cZi2 as the stack classifying x̃ ∈ X̃, B ∈ Pic X̃ , an exact sequence 0→ L→M → L∗⊗A →
0 on X, where C ⊗ A→̃Ω and (24) holds, and a section s : L2 → A⊗ Ω(ix) that has no zero at x.
Here x = π(x̃) and C = N(B).

View dY i as the stack over cZi2, whose fibre over the above point is the scheme of pairs (M ′, β)
with M ′ ∈ BunG and β : M →̃M ′|X−x such that M ′ is in a position at most λ with respect to M ,
and L̄ ⊂M ′ is a subbundle. Here L̄ = L((d− λ1)x).

View dZ ′
2 as the stack classifying B′ ∈ Pic X̃, a modification L′ ⊂ L̄ of line bundles on X with

deg(L̄/L′) = d, an exact sequence 0 → L̄2 →? → A′ → 0, and a section s : L̄2 → A′ ⊗ Ω. Here
N(B′)⊗A′ →̃Ω.

The map p′Z sends the above collection to B′ = B(µ1x̃ + µ2σ(x̃)), L(−λ1x) = L′ ⊂ L̄ =
L((d− λ1)x), s : L̄2 → A′ ⊗ Ω, and 0→ L̄2 →?→ A′ → 0. Note that A′ = A(−(λ1 + λ2)x).

Now it is convenient to think of dP2 as the stack classifying a modification L′ ⊂ L̄ of line bundles
on X with deg(L̄/L′) = d, B′ ∈ Pic X̃, and a section s : L̄2 → A′ ⊗ Ω, where N(B′)⊗A′ →̃Ω.

Denote by p′P : cZi2 → dP2 the map sending the above collection to B′ = B(µ1x̃ + µ2σ(x̃)),
L(−λ1x) = L′ ⊂ L̄ = L((d − λ1)x), and s : L̄2 → A′ ⊗ Ω. It fits into the following commutative
diagram.

dY i
p′Z ��

pZ
��

dZ ′
2

dχ ��

φ2

��

A1

cZi2
p′P �� dP2

If i � 0 then by [FGV02, 7.2.7(2)] the map

dχ ◦ p′Z : Zi2 ×̃ (GrλG ∩ Sλ
′
)→ A1

identifies with

Zi2 ×̃ (GrλG ∩ Sλ
′
)
0χ×χλ′

ν �� A1 × A1 sum �� A1,

where ν = (0, i), and χλ
′
ν is the notation from [FGV02]. By [FGV02, Theorem 1], the complex

RΓc(GrλG ∩ Sλ
′
,Aλ ⊗ (χλ

′
ν )∗Lψ)

is placed in degree 〈2λ′, ρ̌〉 = λ1 − λ2 − 2d and equals HomǦ(V λ ⊗ V ν , V ν+λ′).
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A connected component of dY i maps to a pair of connected components of dZ ′
2 and cZi2. For

such pair of components we have

dim cZi2 − dim dZ ′
2 = 1 + 3d+ i+ 2(λ2 − λ1). (27)

The ∗-restriction of (26) to dY i identifies with

((p′P)∗(dT )⊗ 0χ∗Lψ)�̃(Aλ ⊗ (χλ
′
ν )∗Lψ|Gr

λ
G∩Sλ′ )[1 + (λ2 − λ1) + dim. rel(φ2)].

The condition (24) guarantees that, over p′Z(dY i), the complex dK2 is placed in the usual cohomo-
logical degree −d−dim(dZ ′

2). Using (27), we learn that dKi is placed in usual cohomological degree
−dim cZi2 + i. Since i � 0, it is placed in perverse degree at most zero, and the inequality is strict
unless i = 0.

For i = 0 we have HomǦ(V λ, V λ′) = 0 unless λ = λ′. So, only 0K0 contributes to the zeroth
perverse cohomology of K0.

It remains to analyze the zeroth perverse cohomology of the ∗-restriction of 0T under p′P : Z0
2 →

0P2. We have to consider the space of sections t : π∗L′ → (B′)�, that is,

t : π∗L→ B∗ ⊗ ΩX̃((λ1 − µ1)x̃+ (λ1 − µ2)σ(x̃))

such that Nt : L2 → A⊗ Ω has no zero at x. This means that t : π∗L→ B∗ ⊗ ΩX̃(ax̃− aσ(x̃)) for
some a ∈ Z such that

ax̃− aσ(x̃) � (λ1 − µ1)x̃+ (λ1 − µ2)σ(x̃)

as divisors on X̃. Our assertion follows.

Remark 5. In the above proof we have that i− dim cZi2 = −dim cZ0
2 does not depend on i, so that

Hµ,λ(K2)|
cZ�0

2
is placed in the usual cohomological degree −dim cZ0

2 .

Lemma 9. The complex Hµ,λ(K1) over X̃ × cBunH̃,P is placed in perverse degrees at most zero,
and its zeroth perverse cohomology identifies with⊕

ν

Hν,0(K1)⊗ (V λ)∗(ν − µ)|X̃×cBunH̃,P
.

Proof. The intersection of a fibre of cBunP,H̃ → BunG,H̃ with each connected component of cBunP,H̃
is either connected or empty. So, by Proposition 5, K1 is an irreducible perverse sheaf over each
connected component of cBunP,H̃ .

Let 0
cZ2 be the preimage of cBunP,H̃ under π2,1 : 0Z2 → BunP,H̃ . By Proposition 4, K2 is an

irreducible perverse sheaf over each connected component of 0
cZ2. So, if ν is a coweight of GO0

2 that
vanishes in π1(G), then Hν,0(K2) is an irreducible perverse sheaf over each connected component of
cZ�0

2 .
The functor (π2,1)! : DW (Z2) → D(Z1) is exact for the perverse t-structures (and commutes

with Hecke functors). Our assertion now follows from Lemma 7.

Proof of Theorem 1. Recall that the Hecke functor (20) commutes with Verdier duality. Since
AutG,H̃ is self-dual, our assertion follows from Lemma 9.

The S2-equivariance statement from Lemma 8 combined with [Lys06a, Remark 3] imply the last
assertion about generic and special parts. Indeed, for L ∈ PicX,B ∈ Pic X̃ and L′ = L(−λ1x),
B′ = B(µ1x̃+ µ2x̃) we have χ(L′ ⊗ π∗B′)− χ(L⊗ π∗B) = λ2 − λ1.

4.2.3 Let us derive from Theorem 1 that FG commutes with Hecke operators. As in
Appendix B.1.3, for µ = (µ1, µ2) ∈ ΛH we have a Hecke functor Hµ

H̃
: D(BunH̃) → D(X̃ × BunH̃).
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It is given by

Hµ

H̃
(K) = (p′

H̃
)∗K[1]

for the map p′
H̃

: X̃ × BunH̃ → BunH̃ sending (x̃,B) to B(−µ1x̃− µ2σ(x̃)), here B ∈ Pic X̃.

Corollary 4. We have the following.

(i) For the map π × id : X̃ × BunG → X × BunG and a dominant coweight λ of G we have an
isomorphism of functors

(π × id)∗ ◦ Hλ
G ◦ FG →̃

⊕
µ

(id �FG) ◦ Hµ

H̃
⊗ (V λ)∗(µ) (28)

from D(BunH̃) to D(X̃×BunG). This isomorphism is compatible with the action of Σ = {1, σ}
on both sides. It is understood that Σ acts on

⊕
µ Hµ

H̃
⊗ (V λ)∗(µ) via the isomorphisms (61).

So,

Hλ
G ◦ FG →̃ HomΣ

(
triv,

⊕
µ

(π × id)! ◦ (id �FG) ◦ Hµ

H̃
⊗ (V λ)∗(µ)

)
.

Here id �FG is the corresponding functor D(X̃ × BunH̃)→ D(X̃ × BunG). If λ1 − λ2 is even,
then (28) preserves the generic and special parts of FG; otherwise it interchanges them.

(ii) If K is an automorphic sheaf on BunH̃ corresponding to a rank-one local system Ẽ on X̃, then

FG(K) ∈ D(BunG) is an automorphic sheaf corresponding to the local system (π∗Ẽ)∗.

Proof. (i) Take µ̃ = (µ̃1, 0) with µ̃1 = λ1 + λ2. Consider the diagram

X̃ × BunH̃,G

id×p
��

Hµ̃,λ
H̃,G

supp×pH̃,G��

��

p′
H̃,G �� BunH̃,G

p

��

q �� BunH̃

X̃ × BunG X̃ ×X H
λ
G

�� �� BunG

where both squares are cartesian. By Theorem 1, for K ∈ D(BunH̃) we obtain an isomorphism

(π × id)∗Hλ
GFG(K)

→̃
⊕
ν

(id×p)!(Hν,0(AutG,H̃)⊗ (V λ)∗(ν − µ̃)⊗H−µ̃
H̃

(K))[−1 − dimBunH̃ ]

→̃
⊕
ν

(id �FG)Hν−µ̃
H̃

(K)⊗ (V λ)∗(ν − µ̃).

The assertion about generic and special parts also follows from Theorem 1.

Corollary 5. For the map π × id : X̃ ×BunH̃ → X ×BunH̃ and a dominant coweight λ of G we
have

(π × id)∗ ◦ (id �FH̃) ◦ Hλ
G →̃

⊕
µ

Hµ

H̃
◦ FH̃ ⊗ (V λ)(−µ). (29)

This isomorphism is compatible with the action of Σ = {1, σ} on both sides. So,

(id �FH̃) ◦ Hλ
G →̃ HomΣ

(
triv,

⊕
µ

(π × id)! ◦ Hµ

H̃
◦ FH̃ ⊗ (V λ)(−µ)

)
. (30)

Here id �FH̃ : D(X ×BunG)→ D(X ×BunH̃) is the corresponding functor. If λ1 − λ2 is even then
(29) preserves the generic and special parts of FH̃ , otherwise it interchanges them.
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Proof. For a coweight µ̃ such that λ− µ̃ vanishes in π1(G) we have a commutative diagram

BunG HλG
p′G��

supp×pG

��

Hµ̃,λ
H̃,G

��

supp×pH̃,G

��

supp×p′
H̃,G�� X̃ × BunG,H̃

id×q �� X̃ × BunH̃

id×p′
H̃

������������

X × BunG X̃ × BunG,H̃
π×p�� id×q �� X̃ × BunH̃

where the left square is cartesian. Here supp×p′
H̃,G

sends (x̃,B,M →̃M ′|X−x) to (x̃,M ′,B′) with
B′ = B(µ̃1x̃+ µ̃2σ(x̃)). The map p′

H̃
sends (x̃,B′) to B′(−µ̃1x̃− µ̃2σ(x̃)).

In this notation we have

H−µ̃,−w0(λ)(K) →̃ (supp×p′
H̃,G

)!(ICHµ̃,λ

H̃,G

⊗p∗
H̃,G

K)[−dim BunH̃,G].

So, for K ∈ D(BunG) the above diagram yields an isomorphism

(π × id)∗(id �FH̃)Hλ
G(K) →̃(id×p′

H̃
)!(id×q)!(H−µ̃,−w0(λ)(AutG,H̃)⊗ p∗K)[−dim BunG]. (31)

By Theorem 1,

H−µ̃,−w0(λ)(AutG,H̃) →̃
⊕
ν

Hν,0(AutG,H̃)⊗ (V −w0(λ))∗(ν + µ̃).

So, the right-hand side of (31) identifies with
⊕

ν H−µ̃−νFH̃(K)⊗ V λ(ν + µ̃).

4.3 Recall that SP classifies: L ∈ Bun1,A ∈ Bun1 and L2 s→ A ⊗ Ω. We have open immersion
jd : PicX × X(d) ↪→ SP sending (L,D) to L,A = Ω−1 ⊗ L2(D) with the canonical inclusion
L2 ↪→ A⊗ Ω.

Definition 7. Let Ẽ be a rank-one local system on X̃ . Recall that AẼ denotes the corresponding
automorphic local system on Pic X̃ (cf. Definition 2). Set E = π∗Ẽ. Define the perverse sheaf
ẼH ∈ P (BunH) by

ẼH = ρH !AẼ[dimBunH ].

Lemma 10. For d � 0 we have canonically

j∗d FS(ẼH) →̃AN(Ẽ∗) � (E∗)(d) ⊗AN(Ẽ)Ω[dimSP ].

Proof. The stack VH̃,P classifies B ∈ Pic X̃, L ∈ PicX, and a map t : L⊗ π∗B → Ω. The datum of
t is equivalent to a datum of t : π∗L→ B�. We have C = N(B).

Let p̃V be the composition VH̃,P → VH,P
pV→ SP , it sends the above point to (L,A = Ω⊗C−1, s),

where s : L2 → A⊗Ω equals the norm of t. We have a cartesian square

PicX × X̃(d)

id×π
��

jV,d �� VH̃,P
p̃V

��
PicX ×X(d)

jd �� SP

where jV ,d sends (L, D̃) to L,B = (π∗L(D̃))� with the canonical inclusion t : π∗L ↪→ B�. We have
canonically

j∗V ,d q∗VAẼ →̃AN(Ẽ∗) � (Ẽ∗)(d) ⊗AN(Ẽ)Ω.
Our assertion follows by Lemma 6(i).

Since Picd X̃ is connected, the covering ρH : Picd X̃ → BundH is nontrivial, and N is a nontrivial
local system on each BundH .
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Lemma 11. The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) E is irreducible;

(ii) Ẽ does not descend to a rank-one local system on X;

(iii) AẼ does not descend with respect to Pic X̃ N→ PicX;

(iv) the local system ρH !AẼ on BunH is irreducible.

Definition 8. For an irreducible rank-k local system W on X denote by AutW the corresponding
automorphic sheaf on Bunk normalized as in [FGV02]. By [FGV02], if λ is the dominant weight of
the standard representation of ǦLk, then Hλ

GLk
(AutW ) →̃W ∗ � AutW [1].

Recall the normalization of AutW for k = 2. The map νP : BunP → BunG sends 0→ L2 →?→
A → 0 to M (included into 0 → L → M → L∗ ⊗ A → 0). First, one considers the complex, say
KW , on PicX ×X(d) whose fibre at L,D is

(AdetW )L⊗Ω−1 ⊗W (d)
D [dimSP ].

Then Fourψ((jd)!KW ) identifies with ν∗P AutW [dim. rel(νP )] over the components of BunP for which
deg(A⊗Ω) � 2 degL. The sheaf AutW is perverse and irreducible on each connected component of
BunG.

To fix notation for Eisenstein series, denote by BunP the stack classifying M ∈ Bun2, L ∈ PicX
and an inclusion of coherent sheaves L ↪→M . Write Bund,d1P for the connected component of BunP
given by degL = d1 and degM + deg Ω = 2d1 + d. We have a diagram

PicX × PicX BunP
q̄P�� p̄P �� BunG,

where q̄P sends (L ⊂M) to (L,L−1 ⊗ detM), and p̄P is the projection. For rank-one local systems
E1, E2 on X set

AutE1⊕E2 = (AE2)−1
Ω ⊗ (p̄P )!q̄∗P (AE1 �AE2)[dim BunP ].

This normalization is compatible with the above in the following sense. If E1 and E2 are not
isomorphic, then Fourψ((jd)!∗KE1⊕E2) descends (over some open substack of BunP ) to AutE1⊕E2 ,
and we have the functional equation AutE1⊕E2 →̃ AutE2⊕E1 (cf. [BG02]). Write

AutE1⊕E2 →̃
⊕

(d,d1)∈Z2

Autd,d1E1⊕E2
, (32)

where Autd,d1E is the contribution of Bund,d1P .
Recall the map αP : BunP → PicX sending 0→ Sym2 L→?→ A → 0 to L. Let 0SP ⊂ SP be

the open substack classifying inclusions L2 ↪→ A⊗ Ω with L,A ∈ PicX.

Proposition 6. We have the following.

(1) If E is irreducible then, over the connected components of BunP given by degL < 0, there
exists an isomorphism

FP,ψ(ẼH) →̃ ν∗P AutE∗ ⊗(AE0)Ω ⊗ α∗
PAE0[dim. rel(νP )]. (33)

So, (6) gives rise to an isomorphism of perverse sheaves on BunG

FG(ẼH) →̃ AutE∗ ⊗(AE0)Ω (34)

(2) Assume Ẽ = Q̄�. Then over the components of SP given by deg(A⊗Ω)− 2 degL > 3g− 3 the
sheaf FS(ẼH) is perverse, the Goresky–MacPherson extension from 0SP . Both (33) (for degL
small enough) and (34) remain valid, where now E →̃ Q̄� ⊕ E0.

Proof. (1) Since N!(AẼ) = 0, our assertion follows from Lemma 10 combined with Corollary 1.
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(2) The components of VH̃,P given by degB+2degL < 0 are smooth (this is where the connectedness
of X̃ is essential). The fibres of N : Pic X̃ → PicX are of dimension g−1, so over the corresponding
components of SP the map p̃V : VH̃,P → SP is small. The first assertion follows. The second assertion
is obtained from Lemma 10.

Remark 6. (i) Proposition 6 implies that the constant term CTP (AutQ̄�⊕E0
) is essentially the coho-

mology of the Prym variety (cf. Appendix A.1).
(ii) The formula (34) for Ẽ = Q̄� is a version of the classical theorem of Siegel (its proof

given by Weil can be found in [Wei65]; a version proved by Waldspurger is found in [Wal85, § I.5,
Proposition 2].

(iii) If Ẽ = Q̄�, then Σ = {1, σ} acts naturally on ẼH and, hence, on FG(ẼH). Let Σ acts on
AutE0⊕Q̄�

via (34). The σ-invariants of AutE0⊕Q̄�
are

⊕
d,d1

Autd,d1E0⊕Q̄�
, the sum over (d, d1) ∈ Z2 with

d1 even.
(iv) The stack BunG,H̃ ×BunG

BunG,H̃ splits as a disjoint union of the open substacks U0 � U1,
where Ua is given by the condition that B1 ⊗ B−1

2 ∈ BunaUπ
for a point (B1,B2 ∈ Pic X̃,M ∈

Bun2, N(B1) ⊗ detM →̃N(B2) ⊗ detM →̃Ω) of BunG,H̃ ×BunG
BunG,H̃ (cf. Appendix A.1). So,

the restriction of FG(ẼH) under BunG,H̃ → BunG is naturally a direct sum K0⊕K1, where Ka is the
contribution of Ua. If Ẽ = Q̄�, then (32) is not a refinement of the decomposition K0 ⊕K1.

To see this, consider the line bundle E(d) on X(d), the dth symmetric power of E . Its tensor
square is canonically trivialized, so it defines a µ2-torsor πX

(d) → X(d). A fibre of the latter map
over D ∈ X(d) can also be seen as the set of connected components of the stack of pairs (B, κ), where
B ∈ Pic X̃, κ : N(B) →̃O(D). The restriction of the covering πX

(d) → X(d) under π : X̃(d) → X(d)

has a distinguished section, and π∗(Q̄
(d)
� )|

πX(d) →̃K0 ⊕ K1, where K0 is the contribution of the
distinguished section.

Recall that (Q̄�⊕E0)(d) →̃
⊕d

k=0(symk,d−k)!(Q̄��E(d−k)
0 ), where symk,d−k : X(k)×X(d−k) → X(d)

is the sum of divisors. So,

K0 ⊕K1 →̃
( d⊕
k=0

(symk,d−k)!Q̄� � E(d−k)
0

)∣∣∣∣
πX(d)

,

but the right-hand side is not a refinement of the decomposition of the left-hand side.

4.4 Local Rankin–Selberg-type convolutions

4.4.1 Recall the following Laumon’s construction for GL2. Let Bun′
2 be the stack classifying

M ∈ Bun2 with nonzero section Ω ↪→ M . To a local system E on X one associates a complex
LaumE on Bun′

2 defined as follows.
Let Q be the stack classifying collections (L1 ⊂ L2 ⊂ M) with L1 →̃Ω, L2/L1 →̃OX , where

L2 ⊂ M is a modification of locally free OX -modules of rank two. Let evQ : Q → A1 be the map
sending the above point to the class of 0 → L1 → L2 → L2/L1 → 0. Let qQ : Q → Sh0 be the
map sending the above point to M/L2, here Sh0 is the stack of torsion sheaves on X. Write LE for
Laumon’s sheaf corresponding to E (see [FGV02]). Let pQ : Q → Bun′

2 be the map forgetting L2.
Set

LaumE = pQ !(q∗QLE ⊗ ev∗
QLψ)[dimQ].

Consider the map q′ : BunP → PicX × Bun′
2 sending (L ⊂ M) to (L ⊗ Ω−1,Ω ⊂ M ⊗ L−1 ⊗ Ω).

For local systems E,E1 on X, where E1 is of rank one, set

LaumE,E1 = (AE1)Ω ⊗ (q′)∗(A(E1 ⊗ detE) � LaumE)[dim PicX].
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Let Laumd,d1
E,E1

denote the restriction of LaumE,E1 to the connected component Bund,d1P of BunP given
by degM +deg Ω = 2d1 + d and degL = d1. Recall the projection p̄P : BunP → BunG. By [FGV02,
§ 7.9], for E irreducible and d � 0 we have

Laumd,d1
E,Q̄�
→̃ p̄∗P AutE [dim. rel(p̄P )]

over Bund,d1P , and

p̄P !LaumE,E1 →̃ AutE1⊕Q̄�
⊗AutE [−dim BunG].

Denote by

multd,d1 : Picd1 X × X̃(d) → Pic2d1+d X̃

the map sending (L, D̃) to (π∗L)(D̃). Note that mult0,d1 is a (representable) Galois S2-covering over
its image, the corresponding automorphism of Picd1 X sends L to L⊗ E . Let ε : Pic X̃ →̃ Pic X̃ be
the involution sending B to B�. The following is closely related to the main result of [Lys02].

Theorem 2. For any local systems E,E1 on X with rk(E1) = 1, rk(E) = 2 there is an isomorphism

FH̃(p̄P !Laumd,d1
E,E1

) →̃ (AdetE)Ω−1 ⊗ ε! multd,d1! (A(detE ⊗ E1 ⊗ E0) � (π∗E)(d))[d + g − 1] (35)

depending only on a choice of (6). If d is even (respectively, odd), then FH̃,s (respectively, FH̃,g)

sends p̄P !Laumd,d1
E,E1

to zero. In particular, for E irreducible we have

FH̃(AutE1⊕Q̄�
⊗AutE)

→̃
⊕
d�0

(AdetE)Ω−1 ⊗ ε! multd,d1! (A(detE ⊗ E1 ⊗ E0) � (π∗E)(d))[d+ g − 1 + dim BunG],

where d1 is a function of a connected component of BunH̃ given by 2d1 +d = deg(B�) for B ∈ BunH̃ .
The sum is over d � 0 such that d1 ∈ Z.

Remark 7. Write sa : X(a) × X̃(d−2a) → X̃(d) for the map sending (D, D̃) to π∗D + D̃. For any
rank-two local system E on X the sheaf (π∗E)(d) admits a filtration with successive quotients being

sa! ((detE)(a) � π∗(E(d−2a)))

for 0 � a � d/2. This follows from the fact that for a two-dimensional Q̄�-vector space E we have

Syma+bE ⊗ SymaE →̃
a⊕
i=0

(detE)⊗i ⊗ Sym2a+b−2iE.

On the other hand, the complex p̄P !Laumd,d1
E,E1

has a filtration indexed by a � 0 coming from a
stratification of BunP . The corresponding stratum of BunP is given by the condition that there is
a divisor D ∈ X(a) such that L(D) ⊂ M is a subbundle. One may check that the corresponding
graded complexes of the left- and the right-hand side of (35) coincide.

4.4.2 Following [FGV02], for a local system E on X denote by AvdE : D(BunG)→ D(BunG) the
following averaging functor. Let Modd2 be the stack classifying a modification M ⊂M ′ of rank-two
vector bundles on X with deg(M ′/M) = d. Let s : Modd2 → Sh0 be the map sending this point to
M ′/M . We have a diagram

BunG
p← Modd2

p′→ BunG,

where p (respectively, p′) sends (M ⊂ M ′) to M (respectively, to M ′). Set AvdE(K) = p′!(p
∗K ⊗

LdE)[2d](d).
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By [FGV02, Proposition 9.5], for an irreducible rank-two local system W on X we have

AvdE(AutW ) →̃ AutW ⊗RΓ(X(d), (E ⊗W ∗)(d))[d].

Write Sd for the symmetric group on d elements, set Σd = AutXd(X̃d). We have a semi-direct
product Σd � Sd acting on X̃d, it fits into an exact sequence 1 → Σd → Σd � Sd → Sd → 1. For a
dominant coweight λ of G the functor⊕

µ1,...,µd

Hµ1

H̃
◦ · · · ◦ Hµd

H̃
⊗ (V λ)(−µ1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (V λ)(−µd)

is naturally a functor from D(BunH̃) to the equivariant derived category DΣd�Sd(X̃d ×BunH̃). So,
we can introduce the functor

(Hλ
H̃,G

)�d : D(BunH̃)→ DSd(Xd × BunH̃)

given by

(Hλ
H̃,G

)�d = HomΣd

(
triv, (π × id)!

⊕
µ1,...,µd

Hµ1

H̃
◦ · · · ◦ Hµd

H̃
⊗ (V λ)(−µ1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (V λ)(−µd)

)
,

where, by abuse of notation, we have written π× id : X̃d×BunH̃ → Xd×BunH̃ for the projection.
For a local system E on X let AvdE : D(BunH̃)→ D(BunH̃) denote the averaging functor given

by

AvdE(K) = HomSd
(triv, (pr2)!(pr∗1E

�d ⊗ (Hλ
H̃,G

)�d(K)),

where λ = (1, 0), and pri are the two projections from Xd × BunH̃ to Xd and BunH̃ , respectively.

Proposition 7. For any local system E on X we have a canonical isomorphism of functors

FH̃ ◦ AvdE →̃ AvdE ◦FH̃
from D(BunG) to D(BunH̃). If d is even, then this isomorphism preserves the generic and special
parts of FH̃ , otherwise it interchanges them.

Proof. Take λ = (1, 0). By [Gai04, 1.8], the functor (Hλ
G)�d maps D(BunG) to the equivariant

derived category DSd(Xd ×BunG). We have a canonical isomorphism of functors from D(BunG) to
itself

AvdE →̃ HomSd
(triv, (pr2)!(pr∗1E

�d ⊗ (Hλ
G)�d))

where pri are the two projections from Xd ×BunG to Xd and BunG, respectively. Applying (30) d
times we get a Sd-equivariant isomorphism

(id �FH̃) ◦ (Hλ
G)�d →̃ (Hλ

H̃,G
)�d ◦ FH̃ ,

where id �FH̃ : D(Xd × BunG) → D(Xd × BunH̃) is the corresponding functor. If d is even, then
this isomorphism preserves the generic and special parts of FH̃ , otherwise it interchanges them.
Our assertion follows.

Proof of Theorem 2. The proof proceeds in two steps.

Step 1. Case d = 0. Let X1 be the stack classifying L ∈ Picd1 X, B ∈ Pic X̃, and an isomorphism
ξ : L2 ⊗ C →̃Ω2, where C = N(B). We have a diagram of projections

Picd1 X
q1← X1

p1→ Pic X̃,

where q1 (respectively, p1) sends the above point to L (respectively, to B).
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Let pX : X → X1 denote the stack whose fibre over a point of X1 is the stack of exact sequences
of OX-modules

0→ L→M → L⊗ Ω−1 → 0. (36)

Consider the diagram

BunP2
BunP,H̃

τP�� X
qX�� evX �� A1,

where evX is the map sending a point of X to the class of (36), and qX sends a point of X to the
collection (L ⊂M,B, ξ : C ⊗ detM →̃Ω) with C = N(B). Using (6) and Corollary 1 we obtain

FH̃(p̄P !Laum0,d1
E,E1

) →̃ (AdetE)Ω−1 ⊗ p1 !(pX !(q∗X τ
∗
PSP,ψ ⊗ ev∗

XLψ)⊗ q∗1A(E1 ⊗ detE ⊗ E0))[b],

where b = dim BunSO2
− dim BunP2 , here dimBunP2 is the dimension of (the unique) connected

component of BunP2 containing τP (qX (X )).
Consider the map s1 : Picd1 X → X1 sending L to the collection (L,B, ξ), where B = (π∗L)� and

ξ : L2 ⊗ C →̃Ω2 is the natural isomorphism with C = N(B). The following diagram commutes.

Picd1 X X1
q1�� p1 �� Pic X̃

Picd1 X

id
������������

s1

��

mult0,d1�� Pic2d1 X̃

ε

��

Recall that S2 acts on SP,ψ (cf. § 2.1). By definition of SP,ψ, we get a S2-equivariant isomorphism

s1 !Q̄�[g − 1] →̃ pX !(q∗X τ
∗
PSP,ψ ⊗ ev∗

XLψ)[b].

Note that s1 is a (respresentable) S2-covering over its image. We have a 2-automorphism η of
the identity functor idX1 acting on (L,B, ξ) as −1 on L and trivially on B. Since η acts as −1 on
HomS2(sign, s1 !Q̄�) and trivially on q∗1A(E1 ⊗ detE ⊗ E0), it follows that

p1 !(q∗1A(E1 ⊗ detE ⊗ E0)⊗HomS2(sign, s1 !Q̄�)) = 0. (37)

We have used that RΓc(B(µ2),W ) = 0, where W is the nontrivial rank-one local system on B(µ2)
corresponding to the S2-covering Speck → B(µ2).

Note that the genus of X̃ is odd. For a point of X as above, we have χ(L⊗ π∗B) = 0mod 2. By
[Lys06a, Remark 3], we obtain (SP,ψ)S2 →̃SP,ψ,g over the connected component of BunP2 containing
τP (qX (X )). From (37) it follows that FH̃,s(p̄P !Laum0,d1

E,E1
) = 0. So,

FH̃,g(p̄P !Laum0,d1
E,E1

) →̃ (AdetE)Ω−1 ⊗ ε! mult0,d1! A(E1 ⊗ detE ⊗ E0)[g − 1].

Step 2. For d � 0 we have AvdE(p̄!Laum0,d1
E,E1

) →̃Laumd,d1
E,E1

. By Step 1 and Proposition 7, we obtain

FH̃(p̄P !Laumd,d1
E,E1

) →̃ (AdetE)Ω−1 ⊗AvdE(ε! mult0,d1! A(E1 ⊗ detE ⊗ E0))[g − 1].

It is easy to check that for any K ∈ D(Picd1 X) we have

AvdE(ε! mult0,d1! K) →̃ ε! multd,d1! (K � (π∗E)(d))[d].

Our assertion follows.

5. The case H = GO4

5.1 Keep the notation of § 3 assuming m = 2.
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Remark 8. Given k-vector spaces V1, V2 of dimension two we have a canonical symmetric form
Sym2(V1 ⊗ V2)→ detV1 ⊗ detV2. One may obtain a compatible isomorphism

γV1,V2 : det(V1 ⊗ V2) →̃ (detV1 ⊗ detV2)2

as follows. Denote by St (respectively, det) the standard (respectively, the determinantal) represen-
tation of GL2. Fix an isomorphism γSt : det(St � St) →̃ (det � det)2 of GL2×GL2-representations
compatible with the above symmetric form. It yields the desired isomorphism as follows. Given Vi
pick an isomorphism of vector spaces bi : Vi →̃ St and define γV1,V2 by the following commutative
diagram.

det(V1 ⊗ V2)
γV1,V2 ��

b1⊗b2
��

(detV1 ⊗ detV2)2

b1⊗b2
��

det(St� St)
γSt �� (det � det)2

Then γV1,V2 does not depend on bi. We have γV2,V1 = −γV1,V2.

Denote by Bunk,X̃ the stack of rank k vector bundles on X̃ . Denote by ρ : Bun2,X̃ → BunH̃ the
map sending W to (V, C,Sym2 V

h→ C, γ), where V ∈ Bun4 is the descent of W ⊗ σ∗W equipped
with natural descent data, C = N(detW ), and h is the descent of the canonical symmetric form
Sym2(W ⊗ σ∗W )→ detW ⊗ σ∗ detW . The compatible trivialization

det(W ⊗ σ∗W ) →̃ (detW ⊗ σ∗ detW )2

descends to γ : C−2 ⊗ detV →̃ E . The map ρ is smooth and surjective.

Another way to spell the same construction is as follows. We have an exact sequence 1→ Gm →
GL2×GL2 → GO0

4 → 1, where the first map sends x ∈ Gm to (x, x−1). Then we can think of the
automorphism σ̃ of GO0

4 chosen in § 3.1 as an automorphism of this exact sequence permuting
the two factors of GL2×GL2. The corresponding twisting of this exact sequence by the Σ-torsor
π : X̃ → X gives an exact sequence 1→ Uπ → π∗ GL2 → H̃ → 1.

We have Bunπ∗ GL2 →̃ Bun2,X̃ . The stack BunUπ classifies B ∈ Pic X̃ equipped with an isomor-
phism N(B) →̃O. The above map ρ is the extension of scalars under π∗ GL2 → H̃. Write also σ
for the automorphism of BunH̃ sending (V, C,Sym2 V → C, γ) to (V, C,Sym2 V → C,−γ). Then the
following diagram is 2-commutative.

Bun2,X̃
ρ ��

σ∗
��

BunH̃
ρH ��

σ

��

BunH

Bun2,X̃
ρ �� BunH̃

ρH

������������

Let Bund
2,X̃
⊂ Bun2,X̃ be the substack given by degW = d. Recall that BundH is given by

deg C = d. For X̃ connected, the irreducibility of Bund
2,X̃

and surjectivity of ρ imply that the stack
Bund

H̃
is irreducible, so N is a nontrivial local system on each BundH in this case.

Let Ẽ be an irreducible rank-two local system on X̃. Let AutẼ be the corresponding automorphic
sheaf on Bun2,X̃ normalized as in [FGV02] (cf. also Definition 8). We fix a rank-one local system χ

on X and an isomorphism π∗χ →̃ det Ẽ. This provides descent data for AutẼ for the map Bun2,X̃ →
BunH̃ , so we obtain a perverse sheaf, say KẼ,χ,H̃ on BunH̃ .

For X̃ connected, the group stack BunUπ has two connected components (cf. Appendix A.1),
write Bun0

Uπ
for its connected component of unity.
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Definition 9. The quotient of Bun2,X̃ by the action of Bun0
Uπ

is a µ2-torsor over BunH̃ , we denote
by SN the corresponding local system (of order two) on BunH̃ . We refer to it as the spinorial norm.

We have KẼ,χ,H̃ ⊗ SN →̃KẼ,χ⊗E0,H̃
. The central character of KẼ,χ,H̃ is χ.

The local system π∗Ẽ∗ is equipped with a natural symplectic form
∧2(π∗Ẽ∗) → χ−1, so gives

rise to a Ǧ-local system EǦ on X, where G = GSp4 for n = 2.
If X̃ splits, then we fix a numbering of connected components of X̃. Then Ẽ becomes a pair of

irreducible rank-two local systems E1, E2 on X. We obtain Bun2,X̃ →̃ Bun2×Bun2 and AutẼ =
AutE1 � AutE2. The descent datum for det Ẽ becomes detE1 →̃ detE2 →̃χ. For X̃ split we have an

exact sequence 0→ Z/2Z→ π1(H̃) λ→ Z→ 0, and Bund
H̃

has two connected components Bunθ
H̃

for
θ ∈ λ−1(d). For d odd the stack BundH is connected and the covering ρH : Bund

H̃
→ BundH splits. For d

even BundH has two connected components BunθH , θ ∈ λ−1(d), and the covering ρH : Bunθ
H̃
→ BunθH

is nontrivial.
If E is an irreducible rank-two local system on X such that π∗E is irreducible, then the perverse

sheaf Kπ∗E,detE,H̃ has natural descent data with respect to ρH : BunH̃ → BunH , thus defining a
perverse sheaf KE,H on BunH . Recall the local system E0 on X (cf. § 3.1).

Conjecture 2. If n = 2, then we have the following.
(1) If Ẽ does not descend with respect to X̃ π→ X, then FG(ρH !KẼ,χ,H̃) ∈ D(BunG) is a cuspidal

automorphic sheaf on BunG for EǦ. (For non-connected X̃ our assumption says that E1, E2 are
non-isomorphic irreducible rank-two local systems on X equipped with detE1 →̃ detE2.)

(2) If E is an irreducible rank-two local system on X with π∗E irreducible, then we have two
cases. If there is an isomorphism E →̃E⊗E0 on X, then FG(KE,H) ∈ D(BunG) is isomorphic to the
geometric Eisenstein series (for the Siegel parabolic of Ǧ), otherwise it is a cuspidal automorphic
sheaf on BunG for EǦ. (In particular, for X̃ non-connected we obtain an Eisenstein series this way.)

Question. In case (2) of Conjecture 2 for connected X̃ , what about FG(KE,H ⊗N )?

5.2 In the rest of § 5 we assume, in addition, that n = 1. Let E be an irreducible rank-two local
system on X. Assume that its restriction Ẽ = π∗E is still irreducible.

The following is a geometric version of a theorem of Shimizu (see [Wal85, Theorem 1], it is also
an argument supporting Conjecture 1 in the case n = 1,m = 2.

Proposition 8. For X̃ split we have FH̃(AutE∗) →̃A(detE)Ω ⊗KẼ,E0⊗detE,H̃ . This isomorphism
depends on a choice of (6).

Proof. The proof proceeds in two steps.

Step 1. Let jd : Bun2×X(d) ↪→ SQ̃ be the open immersion sending (L,D) to L, C =
∧2 L⊗Ω−1(D)

with canonical inclusion
∧2 L ↪→ C ⊗Ω. Let Sd

Q̃
be the open substack of SQ̃ given by deg(C ⊗Ω)−

degL = d. We claim that
FSQ̃

(AutE∗)|Sd
Q̃
→̃ jd !(AutE �E(d))[d].

Recall the stackWG,Q̃ classifying M ∈ Bun2, L ∈ Bun2, and t : L→M∗⊗Ω. Let 0WG,Q̃ ⊂ WG,Q̃
be the open substack given by the condition t : L ↪→ M∗ ⊗ Ω is an inclusion. From cuspidality of
AutE∗ it follows that only 0WG,Q̃ contributes to FSQ̃

(AutE∗)|Sd
Q̃
, so the latter is extension by zero

under jd.
Let ε : Bun2 → Bun2 be the involution sending M to M∗ ⊗ Ω. Then ε∗ AutE →̃ AutE∗ canoni-

cally. Our assertion follows from Hecke property of AutE.
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Step 2. The map νQ̃ : BunQ̃ → BunH̃ sends (L ∈ Bun2, 0 →
∧2 L→ V1 → C → 0) to V = L∗ ⊗ V1

with symmetric form Sym2 V → C. From Step 1 we obtain

ν∗
Q̃
FH̃(AutE∗) →̃A(detE)Ω ⊗ ν∗Q̃KẼ,detE,H̃ .

There is an open substack 0BunQ̃ ⊂ BunQ̃ with the following properties. The projection
0BunQ̃ → BunH̃ is smooth and surjective with connected fibres, and ν∗

Q̃
KẼ,H̃ [dim. rel(νQ̃)] is a

perverse sheaf over 0BunQ̃. Our assertion follows.

Note that Proposition 8 (at least the corresponding non-canonical isomorphism) would also
follow from Conjecture 1. We conjecture that Proposition 8 remains valid for X̃ nonsplit.

6. Bessel periods for GSp4

6.1.1 Keep the notation of § 5.1. In §§ 6.1.1 through 6.2 we assume n = 2. Recall the stack SP
classifying L ∈ Bun2,A ∈ Bun1, and Sym2 L

s→ A⊗Ω. Denote by SrP ⊂ SP the open substack given
by

2deg(A⊗ Ω)− 2 degL = r.

Let rssX(r) ⊂ X(r) be the open subscheme classifying divisors x1+ · · ·+xr on X with xi pairwise
distinct. Let rssSrP ⊂ SrP be the open substack given by the condition that L

s
↪→ L∗ ⊗ A ⊗ Ω and

div(L∗ ⊗A⊗ Ω/L) ∈ rssX(r). Set

RCovr = PicX ×PicX
rssX(r),

where the map rssX(r) → PicX sends D to O(−D), and PicX → PicX takes a line bundles to its
tensor square. It is understood that rssX(0) = Spec k.

We have a map p1 : rssSrP → RCovr sending the above point to Eφ = (A ⊗ Ω)−1 ⊗ detL with
the induced inclusion E2

φ ↪→ OX .

Lemma 12 [Lys06b, 7.7.2]. For r � 0 the stack RCovr classifies two-sheeted coverings φ : Y → X
ramified exactly at DX ∈ rssX(r) with Y smooth. The stack rssSrP identifies with that classifying
collections DX ∈ rssX(r), a two-sheeted covering φ : Y → X ramified exactly at DX , and B ∈ PicY .

The identification in Lemma 12 sends B ∈ PicY to L = φ∗B with symmetric form Sym2 L
s→

N(B) →̃A ⊗ Ω. Note that s admits a canonical section N(B)(−DX) ↪→ Sym2 L, which is a vector
subbundle of Sym2 L. Let q1 : rssSrP → Bun2 be the map sending (L,A, s) as above to L.

Lemma 13. For r > 4(g − 1) the map q1 : rssSrP → Bun2 is smooth.

Proof. Since the projection rssSrP → RCovr is smooth, the stack rssSrP is smooth. Since Bun2 is
also smooth, it suffices to show that the fibre of q1 over a field-valued point L ∈ Bun2 is smooth.

Let us calculate the tangent space to the fibre of q1 at a point (L,A, s). For brevity, write
C = A ⊗ Ω. Let K denote the cokernel of O s

↪→ C ⊗ Sym2 L∗. The sheaf K is locally free. The
tangent space in question identifies with H0(X,K). We claim that H1(X,K) = 0.

Indeed, suppose that (L,A, s) is given by a collection: a two-sheeted covering φ : Y → X ramified
at DX ∈ rssX(r) and a line bundle B on Y . So, L →̃φ∗B and s : Sym2 L→ C →̃N(B) is the natural
symmetric form. Let DY ∈ rssY (r) be the ramification divisor of φ, so DX = φ∗DY . Then Sym2 L
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is included into the following cartesian square.

N(B)⊕ φ∗(B2) �� B2|DY
⊕ B2|DY

Sym2 L

��

�� B2
DY

diag

��

Let σφ be the nontrivial automorphism of Y over X. We have K∗ →̃φ∗(B ⊗ σ∗φB−1(−DY )). So,
H0(X,K∗⊗Ω) →̃H0(Y, φ∗Ω⊗B⊗ σ∗φB−1(−DY )) = 0, because the degree of the corresponding line
bundle on Y is 4(g − 1)− r < 0.

As q1 is separable, and the dimensions of the tangent spaces to the fibres are constant, q1 is
smooth.

Fix a two-sheeted covering φ : Y → X ramified at DX ∈ rssX(r). Write σφ for the nontriv-
ial automorphism of Y over X, and Eφ for the σφ-anti-invariants in φ∗OY , it is equipped with
E2
φ →̃O(−DX). Write DY ∈ Y (r) for the ramification divisor of φ, so DX = φ∗DY . Recall that φ

is recovered from (Eφ,DX) as Spec(OX ⊕ Eφ), where the structure of a OX -algebra on OX ⊕ Eφ is
given by E2

φ ↪→ OX .

Recall the stack BunUφ
, its connected components BunaUφ

are indexed by a ∈ Z/2Z

(cf. Appendix A.1). Let 0BunUφ
⊂ BunUφ

be the open substack given by H0(Y,V ⊗ φ∗Ω) = 0
for V ∈ BunUφ

equipped with N(V) →̃OX .

Let 0PicY be the preimage of 0BunUφ
under eφ : PicY → BunUφ

(cf. Appendix A.1). Denote
by φ1 : PicY → Bun2 the map sending B to φ∗B.

For g = 0 we have 0BunUφ
= BunUφ

. If g = 1, then 0BunUφ
⊂ BunUφ

is given by the condition
that V is not isomorphic to OY .

Lemma 14. We have the following.

(i) If r � 4g− 4, then 0BunaUφ
is nonempty for each a ∈ Z/2Z. So, the intersection of 0PicY with

each connected component of PicY is nonempty.

(ii) The restriction of φ1 : PicY → Bun2 to the open substack 0PicY ⊂ PicY is smooth.

Proof. (i) Write KerN for the kernel of the norm map N : PicY → PicX (cf. Appendix A.1). Let
0KerN be the open subscheme given by H0(Y,V ⊗ φ∗Ω) = 0 for V ∈ KerN . Then 0BunUφ

is the
preimage of 0KerN under the projection BunUφ

→ KerN .

Let Z denote the preimage of Ω2 under the map X(4g−4) → PicX sending D to O(D). Here
PicX is the Picard scheme of X. Let Z ′ be the preimage of Z under φ : Y (4g−4) → X(4g−4). We
have Z ′ = ∅ for g = 0, Z ′ = Spec k for g = 1, and dimZ ′ = 3g − 4 for g > 1. Then 0KerN is the
complement to the image of the map Z ′ → KerN sending D to (φ∗Ω−1)(D). Since each connected
component of KerN is of dimension g − 1 + r/2, our assertion follows.

(ii) Since both 0PicY and Bun2 are smooth, it suffices to check that for B ∈ 0PicY the natural
map H1(Y,O)→ H1(X, End(φ∗B)) →̃H1(Y,B⊗φ∗((φ∗B)∗)) is surjective. We have a cartesian square

O(DY )⊕ B
σ∗φB

(DY ) �� O(DY )/O ⊕O(DY )/O

B ⊗ φ∗((φ∗B)∗)

��

�� O(DY )/O

��
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where the right vertical arrow is the diagonal map. This yields an exact sequence

0→ OY → B ⊗ φ∗((φ∗B)∗)→ B
σ∗φB

(DY )→ 0.

We have H1(Y,B(DY ) ⊗ σ∗φB−1) = H0(Y, φ∗Ω ⊗ σ∗φB ⊗ B−1)∗ = 0, because σ∗φB ⊗ B−1 ∈ 0BunUφ
.

We are done.

Our purpose is to study the ∗-restriction of FS(ρH !KẼ,χ,H̃) under PicY ↪→ rssSrP ⊂ SP . For

d ∈ Z set d̄ = 2deg Ω− d. The complex FS(ρH !KẼ,χ,H̃ |Bund
H

) lies in D(Picd̄ Y ).

Define Ỹ by the following cartesian square.

Ỹ
π̃ ��

φ̃
��

Y

φ

��
X̃

π �� X

(38)

Consider the exact sequence 1→ Gm → Gm×Gm
N→ Gm → 1, where N is the product map, and

the first map sends z to (z, z−1). Twisting it by the Z/2Z-torsor X̃ π→ X via the action permuting
two factors of Gm×Gm, we obtain an exact sequence 1→ Uπ → π∗Gm

N→ Gm → 1 of group schemes
onX; hereN is the norm map. Consider the composition Uπ → π∗Gm → π∗φ̃∗Gm →̃φ∗π̃∗Gm. Define
the group scheme Rφ on X by the exact sequence

1→ Uπ → φ∗π̃∗Gm → Rφ → 1. (39)

The corresponding map Pic Ỹ → BunRφ
is smooth and surjective.

Let φGL2 be the group scheme of automorphisms of φ∗OY , this is an inner form of GL2. We
denote by the same symbol φGL2 its restriction to X̃. We have a natural map φ̃∗Gm → φGL2 of
group schemes on X̃ . Let φH̃ be the group scheme on X included into a morphism of exact sequences

1 �� Uπ ��

id

��

π∗φ̃∗Gm
��

��

Rφ

��

�� 1

1 �� Uπ �� π∗(φGL2) ��
φH̃ �� 1

Since Bun
φH̃
→̃ BunH̃ canonically, we obtain a morphism qRφ

: BunRφ
→ BunH̃ .

For L ∈ Pic X̃ we have φ∗N(L) →̃N(φ̃∗L) canonically. Consider the map φ∗π̃∗Gm
φ∗N→ φ∗Gm

induced by the norm π̃∗Gm
N→ Gm. It is easy to check that Uπ ⊂ Kerφ∗N , so we obtain a map

Rφ → φ∗Gm. Let pRφ
denote the composition of the extension of scalars BunRφ

→ PicY with the
automorphism ε : PicY →̃ PicY sending B to B� = B∗⊗ΩY . So, the following diagram commutes.

Pic Ỹ ��

N
��

BunRφ

qRφ ��

pRφ

��

BunH̃

PicY
ε �� PicY

(40)

When (Eφ,DX) run through RCovr, the group schemes Rφ are naturally organized into a group
scheme R over RCovr×X. Let BunR denote the stack over RCovr associating to a scheme S the
following category: a map S → RCovr, and a RS-torsor on S ×X, where RS is the restriction of R
under S ×X → RCovr×X.
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Diagrams (40) naturally form a family

BunH̃ BunR
qR�� pR �� rssSrP .

Proposition 9. The restriction of FS(ρH !KẼ,χ,H̃) to the open substack rssSrP ⊂ SP is canonically
isomorphic to

(pR)! q∗RKẼ,χ,H̃ [dim. rel(qR)].
In particular, for a k-point of RCovr given by φ : Y → X, the ∗-restriction identifies canonically

FS(ρH !KẼ,χ,H̃)|Pic Y →̃ (pRφ
)! q∗Rφ

KẼ,χ,H̃ [dim. rel(qR)].

Proof. Define a map ζφ : Pic Ỹ → VH̃,P as follows. Given B ∈ Pic Ỹ , let W = φ̃∗B and (V, C,
Sym2 V → C, γ) ∈ BunH̃ be the corresponding H̃-torsor. We have σ∗φ̃∗B →̃ φ̃∗σ∗B, so there is a
natural map

π∗V →̃W ⊗ σ∗W → φ̃∗π̃∗NY (B) →̃π∗φ∗NY (B),
where NY : Pic Ỹ → PicY is the norm map. It descends to a map V → φ∗NY (B). So, for L =
φ∗(NY (B)�) we obtain a map t : V → L∗ ⊗Ω. By definition, ζφ sends B to (V, C,Sym2 V → C, γ) ∈
BunH̃ , L ∈ Bun2, and t : V → L∗ ⊗ Ω.

Denote by φ̃1 : Pic Ỹ → Bun2,X̃ the map sending B to φ̃∗B. We have the following commutative
diagram.

Bun2,X̃

��

Pic Ỹ
φ̃1�� ε◦N ��

ζφ
��

PicY

��
BunH̃ VH̃,P�� �� SP

It extends naturally to the following diagram.

Pic Ỹ

ζφ					
		

			
	

��

ε◦N

















VH̃,P

�������
��

BunRφ
��

pRφ �� PicY

		����������

SP
As φ varies in RCovr these diagrams form the following family.

BunR

qR��									

��

pR �� rssSrP

��
BunH̃ VH̃,P�� �� SP

(41)

Our assertion is reduced to the following lemma.

Lemma 15. The square in (41) is cartesian.

Our proof of Lemma 15 uses the following elementary observation.

Sublemma 1. Let K be a field of characteristic different from two. Let Vi be two-dimensional
K-vector spaces. Let B,B′ be one-dimensional K-vector spaces. Equip B ⊕ B′ with the quadratic
form

s : Sym2(B ⊕ B′) →̃ B2 ⊕ B′2 ⊕ B ⊗ B′ (0,0,id)→ B ⊗ B′.
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Assume we are given a map t : B ⊕ B′ → V1 ⊗ V2 such that there is the following commutative
diagram.

Sym2(B ⊕ B′) t⊗t ��

s

��

Sym2(V1 ⊗ V2)

��
B ⊗ B′

˜ �� detV1 ⊗ detV2

Then there exist a unique decomposition into a direct sum of one-dimensional subspaces Vi →̃Ui⊕U ′
i

and unique isomorphisms B →̃U1⊗U2, B′ →̃U ′
1⊗U ′

2 under which t identifies with a natural inclusion

(U1 ⊗ U2)⊕ (U ′
1 ⊗ U ′

2) ↪→ V1 ⊗ V2. �
Proof of Lemma 15. Consider a point of VH̃,P given by FH̃ = (V, C,Sym2 V → C, γ) ∈ BunH̃ ,
L ∈ Bun2 and t : V → L∗ ⊗ Ω. Assume that its image in SP is identified with a point (φ : Y →
X, B ∈ PicY ) of rssSrP . So, we are given an isomorphism L →̃φ∗B and the following diagram
commutes.

Sym2 V
t⊗t �� Sym2(L∗ ⊗ Ω)

C

��

˜ �� N(B)−1 ⊗ Ω2

��

˜ �� N(B�)(−DX)

(42)

Since L∗⊗Ω →̃φ∗B�, we view the datum of t as t : φ∗V → B�. We have a commutative diagram

φ∗V
(t,σ∗φt) ��

��

B� ⊕ σ∗φB�

φ∗φ∗B�

������������

(43)

where

φ∗φ∗B� = {b ∈ B� ⊕ σ∗φB� | the image of b in (B� ⊕ σ∗φB�)|DY
lies in the diagonal B�|DY

}.
Pick a lifting of FH̃ ∈ BunH̃ to a point W ∈ Bun2,X̃ . We obtain π∗V →̃W ⊗ σ∗W . From (43) we
obtain a map

φ̃∗(W ⊗ σ∗W )
(t,σ∗φt)�� π̃∗(B� ⊕ σ∗φB�)

whose tensor square fits into the following commutative diagram.

φ̃∗ Sym2(W ⊗ σ∗W ) �� π̃∗(B�2 ⊕ σ∗φB�2 ⊕ B� ⊗ σ∗φB�)

φ̃∗(detW ⊗ σ∗ detW )

��

˜ �� π̃∗(B� ⊗ σ∗φB�(−2DY ))

(0,0,1)

��

By abuse of notation, we also write σ and σφ for the involutions of Ỹ obtained by base change in
the square (38).

Note that any surjection φ̃∗W → L, where L is a line bundle on Ỹ , gives rise to a map ξL : V →
φ∗NY (L). Indeed, the composition

π∗V →̃W ⊗ σ∗W → φ̃∗L ⊗ σ∗φ̃∗L → φ̃∗(L ⊗ σ∗L) →̃ φ̃∗π̃∗NY (L)

descends to a map ξL : V → φ∗NY (L).
By Sublemma 1, there is a unique rank-one subbundle W1 ⊂ φ̃∗W , for which we set L =

(φ̃∗W )/W1, and a unique σ-invariant inclusion of coherent sheaves L ⊗ σ∗L ↪→ π̃∗B� with the
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following properties. The latter inclusion gives rise to an inclusionNY (L) ↪→ B�, and the composition

V
ξL→ φ∗NY (L)→ φ∗B� (44)

equals t.
Taking symmetric squares in (44), we obtain a commutative diagram

Sym2 V �� Sym2(φ∗NY (L)) � � �� Sym2(φ∗B�) �� N(B�)

C

��

(NXNY (L))(−DX)

��

� � �� NX(B�)(−DX)

��
(45)

in which the middle square is cartesian (and all three of the vertical arrows are subbundles).
Using (42) we conclude that there is a unique isomorphism η : C →̃ (NXNY (L))(−DX ) making
(45) commute, and the inclusion NY (L) ↪→ B� is actually an isomorphism.

Let us show that the natural map W → φ̃∗L is an isomorphism. We have inclusions

φ̃∗W ↪→ φ̃∗φ̃∗L ↪→ L⊕ σ∗φL,

whose determinants yield φ̃∗ detW ↪→ det(φ̃∗φ̃∗L) →̃ (L⊗σ∗φL)(−π̃∗DY ). Symmetrizing with respect
to the action of σ, one obtains inclusions

φ̃∗π∗C →̃ φ̃∗(detW⊗σ∗ detW ) ↪→ (L⊗σ∗L)⊗σ∗φ(L⊗σ∗L)(−2π̃∗DY ) →̃(π̃∗φ∗NXNY (L))(−2π̃∗DY )

whose composition is an isomorphism (equal to restriction of η). So, W →̃ φ̃∗L is an isomorphism.
Viewing L as a φ∗π̃∗Gm-torsor on X, let FRφ

be the Rφ-torsor onX obtained from it by extension
of scalars (39). Then qRφ

(FRφ
) →̃FH̃ equips FH̃ with a Rφ-structure that does not depend on a

choice of a lifting of FH̃ to a π∗ GL2-torsor. We are done.

Remark 9. Consider the case of X̃ π→ X split. We have an exact sequence 0 → Z/2Z → π1(H̃) →
Z→ 0. The ∗-restriction

FS(ρH !KẼ,χ,H̃)|
Picd̄ Y

is naturally a direct sum of two complexes indexed by θ ∈ π1(H̃) whose image in Z is d. If Y is
connected then qRφ

: BunRπ → BunH̃ induces a bijection at the level of connected components
π0(BunRφ

) →̃ π0(BunH̃) →̃ π1(H̃).

6.1.2 Recall the diagram

Bun2
rssSrP

q1�� p1 �� RCovr

introduced in § 6.1.1. In this section we prove the following acyclicity result.

Theorem 3. Let E be a rank-two local system on X and let K ∈ D(Bun2) be a Hecke eigensheaf

with eigenvalue E. Then q∗1K is ULA with respect to p1 : rssSrP
p1→ RCovr.

Proof. The proof proceeds in three steps.

Step 1. The difficulty comes from the fact that q1 × p1 : rssSrP → Bun2×RCovr is not smooth (for
g � 1), we come around it using the Hecke property of K. Namely, for d � 0 consider the diagram

X(d) × Bun2 Modd2
supp×p′�� p �� Bun2,

where Modd2 is the stack classifying a lower modification (L ⊂ L′) of rank-two vector bundles on X
with deg(L′/L) = d, the map p (respectively, p′) sends (L ⊂ L′) to L (respectively, L′). The map
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supp sends this point to div(L′/L). As in [FGV02, § 9.5] one shows that

(supp×p′)!p∗K[d] →̃ (E∗)(d) �K,

this is the only property of K that we actually use.
Define temporarily the stack X and the maps pX , p′X by the following diagram, where the square

is cartesian.

Bun2×RCovr

X
pX

������������������������ ��

p′X
��

Modd2×RCovr

p×id

��

supp×p′×id

��
X(d) × rssSrP

id×q1×p1 �� X(d) × Bun2×RCovr

The above property of K yields an isomorphism

(p′X )!p∗X (K � Q̄�)[d] →̃ (E∗)(d) � q∗1K. (46)

Step 2. Let us show that for d > 4g−4 the map pX : X → Bun2×RCovr is smooth. The projection
X → rssSrP is smooth of relative dimension 2d. Since rssSrP is smooth, X is also smooth.

Fix a k-point of RCovr given by a two-sheeted covering φ : Y → X. The corresponding objects
DY , Eφ, and σφ are as in § 6.1.1. Let pX ,φ : Xφ → Bun2 be obtained from pX by the base change
Bun2× Speck → Bun2×RCovr. The stack Xφ classifies L ∈ Bun2 and B ∈ PicY with an inclusion
of coherent sheaves L ⊂ φ∗B such that div((φ∗B)/L) is of degree d. It suffices to show that pX ,φ is
smooth.

Write BunB,Y for the stack classifying V1 ∈ PicY , V ∈ Bun2,Y , and an inclusion of coherent
sheaves V1 ⊂ V . Let 0BunB,Y be the open substack given by H1(Y, V ∗

1 ⊗ (V/V1)) = 0. One checks
that the projection 0BunB,Y → Bun2,Y is smooth. Set

Y = Bun2×Bun2,Y

0BunB,Y ,

where the map Bun2 → Bun2,Y sends L to φ∗L∗. So, the projection Y → Bun2 is smooth.
We have an open immersion j : Xφ ↪→ Bun2×Bun2,Y

BunB,Y sending (L ⊂ φ∗B) to L ∈ Bun2,
V1 = B−1 with the induced inclusion B−1 ↪→ φ∗L∗. It suffices to show that the image of j is contained
in Y.

Let (L ⊂ φ∗B) be a k-point of Xφ with D = div((φ∗B)/L). Note that (detL)(D) →̃ Eφ ⊗N(B).
Define an effective divisor D′ on Y and L1 ∈ PicY by the exact sequence

0→ L1 → φ∗L→ B(−D′)→ 0

Then L ⊂ φ∗(B(−D′)), and taking the determinants we obtain detL ⊂ Eφ ⊗ N(B)(−φ∗D′), so
D � φ∗D′. We must show that H1(Y,B ⊗ L∗

1) = 0.
We have L1 ⊗ B(−D′) →̃φ∗ detL →̃B ⊗ σ∗φB(−DY − φ∗D), because φ∗Eφ →̃O(−DY ). Our

assertion follows from the fact that

B∗ ⊗ L1 ⊗ ΩY →̃
σ∗φB
B ⊗ φ∗Ω(D′ − φ∗D)

is of degree 4g − 4− 2d+ degD′ � 4g − 4− d < 0.

Step 3. Assume d > 4g − 4. Since K � Q̄� is ULA with respect to the projection Bun2×RCovr →
RCovr, it follows that p∗X (K � Q̄�) is ULA over RCovr. Since p′X is proper,

(p′X )!p∗X (K � Q̄�)
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is ULA over RCovr (cf. [BG02, § 5.1.2]). Using (46), we learn that (E∗)(d) � q∗1K is ULA over
RCovr. So, the restriction of (E∗)(d) � q∗1K to rssX(d) × rssSrP is also ULA over RCovr. Since E(d)

is a local system over rssX(d), and the ULA property is local in the smooth topology of the source,
our assertion follows.

Consider a k-point of RCovr given by φ : Y → X as in § 6.1.1. Recall that φ1 : PicY → Bun2

sends B to φ∗B. Using [BG02, Property 4 of § 5.1.2] and Lemma 13 we obtain the following.

Corollary 6. Let E be a rank-two local system on X and let K be a E-Hecke eigensheaf on Bun2.
Then

D(φ∗1K[dim. rel(φ1)]) →̃φ∗1D(K)[dim. rel(φ1)].

In addition, if K is perverse, then for r > 4g − 4 the sheaf φ∗1K[dim. rel(φ1)] is perverse.

Remark 10. (i) Let E be an irreducible rank-two local system on X and let AutE be the correspond-
ing automorphic sheaf on Bun2 normalized as in [FGV02]. Then for any r the complex φ∗1 AutE is a
direct sum of (possibly shifted) perverse sheaves. Indeed, take d > 4g− 4 and apply the decomposi-
tion theorem for the (shifted) perverse sheaf p∗X ,φAutE and the proper map p′X ,φ : Xφ → X(d)×PicY
as in the proof of Theorem 3.

(ii) The map φ1 : PicY → Bun2 is not flat, because its fibres have different dimensions (this is
related to the fact that the dimension of the scheme of automorphisms of L ∈ Bun2 varies).

6.2 We may view σ and σφ as (commuting) automorphisms of Ỹ . Let Z be the quotient of Ỹ by

the involution σ ◦ σφ, so we get two-sheeted coverings Ỹ α→ Z
β→ X. Note that Z is smooth, and α

is unramified. Let DZ be the ramification divisor of β, then β∗DZ = DX . Let σβ be the nontrivial
automorphism of Z over X.

Another way is to say that we let Eβ = E ⊗ Eφ, it is equipped with E2
β →̃O(−DX). Then

Z →̃ Spec(OX ⊕ Eβ), the structure of an OX -algebra on (OX ⊕ Eβ) is given by E2
β ↪→ OX . Let E0,φ

be the σφ-anti-invariants in φ∗Q̄�. Then we have β∗Q̄� →̃ Q̄� ⊕ E0,β with

E0,β →̃ E0,φ ⊗ E0.

Let Pic(Y,Z) be the stack classifying B1 ∈ PicY,B2 ∈ PicZ, an isomorphism of line bundles
N(B1) →̃N(B2) on X, and its refinement γ12 : B1|DY

→̃ B2|DZ
over DY →̃DZ . This means that γ2

12

coincides with

N(B1)|DX
→̃N(B2)|DX

We have used the fact that β and φ yield isomorphisms of (reduced) schemes DZ →̃DX →̃DY .

Lemma 16. The map Pic Ỹ → Pic(Y,Z) sending B to (NY (B), NZ(B)) yields an isomorphism
BunRφ

→̃ Pic(Y,Z).

Proof. Denote by R̃φ the preimage of the diagonal Gm ↪→ Gm × Gm under the
homomorphism

φ∗Gm × β∗Gm
N×N→ Gm ×Gm

of group schemes on X. The product of norms yields a homomorphism φ∗π̃∗Gm → R̃φ of group
schemes on X, and Uπ lies in its kernel. The induced map Rφ → R̃φ is an isomorphism over
X − DX , but not everywhere (if φ is ramified). The group scheme R̃φ|DX

over DX has several
connected components, and Rφ|DX

is its component of unity. Our assertion follows.
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The map pRφ
: BunRφ

→ PicY sends (B1,B2, γ12, N(B1) →̃N(B2)) to B�1. The following square
is cartesian.

Ỹ
φ̃ ��

α

��

X̃

π

��
Z

β �� X

The map ρH ◦qRφ
: Pic(Y,Z)→ BunH sends (B1,B2, γ12, N(B1) →̃N(B2)) as above to the collection

(V, C,Sym2 V → C), where V ⊂ φ∗B1⊕β∗B2 is the lower modification defined by the cartesian square

φ∗B1 ⊕ β∗B2
�� (φ∗B1 ⊕ β∗B2)|DX

�� B1|DY
⊕ B2|DZ

V

��

�� B1|DY

id +γ12

��

(47)

C = N(B1)(−DX), and the quadratic form Sym2 V → C is the restriction of the difference of forms
on Bi

Sym2(φ∗B1 ⊕ β∗B2)→ N(B1).

Denote by ZY the gluing of Z and Y along the isomorphism DZ →̃DY . If DX is empty, then
ZY is the disjoint union of Z and Y . The projection � : ZY → X is a 4-sheeted covering.

For a point (B1,B2, γ12, N(B1) →̃N(B2)) ∈ Pic(Y,Z) denote by B12 the line bundle on ZY
obtained by gluing B1 and B2 along γ12. Then V from diagram (47) is nothing but V →̃ �∗B12. Let
KZY denote the dualizing complex on ZY then KZY [−1] is the gluing of ΩY (DY ) and ΩZ(DZ) via

ΩY (DY )|DY
→̃ODY

→̃ODZ
→̃ΩZ(DZ)|DZ

.

Set (B12)� = Hom(B12,KZY )[−1], this is the gluing of B∗1 ⊗ ΩY (DY ) and B∗2 ⊗ ΩZ(DZ) along the
isomorphism

γ∗12 : B∗2 ⊗ ΩZ(DZ)|DZ
→̃B∗1 ⊗ ΩY (DY )|DY

.

Then (�∗B12)� →̃ �∗(B�12) canonically. If φ is unramified, then ZY is smooth, and the definition of
(B12)� coincides with that of § 1.1.

6.3.1 In §§ 6.3.1–6.3.4 we assume n = 1.
Fix a two-sheeted covering φ : Y → X as in § 6.1.1. For a given rank-one local system J on Y

we want to calculate
RΓ(PicY,AJ ⊗ (pRφ

)! q∗Rφ
KẼ,χ,H̃). (48)

Assume that we are given an isomorphism χ →̃NJ of local systems on X. Then the complex that
we integrate will descend under eφ : PicY → BunUφ

; we will actually integrate over BunUφ
.

First, consider the situation when E is an irreducible rank-two local system on X and Ẽ = π∗E.
Let AutE∗ denote the corresponding automorphic sheaf on Bun2 normalized as in [FGV02]. The
following result is a calculation of

(pRφ
)! q∗Rφ

FH̃(AutE∗)[dim. rel(qRφ
)], (49)

under these assumptions.

Theorem 4. Assume that Y
φ→ X is unramified and nonsplit, and the coverings X̃

π→ X and

Y
φ→ X are not isomorphic over X. Then the complex (49) is isomorphic to⊕

d�0

A(E0,β ⊗ detE)Ω ⊗multd,d1! (A(E0 ⊗ detE∗) � (φ∗E∗)(d))[d+ g − 1],
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where d1 is a function of a connected component of PicY given by 2d1 + d = degB for B ∈ PicY
(the sum is over d � 0 such that d1 ∈ Z). Here

multd,d1 : Picd1 X × Y (d) → Pic2d1+d Y

is the map introduced in § 4.4.1.

Remark 11. One may extend Theorem 4 to the case of Y
φ→ X split. To do so, first extend Theorem 2

to the case of split X̃ , then the argument of § 6.3.2 will go through. We leave this to the interested
reader.

6.3.2 Define BunG,Rφ
by the following commutative following diagram, where the square is

cartesian.

BunG,Rφ

��

�� BunG,H̃
p ��

q

��

BunG

PicY BunRφ

pRφ��
qRφ �� BunH̃

Then BunG,Rφ
classifies M ∈ Bun2 for which we set A = detM and C = Ω ⊗ A−1, B1 ∈ PicY ,

B2 ∈ PicZ, isomorphisms N(B1) →̃N(B2) →̃ C(DX ) and its refinement γ12 : B1|DY
→̃ B2|DZ

.

Proof of Theorem 4. Let H̃β (respectively, H̃φ) denote the group scheme onX obtained as a twisting
of GO0

2 by the Z/2Z-torsor β : Z → X (respectively, φ : Y → X) as in § 3.1.
We have a commutative diagram

BunG,Rφ

��

f �� BunG,H̃β
×BunG

BunG,H̃φ

τ̃×τ̃ �� B̃unG2 × B̃unG2

π̃2

��
BunG,H̃

τ̃ �� B̃unG4

where π̃2 is the map defined in § 3.5 for X �X. Here f is the isomorphism sending the above point
of BunG,Rφ

to (B2,M,N(B2)⊗A→̃Ω) ∈ BunG,H̃β
, (B1,M,N(B1)⊗A→̃Ω) ∈ BunG,H̃φ

.

By Proposition 3,

π̃∗2 Aut[dim. rel] →̃ Aut� Aut,

where dim. rel = 2dim BunG2 − dimBunG4. We must calculate the direct image under the compo-
sition of projections

BunG,H̃β
×BunG

BunG,H̃φ
→ BunG,H̃φ

→ BunH̃φ
.

To calculate the direct image with respect to the first map we use Proposition 6 applied to the

functor F H̃β

G : D(BunH̃β
)→ D(BunG). It yields an isomorphism

F
H̃β

G (Q̄�)[dim BunH̃β
] →̃ AutE0,β⊕Q̄�

⊗ (AE0,β)Ω.

So, (49) identifies with

(AE0,β)Ω ⊗ ε!FGH̃φ
(AutE∗ ⊗AutE0,β⊕Q̄�

)[−dim BunG].

Applying Theorem 2 for FH̃φ
, one identifies (49) with the direct sum⊕

d�0

A(E0,β ⊗ detE)Ω ⊗multd,d1! (A(E0 ⊗ detE∗) � (π∗E∗)(d))[d+ g − 1],
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where d1 is a function of a connected component of PicY given by 2d1 + d = degB for B ∈ PicY .
The sum is over d � 0 such that d1 ∈ Z.

6.3.3 Geometric Waldspurger periods. In this section we assume that X̃ is split and φ : Y → X
is nonsplit. From Theorem 4 combined with Proposition 8 one derives the following.

Corollary 7. Assume that φ : Y → X is nonramified. For an irreducible rank-two local system
E on X we have

(pRφ
)!q∗Rφ

Kπ∗E,detE,H̃ [dim. rel(qRφ
)] →̃

⊕
d�0

(AE0,φ)Ω⊗multd,d1! (A(detE∗)�(φ∗E∗)(d))[d+g−1],

(50)

where d1 is a function of a connected component of PicY given by 2d1 + d = degB for B ∈ PicY
(the sum is over d � 0 such that d1 ∈ Z).

Remark 12. By Remark 9, (50) is naturally a direct sum of two complexes indexed by those θ ∈
π1(H̃) whose image in Z is 2 deg Ω − degB, B ∈ PicY . However, the right-hand side of (50) seems
not to be the refinement of this decomposition (cf. Remark 6).

Recall the exact sequence 1 → Gm → φ∗Gm → Uφ → 1 on X (cf. Appendix A.1). The corre-
sponding extension of scalars map eφ : PicY → BunUφ

sends B to B−1 ⊗ σ∗φB. If φ : Y → X is
unramified, then Uφ is also the kernel of the norm map φ∗Gm → Gm.

For a ∈ Z/2Z we write BunaUφ
for the connected component of BunUφ

corresponding to a, so
Bun0

Uφ
is the connected component of unity (cf. Appendix A.1). Let φ1 : PicY → Bun2 be the map

sending B to φ∗B.

Definition 10. Let J be a rank-one local system on Y . Let K ∈ D(Bun2) be a complex with
central character N(J ). Then the complex AJ −1 ⊗ φ∗1K is equipped with natural descent data for
the map eφ : PicY → BunUφ

. Assume that the following holds:4

(CW ) KK is a complex on BunUφ
equipped with

e∗φKK [dim. rel(eφ)] →̃AJ −1 ⊗ φ∗1K[dim. rel(φ1)].

For a ∈ Z/2Z the Waldspurger period of K is

WPa(K,J ) = RΓc(BunaUφ
,KK).

Let mφ,d : Y (d) → BunUφ
be the map sending D to O(D − σ∗φD) with natural trivializations

N(O(D − σ∗φD)) →̃O and O(D − σ∗φD)|DY
→̃ODY

. The map mφ,d is proper.
Let multφ : BunUφ

×BunUφ
→ BunUφ

denote the multiplication map (BunUφ
has a natural

structure of a group stack). If φ is ramified, then multφ is proper.

Theorem 5. Assume that φ : Y → X is unramified. Let E be an irreducible rank-two local system
on X and let J be a rank-one local system on Y equipped with detE →̃N(J ). The condition (CW )
is satisfied for AutE giving rise to KE := KAutE

. The complex KE is a direct sum of (possibly
shifted) perverse sheaves. We have

multφ!(KE �KE) →̃
⊕
d�0

(AE0,φ ⊗A(NJ )∗)Ω ⊗ (mφ,d)!(J ⊗ φ∗E∗)(d)[d].

4Although each perverse cohomology of the latter complex descends with respect to eφ, we ignore whether the same
is true for the complex itself, as the fibres of eφ are not contractible.
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In particular, for a ∈ Z/2Z there are isomorphisms⊕
a1+a2=a,
ai∈Z/2Z

WPa1(AutE ,J )⊗WPa2(AutE ,J )

→̃ (AE0,φ ⊗A(NJ )∗)Ω ⊗
( ⊕

d�0,
a=dmod 2

RΓ(Y (d), (J ⊗ φ∗E∗)(d))[d]
)
.

If φ∗E is irreducible, then the latter complex is a vector space (placed in cohomological degree zero).

Proof. Under our assumptions the sequence (39) fits as the low row in the diagram

1 �� Gm ×Gm
�� φ∗Gm × φ∗Gm

�� Uφ × Uφ �� 1

1 �� Gm

��

�� φ∗Gm × φ∗Gm

id

��

�� Rφ

��

�� 1

where the left vertical arrow sends z to (z, z−1). Let κφ : BunRφ
→ BunUφ

×BunUφ
denote the

corresponding extension of scalars map. The following diagram is cartesian.

BunRφ

κφ

��

pRφ �� PicY
eφ◦ε

��
BunUφ

×BunUφ

multφ �� BunUφ

By Remark 10, the condition (CW ) is satisfied, and we obtain

(AJ )−1
ΩY
⊗ p∗Rφ

AJ ⊗ q∗Rφ
Kπ∗E,detE,H̃ [dim. rel(qRφ

)] →̃ κ∗φ(KE �KE)[dim. rel(κφ)].

By Corollary 7, we obtain

(eφ ◦ ε)∗ multφ!(KE �KE)[dim. rel(κφ)]

→̃ (AE0,φ ⊗A(NJ )∗)Ω ⊗
(⊕
d�0

AJ ⊗multd,d1! (A(detE∗) � (φ∗E∗)(d))[d + g − 1]
)

→̃ (AE0,φ ⊗A(NJ )∗)Ω ⊗
(⊕
d�0

multd,d1! (Q̄� � (J ⊗ φ∗E∗)(d))[d+ g − 1]
)

where d1 is a function of a connected component of PicY given by 2d1 + d = degB for B ∈ PicY
(the sum is over d � 0 such that d1 ∈ Z).

The following square is cartesian

Picd1 X × Y (d)

��

multd,d1�� Pic2d1+d Y

eφ◦ε
��

Y (d)
mφ,d �� BunUφ

where the left vertical arrow is the projection. Since dim. rel(κφ) = g−1, we obtain an isomorphism

(eφ ◦ ε)∗ multφ!(KE �KE) →̃ (AE0,φ ⊗A(NJ )∗)Ω ⊗ (eφ ◦ ε)∗
(⊕
d�0

(mφ,d)!(J ⊗ φ∗E∗)(d)[d]
)
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compatible with the descent data for eφ ◦ ε. So,

multφ!(KE �KE) →̃ (AE0,φ ⊗A(NJ )∗)Ω ⊗
(⊕
d�0

(mφ,d)!(J ⊗ φ∗E∗)(d)[d]
)
,

the sum over all d � 0. For d even (respectively, odd) mφ,d maps Y (d) to Bun0
Uφ

(respectively, to
Bun1

Uφ
).

If φ∗E is irreducible, then RΓ(Y (d), (J ⊗ φ∗E∗)(d))[d] →̃
∧d V with V = H1(Y,J ⊗ φ∗E∗). The

last statement follows.

6.3.4 In this section φ : Y → X is allowed to be ramified. Let us calculate the geometric
Waldspurger periods of Eisenstein series on Bun2. Let E1, E2 be rank-one local systems on X and
let J be a rank-one local system on Y equipped with N(J ) →̃E1⊗E2. Recall the complex AutE1⊕E2

on Bun2 (cf. § 4.3). Let
m̃φ,d : Y (d) → BunUφ

be the map sending D to O(σ∗φD −D) with canonical trivialization N(O(σ∗φD −D)) →̃OX .

Proposition 10. The condition (CW ) is satisfied for AutE1⊕E2. For the corresponding complex
KE1⊕E2 := KAutE1⊕E2

we have

KE1⊕E2 →̃
⊕
d�0

(AE2)Eφ⊗Ω−1 ⊗ (m̃φ,d)!(J −1 ⊗ φ∗E2)(d)[d]. (51)

In particular,

multφ !(KE1⊕E2 �KE1⊕E2) →̃
⊕
d�0

A(E1 ⊗ E2)Eφ⊗Ω−1 ⊗ (m̃φ,d)!(J −1 ⊗ φ∗(E1 ⊕ E2))(d)[d].

Proof. We have a cartesian square ⊔
d�0

PicX × Y (d) mult ��

φ1,P

��

PicY

φ1

��
BunP

p̄P �� Bun2

where φ1,P sends (L,D) to (L ⊂ M), M = L ⊗ φ∗O(D). The map multd,d1 : Picd1 X × Y (d) →
Pic2d1+d sends (L,D) to (φ∗L)(D). So, we have

φ∗1 AutE1⊕E2 ⊗AJ −1[dim. rel(φ1)] →̃
⊕
d�0

(AE2)Eφ⊗Ω−1 ⊗multd,d1! (Q̄� � (J −1 ⊗ φ∗E2)(d))[d+ g − 1],

where d1 is a function of a connected component of PicY given by 2d1 + d = degB, B ∈ PicY (and
the sum is over d � 0 such that d1 ∈ Z). We have used that dim. rel(φ1) = 2(1− g) + 1

2 degDX .
The following square is cartesian

Picd1 X × Y (d)

��

multd,d1�� Pic2d1+d Y

eφ

��

Y (d)
m̃φ,d �� BunUφ

where the left vertical arrow is the projection. This yields an isomorphism

φ∗1 AutE1⊕E2 ⊗AJ−1[dim. rel(φ1)] →̃
⊕
d�0

(AE2)Eφ⊗Ω−1 ⊗ e∗φ(m̃φ,d)!(J −1 ⊗ φ∗E2)(d))[d + g − 1].
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Since dim. rel(eφ) = g − 1, the first assertion follows.
To get the second assertion, recall that for rank-one local systems Vi on Y we have

(V1 ⊕ V2)(d) →̃
d⊕

0=k

(symk,d−k)!(V
(k)
1 � V

(d−k)
2 ),

where symk,d−k : Y (k) × Y (d−k) → Y (d) is the sum of divisors.

Remark 13. (i) Recall that the Eisenstein series AutE1⊕E2 above is called regular if E1 and E2

are not isomorphic (cf. [BG02, § 2.1.7]). Under these assumptions (m̃φ,d)!(J−1 ⊗ φ∗E2)(d) = 0 for
d > 2gY − 2 (so, the sum in (51) is actually by 0 � d � 2gY − 2).

Indeed, m̃φ,d decomposes as Y (d) s→ PicY
eφ→ BunUφ

, where s sends D to O(D). If d > 2gY − 2,
then s is a vector bundle of rank d+ 1− gY over PicY with zero section removed. For a rank-one
local system Ẽ on Y we have s!Ẽ(d) →̃AẼ⊗ s!Q̄�. Further, eφ : PicY → BunUφ

is a homomorphism
of group stacks, each fibre of eφ identifies with PicX. So, if N(Ẽ) is nontrivial, then (eφ)!AẼ = 0.

(ii) If E is a rank-two local system on X, J is a rank-one local system on Y equipped with
detE →̃N(J ), then we have J −1 ⊗ φ∗E →̃σ∗φJ ⊗ φ∗E∗ canonically. Write also σφ : Y (d) → Y (d)

for the map sending D to σ∗φD. Then the composition Y (d) σφ→ Y (d) mφ,d→ BunUφ
equals m̃φ,d. So,

(m̃φ,d)!(J −1 ⊗ φ∗E)(d) →̃ (mφ,d)!(J ⊗ φ∗E∗)(d)

canonically. Thus, Theorem 5 and Proposition 10 are consistent.

Theorem 5 and Proposition 10 suggest the following conjecture, which is a theorem if one of the
following holds:

(i) E is irreducible and φ is nonramified;

(ii) E is a direct sum of two rank-one local systems.

Conjecture 3 (Waldspurger periods). Let E be a rank-two local system on X. Let K ∈ D(Bun2)
be an automorphic sheaf with eigenvalue E. Let φ : Y → X be a (possibly ramified) degree-two
covering and let J be a rank-one local system on Y . Assume that condition (CW ) is satisfied for
J and K giving rise to KK ∈ D(BunUφ

). Then for a suitable normalization of K there exists an
isomorphism

multφ!(KK �KK) →̃
⊕
d�0

(mφ,d)!(J ⊗ φ∗E∗)(d)[d].

6.3.5 Geometric Bessel periods. In this section we assume that φ : Y → X is nonsplit. Assume
n = 2, so G = GSp4.

Definition 11. Let K ∈ D(BunG) be a complex with central character χ−1. Let J be a rank-one
local system on Y equipped with N(J ) →̃χ. For the inclusion PicY ↪→ rssSP ⊂ SP the ∗-restriction
AJ ⊗ Fourψ(ν∗PK)|PicY is equipped with natural descent data for eφ : PicY → BunUφ

. Assume
that the following holds:

(CB) KK is a complex on BunUφ
equipped with

e∗φKK [dim. rel(eφ)] →̃AJ ⊗ Fourψ(ν∗PK)[dim. rel(νP )]|Pic Y.

For a ∈ Z/2Z the Bessel period of K is

BPa(K,J ) = RΓc(BunaUφ
,KK).
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Assume that X̃ is connected. Let Ẽ be an irreducible rank-two local system on X̃ and let χ be
a rank-one local system on X equipped with π∗χ →̃ det Ẽ. Recall the complex KẼ,χ,H̃ defined in
§ 5.1. Recall the map m̃φ,d : Y (d) → BunUφ

introduced in § 6.3.4.

Theorem 6. Assume that φ : Y → X is nonramified. Let J be a rank-one local system on Y
equipped with N(J ) →̃χ. The condition (CB) is satisfied for J and K := FG(ρH !KẼ,χ,H̃) giving
rise to KK ∈ D(BunUφ

). We have

(multφ)!(KK �KK) →̃
⊕
d�0

(m̃φ,d)!(J ⊗ φ∗(π∗Ẽ∗))(d)[d].

In particular, for a ∈ Z/2Z there are isomorphisms⊕
a1+a2=a,
ai∈Z/2Z

BPa1(K,J )⊗ BPa2(K,J ) →̃
⊕
d�0,

a=dmod 2

RΓ(Y (d), (J ⊗ φ∗(π∗Ẽ∗))(d))[d].

Proof. According to Proposition 9 and Corollary 1, we must find a complex KK ∈ D(BunUφ
)

together with an isomorphism

e∗φKK [dim. rel(eφ)] →̃AJ ⊗ (pRφ
)!q∗Rφ

KẼ,χ,H̃ [dim. rel(qRφ
)]. (52)

Let us show that Rφ fits into the following cartesian square.

Rφ ��

NY

��

π∗Uφ̃

NY

��
φ∗Gm

�� Uφ

(53)

Indeed, (39) fits into the following commutative diagram.

1 �� Gm
�� φ∗Gm

�� Uφ �� 1

1 �� π∗Gm

N

��

�� π∗φ̃∗Gm

NY

��

�� π∗Uφ̃

NY

��

�� 1

1 �� Uπ

��

��

�� π∗φ̃∗Gm

id

��

NY

��

�� Rφ

��

NY

��

�� 1

1 �� φ∗Gm
id �� φ∗Gm

�� 1

The latter diagram together with the exact sequence 1→ Gm → φ∗Gm → Uφ → 1 yield (53).

Let κφ : BunRφ
→ BunUφ̃

be the extension of scalars map given by the upper row in (53). The
composition Pic Ỹ → BunRφ

κφ→ BunUφ̃
is the map eφ̃ sending B to σ∗φB ⊗ B−1. We get a cartesian

square

BunRφ

pRφ

��

κφ �� BunUφ̃

ÑY

��
PicY

eφ �� BunUφ

where ÑY (B) := NY (B)−1 for B ∈ Pic Ỹ .
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Consider the commutative diagram

Pic Ỹ ��

φ̃1

��

BunRφ

κφ ��

qRφ

��

BunUφ̃

Bun2,X̃
�� BunH̃

where φ̃1 sends B to φ̃∗B.
By Remark 10, the condition (CW ) is satisfied for AutẼ , the covering φ̃ : Ỹ → X̃, and the local

system π̃∗J . So, there is a complex KẼ ∈ D(BunUφ̃
) equipped with

e∗
φ̃
KẼ [dim. rel(eφ̃)] →̃A(π∗J )−1 ⊗ φ̃∗1 AutẼ[dim. rel(φ̃1)].

Set K̃ = KẼ ⊗ (AJ )ΩY
, it is equipped with an isomorphism

p∗Rφ
AJ ⊗ q∗Rφ

KẼ,χ,H̃ [dim. rel(qRφ
)] →̃κ∗φK̃[dim. rel(κφ)]

over BunRφ
. Set KK = ÑY !(K̃), it is equipped with an isomorphism (52). We have the following

commutative diagram.

BunUφ̃
×BunUφ̃

multφ̃ ��

ÑY ×ÑY

��

BunUφ̃

ÑY

��
BunUφ

×BunUφ

multφ �� BunUφ

By Theorem 5, we have

(multφ̃)!(K̃ � K̃) →̃
⊕
d�0

(AE0,φ̃)ΩX̃
⊗ (mφ̃,d)!(π̃

∗J ⊗ φ̃∗Ẽ∗)(d)[d],

where mφ̃,d : Ỹ (d) → BunUφ̃
sends D to O(D − σ∗φD) with natural trivialization

NX̃(O(D − σ∗φD)) →̃OX̃ .
Since E0,φ̃ →̃ π∗E0,φ, we obtain (AE0,φ̃)ΩX̃

→̃A(NE0,φ̃)Ω →̃ Q̄�. So,

(multφ)!(KK �KK) →̃ (ÑY )!(multφ̃)!(K̃ � K̃) →̃
⊕
d�0

(ÑY )!(mφ̃,d)!(π̃
∗J ⊗ φ̃∗Ẽ∗)(d)[d].

The following diagram commutes.

Ỹ (d)
mφ̃,d ��

π̃

��

BunUφ̃

ÑY

��

Y (d)
m̃φ,d �� BunUφ

Our assertion follows.

Theorem 6 combined with Conjecture 2 suggest the following.

Conjecture 4 (Bessel periods). For G = GSp4 let EǦ be a Ǧ-local system on X viewed as a
pair (E,χ−1), where E (respectively, χ) is a rank-four (respectively, rank-one) local system on X
equipped with a symplectic form

∧2E → χ−1. Let K be an automorphic sheaf on BunG with
eigenvalue EǦ (in particular, the central character of K is χ−1).

Let φ : Y → X be a (possibly ramified) degree-two covering. Let J be a rank-one local sys-
tem on Y equipped with N(J ) →̃χ. Assume that condition (CB) is satisfied for J and K. If the
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corresponding complex KK ∈ D(BunUφ
) is nonzero then

(multφ)!(KK �KK) →̃
⊕
d�0

(m̃φ,d)!(J ⊗ φ∗E)(d)[d]

for a suitable normalization of K. In particular, for a ∈ Z/2Z there are isomorphisms⊕
a1+a2=a,
ai∈Z/2Z

BPa1(K,J )⊗ BPa2(K,J ) →̃
⊕
d�0,

a=dmod 2

RΓ(Y (d), (J ⊗ φ∗E)(d))[d]. (54)

Remark 14. Under the assumptions of Conjecture 4 we have H2(Y,J ⊗ φ∗E)∗ →̃H0(Y,J ⊗ φ∗E).
Consider the case Hi(Y,J ⊗ φ∗E) = 0 for i = 0, 2. Then BP(K,J )⊗ BP(K,J ) identifies with the
vector space (placed in degree zero) ⊕

i�0

∧i
V, (55)

where V = H1(Y,J ⊗ φ∗E). The symplectic form on E induces a map

H2(Y,J ⊗ σ∗φJ ⊗ φ∗(E ⊗ E))→ H2(Y, Q̄�) →̃ Q̄�. (56)

Since the cup-product

V ⊗ V →̃H1(Y,J ⊗ φ∗E)⊗H1(Y, σ∗φJ ⊗ φ∗E)→ H2(Y,J ⊗ σ∗φJ ⊗ φ∗(E ⊗ E))

is anti-symmetric, composing it with (56) one obtains a nondegenerate symmetric form Sym2 V →
Q̄� on V . We have dimV = 8(gY − 1), where gY is the genus of Y .

Let Spin(V ) denote the simply connected covering of SO(V ). Let Γα and Γβ be the half-spin
representations of Spin(V ), here α and β are the corresponding fundamental weights of Spin(V ) (cf.
[FH91, 19.2, p. 287]). Then

Γα ⊗ Γα ⊕ Γβ ⊗ Γβ →̃
∧0

V ⊕
∧2

V ⊕
∧4

V ⊕ · · ·

and
Γα ⊗ Γβ ⊕ Γβ ⊗ Γα →̃

∧1
V ⊕

∧3
V ⊕

∧5
V ⊕ · · · .

Conjecture 5 (Bessel periods refined). Under the assumptions of Conjecture 4 consider the case
Hi(Y,J ⊗φ∗E) = 0 for i = 0, 2. Set V = H1(Y,J ⊗φ∗E). Then there is a numbering αa (a ∈ Z/2Z)
of the half-spin fundamental weights of Spin(V ) and isomorphisms for a ∈ Z/2Z

BPa(K,J ) →̃Γαa ,

where Γαa is the irreducible (half-spin) representation of Spin(V ) with highest weight αa.

7. The case H = GO6

7.1 In this section we assume that m = 3 and X̃ is split, so H = H̃ = GO0
6. We have an exact

sequence 1→ µ2 → GL4 → GO0
6 → 1 of group schemes over Spec k. By abuse of notation, we write

ρ : Bun4 → BunH̃ for the corresponding extension of scalars map. It sends W ∈ Bun4 to(
V =

∧2
W, C = detW,Sym2 V

h→ C, γ
)
.

Here h is the symmetric form induced by the exterior product
∧2W ⊗

∧2W → detW , and γ :
detV →̃ C3 is a compatible trivialization. The connected components of BunH̃ are indexed by π1(H̃).
We have an exact sequence 0 → π1(GL4) → π1(H̃) → Z/2Z → 0, and the image of ρ is 0BunH̃ :=⊔
a∈π1(GL4) Buna

H̃
.
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Recall that
Ȟ →̃ GSpin6 →̃ {(c, b) ∈ Gm ×GL4 | det b = c2}.

Consider a Ȟ-local system on X given by a collection: local systems E and χ on X of ranks four and
one, respectively, and an isomorphism detE →̃χ2. Assume that E is irreducible on X. Let AutE
denote the corresponding automorphic sheaf on Bun4 (cf. Definition 8). Then AutE is equipped with
natural descent data with respect to ρ : Bun4 → BunH̃ , so gives rise to a perverse sheaf KE,χ,H̃ on
0BunH̃ .

Lemma 17. The sheaf KE,χ,H̃ extends naturally to a perverse sheaf (still denoted by the same
symbol) over BunH̃ with central character χ.

Proof. Let act : PicX × BunH̃ → BunH̃ be the action map sending L ∈ PicX and (V, C,Sym2 →
C) ∈ BunH̃ to (V ⊗ L, C ⊗ L). Let 1BunH̃ ⊂ BunH̃ denote the complement to 0BunH̃ . Then act
sends PickX × aBunH̃ to bBunH̃ , where b = a+ k mod 2. The perverse sheaf

Aχ�KE,χ,H̃ [g − 1]

on Pic1X × 0BunH̃ is equipped with natural descent data for act : Pic1X × 0BunH̃ → 1BunH̃ . This
yields a perverse sheaf KE,χ,H̃ on the whole of BunH̃ equipped with act∗KE,χ,H̃ →̃Aχ � KE,χ,H̃ .
Here Aχ is the automorphic local system corresponding to χ.

Assume n = 2, so G = GSp4. View a Ǧ-local system EǦ on X as a pair (E,χ), where E
(respectively, χ) is a rank-four (respectively, rank-one) local system on X with symplectic form∧2E → χ. The symplectic form induces the isomorphism detE →̃χ2, and (E,χ) identifies with the
Ȟ-local system EȞ obtained from EǦ via the extension of scalars Ǧ ↪→ Ȟ.

Conjecture 6. We have the following.
(i) Let EǦ be a Ǧ-local system on X and EȞ be the induced Ȟ-local system on X given by

(E,χ). There exists K ∈ D(BunG) which is a EǦ-Hecke eigensheaf satisfying FH̃(K) →̃KE∗,χ∗,H̃ .
(ii) Assume in addition that E is irreducible (as a local system of rank four). Then K =

FG(KE∗,χ∗,H̃) satisfies the properties of (i).

7.2 Recall the stack RCovr introduced in § 6.1.1. Denote by Bunk,r the following stack. For a
scheme S, an S-point of Bunk,r is a collection consisting of a map S → RCovr giving rise to a two-
sheeted covering SY → S × X, and a rank-k vector bundle on SY . Let us precise that a map
S → RCovr is given by a collection (E , κ,D), where D ↪→ S ×X is the preimage of the incidence
divisor on rssX(r) ×X under S×X → rssX(r)×X, and E is a line bundle on S ×X equipped with
κ : E2 →̃OS×X(−D). Then OS×X ⊕ E is a OS×X -algebra, and SY = Spec(OS×X ⊕ E).

We simply think of Bunk,r as the stack classifying DX ∈ rssX(r), a two-sheeted covering φ :
Y → X ramified exactly at DX (with Y smooth), and a rank-k vector bundle U on Y .

Recall that we assume n = 2, so G = GSp4. Note that rssSrP = Bun1,r. We have a diagram

Bun4 Bun2,r
q2�� p2 �� rssSrP ,

where q2 (respectively, p2) is the map sending (φ : Y → X,U) as above to W = φ∗U (respectively,
to the point (φ : Y → X, (detU)�) of rssSrP ). Extend it to a commutative diagram

Bun4

ρ

��

Bun2,r
q2��

��

p2















BunH̃ BunR
qR�� pR �� rssSrP

(57)

defined as follows.
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For a point of RCovr given by φ : Y → X let Rφ now denote the group scheme on X included
into an exact sequence 1 → µ2 → φ∗ GL2 → Rφ → 1. Let φ GL4 be the group scheme of auto-
morphisms of φ∗(O2

Y ). Define φH̃ by the following commutative diagram, where the rows are exact
sequences.

1 �� µ2

id

��

�� φ∗ GL2

��

�� Rφ

��

�� 1

1 �� µ2 �� φ GL4 ��
φH̃ �� 1

Since φH̃ is an inner form of H̃, BunH̃ →̃ Bun
φH̃

canonically. Let qRφ
: BunRφ

→ BunH̃ de-
note the corresponding extension of scalars map. Since µ2 lies in the kernel of the determinant
map φ∗ GL2

det→ φ∗Gm, it yields a map Rφ → φ∗Gm. Let pRφ
: BunRφ

→ PicY denote the com-
position of the corresponding extension of scalars map BunRφ

→ PicY with the automorphism
ε : PicY →̃ PicY sending B to B�. As φ runs through RCovr, the group schemes Rφ organize into
a group scheme R over X × RCovr, and the diagrams

BunH̃ BunRφ

qRφ��
pRφ �� PicY

form a family giving rise to (57). Recall the functor FS introduced in § 3.3.2.

Proposition 11. For K ∈ D(BunH̃) there is a functorial isomorphism

FS(K)|rssSr
P
→̃ (pR)!q∗RK[dim. rel(qR)].

Proof. The proof proceeds in two steps.

Step 1. Define the stack V4,P and the maps q̃, p̃ by the diagram

Bun4

ρ

��

V4,P
q̃��

��

p̃

����
���

��
�

BunH̃ VH̃,P
qV�� pV �� SP

where the square is cartesian. The stack V4,P classifies L ∈ Bun2, W ∈ Bun4, and a map t : L⊗V →
Ω with V =

∧2W .
Let ζ2 : Bun2,r → V4,P be the map sending (φ : Y → X,U) to (W = φ∗U,L = φ∗((

∧2 U)�), t),
where t : V → L∗ ⊗ Ω is the following map. We have L∗ ⊗ Ω →̃φ∗(

∧2 U). The exterior square
of the natural map φ∗φ∗U → U is a map φ∗(

∧2W ) →
∧2 U , by adjointness it yields a map

t : V → φ∗(
∧2 U).

We have the following commutative diagram.

Bun2,r

q2											
ζ2

��

p2 �� rssSrP

��
Bun4 V4,P

q̃�� p̃ �� SP

(58)

Let us show that the square in this diagram is cartesian. To do so, consider a k-point (L,W, t)
of V4,P whose image under p̃ is given by a k-point (φ : Y → X,B,DX) of rssSrP . So, we are
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given isomorphisms L →̃φ∗B, C →̃ detW , and N(B) →̃Ω2 ⊗ C−1 such that the following diagram
commutes.

Sym2 V
t⊗t �� Sym2(L∗ ⊗ Ω)

C

��

˜ �� N(B−1)⊗ Ω2

��

˜ �� N(B�)(−DX)

(59)

Write σφ for the nontrivial automorphism of Y over X, let DY be the ramification divisor of
φ : Y → X, so DX = φ∗(DY ).

The map t : V → L∗ ⊗ Ω →̃φ∗(B�) can be seen as t : φ∗V → B�. The latter map is nonzero,
because the symmetric form on L is generically nondegenerate. Applying φ∗ to (59), we obtain the
following commutative diagram.

φ∗ Sym2 V �� (B�)2 ⊕ (σ∗φB�)2 ⊕ (B� ⊗ σ∗φB�)

φ∗ detW

��

˜ �� (B� ⊗ σ∗φB�)(−2DY )

(0,0,1)

��

The transpose B ⊗ Ω−1 → φ∗V ∗ to t is an isotropic subsheaf in φ∗V ∗. So, there is a rank-two
vector bundle U on Y and a surjection φ∗W v→ U such that t factors as a composition

φ∗V →
∧2

U
u
↪→ B�.

We are going to check that
∧2 U

u
↪→ B� is actually and isomorphism, and the map W v→ φ∗U is also

an isomorphism.
Indeed, the maps V → φ∗(

∧2 U)→ φ∗(B�) yield a commutative diagram

Sym2(V ∗ ⊗ Ω)

��

Sym2(φ∗((
∧2 U)�))��

��

Sym2 L��

��
C−1 ⊗ Ω2 N((

∧2 U)�)�� N(B)� ���

and the composition of maps in the bottom row is an isomorphism. It follows that the transpose
B → (

∧2 U)� to u is an isomorphism.
Now consider the diagram

V
∧2 v→

∧2
(φ∗U)→ φ∗

(∧
2U

)
,

where the second map is induced by the natural map φ∗φ∗U → U . Applying symmetric squares,
one obtains the following commutative diagram.

C

��

˜ �� N(
∧2 U)(−DX)

����������������

Sym2 V

��

�� Sym2(
∧2(φ∗U))

��

�� Sym2(φ∗(
∧2 U))

��
C �� det(φ∗U) � � ξ �� N(

∧2 U)

It is easy to see that ξ induces an isomorphism det(φ∗U) →̃N(
∧2 U)(−DX). Thus, det v : detW →̃

C →̃ det(φ∗U) is an isomorphism, so v : W → φ∗U is an isomorphism.
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Step 2. The diagram (58) gives rise to the following commutative diagram.

BunR

qR��									

��

pR �� rssSrP

��
BunH̃ VH̃,P

qV�� pV �� SP

We have to show that the square in this diagram is cartesian. By Step 1, this is true after the base
change 0BunH̃ ↪→ BunH̃ . For the components of 1BunH̃ the argument is similar.

Definition 12. Let K ∈ D(BunH̃) be a complex with central character χ−1. Then FS(K) has
central character χ. Let J be a rank-one local system on Y equipped with N(J ) →̃χ−1. Then for
PicY ↪→ rssSrP ⊂ SP the ∗-restriction AJ ⊗ FS(K)|PicY is equipped with natural descent data
for eφ : PicY → BunUφ

. Assume that the following holds:
(CG) KK is a complex on BunUφ

equipped with

e∗φKK [dim. rel(eφ)] →̃AJ ⊗ (pRφ
)!q∗Rφ

(K)[dim. rel(qRφ
)].

For a ∈ Z/2Z the generalized Waldspurger period of K is

GWPa(K,J ) = RΓc(BunaUφ
,KK).

8. Towards a construction of automorphic sheaves on BunGSp4

8.1 In this section we assume that the ground field is k algebraically closed of characteristic zero
and work with D-modules instead of �-adic sheaves. A local system on X is now a vector bundle E
with connection ∇ : E → E ⊗ Ω.

Lemma 18. For a local system E on X there is a canonical Z/2Z-graded isomorphism

detRΓDR(X,E) →̃ detRΓ(X,detE)⊗ detRΓ(X,Ω ⊗ detE)−1.

Proof. Let DR(E) = (E ∇→ E ⊗ Ω) be the de Rham complex of E placed in degrees zero and one.
The exact triangle DR(E)→ E → E ⊗ Ω yields

det RΓDR(X,E) →̃ det RΓ(X,E) ⊗ detRΓ(X,E ⊗ Ω)−1.

Our assertion follows now from Lemma 1.

Set n = 2, so G = GSp4. Write LocSysǦ for the moduli stack of Ǧ-local systems on X. View a
Ǧ-local system EǦ as a pair (E,χ), where E (respectively, χ) is a rank-four (respectively, rank-one)
local system on X with symplectic form

∧2E → χ−1.
Let φ : Y → X be a (possibly ramified) two-sheeted covering. Write LocSysY,r for the moduli

stack of rank-r local systems on Y .
Let MY denote the stack classifying a Ǧ-local system EǦ = (E,χ) on X and J ∈ LocSysY,1

equipped with N(J ) →̃χ. The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 18.

Lemma 19. The (Z/2Z-graded) line bundle on MY with fibre detRΓDR(Y,J ⊗ φ∗E) at (J , EǦ)
is canonically trivialized.

Let 0MY ⊂ MY denote the open substack given by the condition Hi
DR(Y,J ⊗ φ∗E) = 0 for

i = 0, 2. We have a vector bundle V on 0MY whose fibre at (J , EǦ) is

H1
DR(Y,J ⊗ φ∗E).
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The rank of V is c := 8(gY − 1), where gY is the genus of Y . As in Remark 14, one equips V with
a nondegenerate symmetric form Sym2 V → O. Moreover, the trivialization detV →̃O given by
Lemma 19 is compatible with this symmetric form.

Conjecture 7. The SOc-torsor V lifts naturally to a Spinc-torsor F on 0MY .

8.2 Let EǦ be a Ǧ-local system on X viewed as a pair (E,χ), where E and χ are local systems
on X of ranks four and one respectively, and

∧2E → χ−1 is a symplectic form. Assume that E is
irreducible. In this situation we propose the following conjectural construction of an automorphic
sheaf KEǦ

on BunG corresponding to EǦ.
Let r � 0, remind the stacks RCovr and rssSrP ⊂ SrP (cf. § 6.1.1). A point of RCovr is given

by a divisor DX ∈ rssX(r) and a two-sheeted covering φ : Y → X ramified exactly at DX with
Y smooth. Let Yuniv → X × RCovr denote the universal two-sheeted covering. For a morphism of
stacks α : S → RCovr denote by YS → X ×S the two-sheeted covering obtained from the universal
covering by the base change id×α : X × S → X × RCovr.

Let M be the stack classifying collections: a point of RCovr given by DX ∈ rssX(r), Y
φ→ X ,

and a rank-one local system J on Y equipped with an isomorphism N(J ) →̃χ. By definition, for a
scheme S, an S-point ofM is given by a map S → RCovr and a rank-one local system J (relative
to S) over YS equipped with a trivialization of NX×S(J ).

Let V be the vector bundle on M whose fibre at the above point is H1
DR(Y,J ⊗ φ∗E). As in

§ 8.1, we equip it with a nondegenerate symmetric form and a compatible trivialization detV →̃O.
Assuming that Conjecture 7 holds, we obtain a Spinc-torsor on M. For the half-spin fundamental
weights αa (a ∈ Z/2Z) of Spinc write V αa for the corresponding vector bundles onM induced from
our Spinc-torsor.

The projectionM→ RCovr should be equipped with an integrable connection along RCovr mak-
ing M into a DRCovr -stack (in the sense of [BD04, § 2.3.1]). Then M carries a sheaf of
algebras OM[DRCovr ] (in the notation of [BD04, § 2.3.4]). We expect that V αa is naturally a module
over OM[DRCovr ].

Consider the two-sheeted covering YM → X ×M obtained from Yuniv → X × RCovr by the
base change id× pr : X ×M → X × RCovr. Let Juniv denote the universal local system (relative
toM) over YM, its norm on X ×M is trivialized. Let Y (d)

M denote the dth symmetric power of YM
(relative toM). That is, Y (d)

M is the quotient of the dth power YM×M · · ·×M YM by the symmetric
group on d elements. Let J (d)

univ denote the corresponding local system (relative toM) on Y (d)
M .

Recall that, for a scheme S, an S-point of rssSrP is given by a map S → RCovr and an invertible
sheaf B on YS . For a ∈ Z/2Z write rssSra,P for the substack of rssSrP given by a = (degB) mod 2.

An S-point of Y (d)
M is given by the following collection: a map S → RCovr, a rank-one local

system J (relative to S) over YS with a trivialization of NX×S(J ), and an effective Cartier divisor
DS on YS flat over S of degree d. For d � 0 consider the Abel–Jacobi map

jac : Y (d)
M →M×RCovr

rssSrP
over M, it is given by B = OYS

(DS).
There is a unique local system P (relative toM) overM×RCovr rssSrP with the following prop-

erties. For any d � 0 one has jac∗ P →̃J (d)
univ canonically, and P satisfies the usual automorphic

property with respect to the group structure of PicY . More precisely,M×RCovr rssSrP is a commu-
tative group stack over M, and the automorphic property of P is required for this group structure.

In more concrete terms, M×RCovr rssSrP classifies DX ∈ rssX(r), φ : Y → X, a rank-one local
system J on Y with a trivialization of NX(J ), and an invertible sheaf B on Y . Then the fibre of P
at this point identifies with (AJ )B.
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Consider the diagram of projections

M M×RCovr rssSrP
qM�� qS �� rssSrP .

For a ∈ Z/2Z define a complex Ka on rssSra,P by

(qS)∗(q∗MV αa ⊗ P)[dim],

where the direct image with respect to qS is understood in the (derived) quasi-coherent sense.
We expect that, for a suitable shift, Ka has a natural structure of a D-module on rssSrP . Let

then K be the D-module on rssSrP whose restriction to rssSra,P is Ka. Let K̃ denote the intermediate
extension of K under rssSrP ⊂ SrP .

Recall that SP and BunP are dual (generalized) vector bundles over Bun2×PicX, let Four(K̃)
denote the Fourier transform of K̃. Recall the projection νP : BunP → BunG, let 0BunP ⊂ BunP be
the open substack, where νP is smooth. We expect that ν∗PKEǦ

identifies over 0BunP with Four(K̃)
as D-modules.

Appendix A. Prym varieties

A.1 Let π : X̃ → X be a two-sheeted covering ramified at some divisor Dπ on X with degDπ = d.
Let σ be the nontrivial automorphism of X̃ over X. Let E be the σ-anti-invariants in π∗O, it is
equipped with E2 →̃O(−Dπ). Let E0 be the σ-anti-invariants in π∗Q̄�, it is equipped with E2

0 →̃ Q̄�

over X −Dπ.
The norm map N : Pic X̃ → PicX is given by N(B) = E−1⊗ det(π∗B), this is a homomorphism

of group stacks. We write NX(B) = N(B) when we need to express the dependence on X. For
C ∈ PicX we have canonically N(π∗C) →̃ C2.

Let Ẽ be a rank-one local system on X̃. Then Ẽ ⊗ σ∗Ẽ is equipped with natural descent data
for π, so there is a rank-one local system N(Ẽ) on X equipped with π∗N(Ẽ) →̃ Ẽ ⊗ σ∗Ẽ. (In
the nonramified case we have N(Ẽ) →̃ E0 ⊗ det(π∗Ẽ) canonically.) Recall that AẼ denotes the
automorphic local system on Pic X̃ corresponding to Ẽ. The restriction of AẼ under π∗ : PicX →
Pic X̃ identifies canonically with AN(Ẽ). For a rank-one local system E on X we have canonically
N∗(AE) →̃A(π∗E).

Write PicX for the Picard scheme of X, so we have a Gm-gerbe PicX → PicX. Write PicrX for
the connected component classifying line bundles of degree r. Let P denote the connected component
of unity of KerN , where N : Pic X̃ → PicX is the norm map. This is the Prym variety [Mum74].
We need the following results proved in [Mum74]. Assume that X̃ is connected.
Case of ramified π. The group scheme KerN is connected, π∗ : PicX ↪→ Pic X̃ is a closed immersion.
For each r we have a surjection

Pic2r X̃/PicrX → P

sending B to B−1 ⊗ σ∗B. For r = 0 its kernel is a finite group isomorphic to P2/φ(J2) for some
inclusion φ : J2 → P2. Here P2 and J2 are the groups of order two points of P and Pic0X,
respectively. Recall that dim Pic0X = g, dimPic0 X̃ = 2g + d/2 − 1 and dimP = g + d/2− 1. So,

J2 →̃ (Z/2Z)2g and P2 →̃ (Z/2Z)2g+d−2.

Case of unramified π. The group scheme KerN has two connected components, say KerrN for
r ∈ Z/2Z. We denote by Ker0N the connected component of unity. The kernel of π∗ : PicX → Pic X̃
is H0 := {O, E}, and we have an isomorphism Pic0 X̃/(Pic0X/H0) →̃P sending B to B−1 ⊗ σ∗B.

The following is probably well known, but we have not found a proof of it, so we give one.
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Lemma 20. Assume that π is nonramified. Both Pic X̃/(PicX/H0) and KerN have two connected
components indexed by Z/2Z. The map δ : Pic X̃/(PicX/H0)→ KerN sending B to B−1 ⊗ σ∗B is
an isomorphism, so sends the odd connected component to the odd one.

Proof. Consider the map π∗Gm
ξ→ π∗Gm sending f to σ(f)f−1. Let N : π∗Gm → Gm be the norm

map. The sequences

π∗Gm
ξ→ π∗Gm

N→ Gm → 1
and

1→ Gm → π∗Gm
ξ→ π∗Gm

are exact in étale topology (indeed, it suffices to check this after base change X̃ π→ X, which is
easy). Taking the étale cohomology of X, we get an exact sequence

H1(X, Im ξ)→ Pic X̃
N→ PicX → 1

and the map induced by ξ is δ. The map Pic X̃ →̃H1(X,π∗Gm)
ξ→ H1(X, Im ξ) is surjective, because

H2(X,Gm) = 0.

Let D̃π ∈ X̃(d) be the ramification divisor of π, so Dπ = π∗D̃π. Define the group scheme Uπ
on X by the exact sequence 1 → Gm → π∗Gm → Uπ → 1. The stack BunUπ classifies B ∈ Pic X̃
together with a trivialization

N(B) →̃OX (60)
and a compatible isomorphism γ : B|D̃π

→̃OD̃π
. This means that γ⊗2 : N(B)|Dπ→̃ODπ is the

isomorphism induced by (60). We have used that π induces an isomorphism of reduced divisors
D̃π →̃Dπ. The corresponding extension of scalars map eπ : Pic X̃ → BunUπ is smooth and surjective,
it sends B to C = B−1 ⊗ σ∗B with natural trivializations C|D̃π

→̃OD̃π
and N(C) →̃OX .

In both cases (π ramified or not) the stack BunUπ has two connected components indexed by
a ∈ Z/2Z, here Bun0

Uπ
is the connected component of unity. The image of Picr X̃ under eπ equals

BunaUπ
with a = rmod2.

If π is ramified, then BunUπ is a scheme, and the projection BunaUπ
→ P is a Galois covering

with Galois group (Z/2Z)d−2.

Appendix B. Group schemes and Hecke operators

B.1.1 Let π : X̃ → X be an étale Galois covering with Galois group Σ = AutX(X̃). The category
of affine group schemes over X is canonically equivalent to the category of affine group schemes
over X̃ equipped with an action of Σ.

Assume that G is an affine group scheme over Speck (viewed as constant group scheme on X̃).
Then an action of Σ on G is a datum of a homomorphism Σ→ Aut(G). The corresponding group
scheme G over X is then obtained as the twisting of G by the Σ-torsor π : X̃ → X.

The action of Σ on G gives rise to the semi-direct product G�Σ included into an exact sequence
1→ G→ G � Σ→ Σ→ 1.

Let us describe the category of G-torsors on X. For σ ∈ Σ and a G-torsor FG on a scheme S
denote by FσG the G-torsor on S obtained from FG by the extension of scalars σ : G→ G.

Lemma 21. Let S be a scheme. The category of G-torsors on S × X is canonically equivalent to
the category of pairs (FG, α), where FG is a G-torsor on S × X̃ , and α = (ασ)σ∈Σ is a collection of
isomorphisms

ασ : σ∗FG →̃FσG
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such that for any σ, τ ∈ Σ the following diagram commutes.

τ∗σ∗FG
αστ

��

ασ �� τ∗(FσG) = (τ∗FG)σ

ατ

��
(FG)στ (FτG)σ

Proof. Let F̃ be an affine scheme over X̃. Assume that the action of Σ on X̃ is lifted to an action
on F̃ . Let F denote the affine scheme over X, the descent of F̃ .

Assume that F̃ is, in addition, a G-torsor. Then for F to be a G-torsor, the actions of G and of
Σ on F̃ should come from an action of G � Σ on F̃ .

Example 1. Take H to be a group scheme over Speck, set G = Hom(Σ,H) (the group structure on
G comes from that of H). Let Σ act on G via its action on Σ by translations. Then G →̃ π∗H.

B.1.2 Let G be a connected reductive group over Spec k equipped with a homomorphism Σ→
Aut(G). Let G be the twisting of G by the Σ-torsor π : X̃ → X. Assume that T ⊂ G is a maximal
torus invariant under Σ. Let Λ (respectively, Λ̌) be the coweights (respectively, weights) lattices of
T, so Σ acts on the corresponding root datum (Λ, R, Λ̌, Ř). Here R (respectively Ř) are the coroots
(respectively, roots) of G.

Let W = NG(T)/T be the Weil group. Since Σ preserves both T and NG(T), Σ acts on W by
group automorphisms. For λ ∈ Λ, w ∈ W and σ ∈ Σ we have σ(wλ) = (σw)(σλ), so Σ acts on the
set Λ/W of dominant coweights of G.

Write BunG for the stack of G-torsors on X. Let HG denote the Hecke stack classifying x̃ ∈ X̃,
G-torsors FG,F ′

G on X, and an isomorphism FG →̃F ′
G|X−π(x̃). We have a diagram

X̃ × BunG HG
supp×p�� p′ �� BunG,

where p (respectively, p′) sends the above point to FG (respectively, to F ′
G).

A choice of a Borel subgroup in G containing T identifies Λ/W with the corresponding set of
dominant coweights, hence yields a usual order on Λ/W . This order does not depend on a choice
of such Borel subgroup.

Let Dx (respectively, Dx̃) denote the formal neighbourhood of x ∈ X (respectively, of x̃ ∈ X̃).
The map π induces Dx̃ →̃Dx for x = π(x̃). For λ ∈ Λ/W denote by HλG ↪→HG the closed substack
given by the condition that F ′

G|Dx̃
is in a position at most λ with respect to FG|Dx̃

, here we view
them as G-torsors using the canonical isomorphism G|X̃ →̃G ×X. Given σ ∈ Σ, this condition is
equivalent to requiring that F ′

G|Dσx̃
is in a position at most σλ with respect to FG|Dσx̃

.
The Hecke functor

Hλ
G : D(BunG)→ D(X̃ × BunG)

is given by

Hλ
G(K) = (supp×p)!((p′)∗K ⊗ ICHλ

G
)[−dim BunG].

For each σ ∈ Σ we have a commutative diagram

X̃ × BunG

σ×id

��

Hσ
−1λ
G

supp×p��

��

p′ �� BunG

id

��
X̃ × BunG HλG

supp×p�� p′ �� BunG
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where the vertical middle arrow is an isomorphism. This yields a compatible system of isomorphisms
for σ ∈ Σ

(σ × id)∗ ◦Hλ
G →̃Hσ−1λ

G . (61)

Example 2. Given a homomorphism Σ→ NG(T) ⊂ G, consider the corresponding action of Σ on G

by conjugation. Then G is an inner form of G, and Σ acts trivially on Λ/W . Let F1
G be the G-torsor

on X obtained from the Σ-torsor X̃ by the extension of scalars via Σ → G. Then G identifies
with the group scheme (over X) of automorphisms of the G-torsor F1

G. In this case we identify
canonically BunG →̃ BunG sending FG to the G-torsor Isom(FG,F1

G). Then Hλ becomes the usual
Hecke functor followed by restriction under π × id : X̃ × BunG → X ×BunG.

B.1.3 The map supp×p : HλG → X̃ × BunG identifies with the twisted projection

(X̃ × BunG)×̃GrλG → X̃ × BunG .

Similarly, supp×p′ : HλG → X̃ × BunG identifies with (X̃ × BunG)×̃Gr−w0(λ)
G → X̃ × BunG, where

w0 is the longest element of W . Note that ICHλ
G

is ULA with respect to supp×p′. This implies that
Hλ
G commutes with the Verdier duality.

B.1.4 Let Ǧ denote the Langlands dual group to G, it comes equipped with a maximal torus Ť.
The group Σ acts naturally on the root datum (Λ̌, Ř,Λ, R) of (Ǧ, Ť). Recall that we have an exact
sequence

1→W → Aut(Λ̌, Ř,Λ, R)→ Out(G)→ 1,
where Out(G) is the group of exterior automorphisms of G. Assume that we are given a lifting of

Σ→ Aut(Λ̌, Ř,Λ, R)

to a homomorphism µ : Σ→ Aut(Ǧ, Ť). (Such a lifting exists under the additional assumption that
the Σ-action on (G,T) preserves an epinglage of G containing T.) This lifting is uniquely defined
up to inner automorphisms by elements of Ť.

Then we have the semi-direct product GL := Ǧ � Σ included into an exact sequence 1 → Ǧ→
Ǧ�Σ→ Σ→ 1. This is a version of the L-group associated to GF . Here GF denotes the restriction
of the group scheme G to the generic point SpecF ∈ X of X (cf. [Bor79]).

B.2 Let now G1 be another reductive connected group over Spec k equipped with an action Σ →
Aut(G1) and let G1 be the group scheme on X obtained as the twisting of G1 by the Σ-torsor
π : X̃ → X.

Assume that G1 satisfies the same conditions as G in Appendix B.1. (The subscript 1 denotes
the corresponding objects for G1.) So, we have a maximal torus T1 ⊂ G1 stable under Σ, and we
assume that we are given a homomorphism µ1 : Σ→ Aut(Ǧ1) as above. Assume that we are given
a Σ-equivariant homomorphism Ǧ→ Ǧ1 sending Ť to Ť1. It yields a homomorphism GL → GL1 .

The functoriality problem is to find a family of functors

SF : D(S × BunG)→ D(S × BunG1)

for each scheme S with the following property. Write V λ1
1 for the irreducible representation of Ǧ1

with highest weight λ1 ∈ Λ1/W1. Similarly, V λ denotes the irreducible representation of Ǧ with
highest weight λ ∈ Λ/W (this notion does not depend on a choice of a Borel subgroup in G

containing T). We would like to have for each λ1 ∈ Λ1/W1 isomorphisms of functors

Hλ1
G1
◦ SF →̃

⊕
λ

X̃×SF ◦Hλ
G ⊗HomǦ(V λ, V λ1

1 )
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from D(S×BunG) to D(X̃×S×BunG1). It is required that these isomorphism are compatible with
the action of Σ on both sides.
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